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Abstract 

For all semiconductors (n-Si, p-Si, n-GaAs, n-InP, a-Si :H), the spectral respon se ' 

of liquids junctions, in the short wavelength region (200-600 nm), showed higher quantum 

yields than metal junctions. This general trend was independent of redox species, solvent, 

supporting electrolyte, and metal overJayer. This technique was also used to distinguish 

between Schottky barrier behavior from electrocatalytic behavior of metal overlayers. 

Studies of n-Si photoelectrodes in aqueous and non-aqueous electrolytes have been 

conducted. For all n-Si/CH30H-dimethylferrocne+/O(Me2Fc+/O) cells, the forward bias 

dark currents,the open circuit voltage (Vex;), and temperature dependence of Voc were 

independent redox species concentrations. All n-Si photo anodes (naked and coated with 

discontinuous metal overlayers) were found to be unstable in aqueous electrolytes. 

Novel metal/insulator/semiconductor devices have been fabricated through the 

anodic growth of the insulator layer in a methanol based electrolyte. These devices do not 

suffer from Fermi level pining restrictions, and some exhibit electronic properties limited 

by minority carrier transport. 

A theoretical framework has been formulated to describe the behavior of 

photoelectrolysis cells , and experiments at n-SrTi03/5 .0 M KOH(aq)/Pt junctions have 

been conducted. The data exhibits a photocurrent threshold in the short circuit electrolysis 

current at 0.02-0.03 mW/cm2 of 325 nm illumination, which is consistent with the 

theoretical framework. 

The behavior of Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O junctions has been investigated under high 

injection conditions. With a structure having n+ diffused back contacts, Vocs of 626+5 mY 

were obtained at short circuit photocurrent densities of 20 mA/cm2. The diode quality 

factor and reverse saturation current were 1.8+0.1 and (2.6+ 1.5)x 10-8 A/cm2, 

respectively. These data are consistent with recombination dominated by the base and back 

contact regions, and not at the Si/CH30H interface. 
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This thesis consists of several chapters all of which can stand alone. The following 

chapter (Chapter 2) is a short, qualitative introduction to the field of semiconductor/liquid 

junctions. It is not meant as an exhaustive discussion of the physical principles involved in 

the operation of semiconductor devices. Its primary purpose is to give the uninitiated 

reader a qualitative grasp of what this field encompasses. Subjects discussed in Chapter 2 

will deal with issues such as the difference between solid-state devices and 

semiconductor/liquid junctions, the important problems and obstacles that have been 

encountered in this field, and the types of contributions that chemists can make. In addition 

a short historical perspective is presented that serves as a transition to the rest of the thesis. 

Chapter 3 is the first of the experimental chapters. This chapter details a technique 

that was developed to examine directly the electron transfer properties of a variety of 

semiconductor interfaces. This technique was used on over 18 systems (solid-state and 

liquid junction), and various general differences in charge transfer properties for different 

junctions were observed. 

Chapter 4 describes detailed experiments of n-Si and surface modified n-Si 

photoelectrodes in both non-aqueous and aqueous solvents. This work was aimed not only 

at studies of charge transfer, but also at examinations of stability and efficiency claims 

found in the recent literature. Much of the work, detailed in Chapter 4, was in 

disagreement with these recent claims. Based upon our experiments, alternative 

explanations and interpretations are presented for the controversial observations reported in 

the literature. 

Chapter 5 describes work that was an extension of previous work with n-Si/liquid 

junctions. These experiments describe the use of a liquid junction as an aid in the 

fabrication of a solid-state device that cannot be prepared using state of the art solid-state 
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technology. This unique processing technique, using the liquid junction, was discovered 

somewhat inadvertently and underscores the usefulness of liquid junctions. 

Chapter 6 is the only chapter that deals with a large bandgap semiconductor. 

Certain properties of large bandgap semiconductors allow the examination of particular 

issues that are not possible with small bandgap materials. The work described in this 

chapter was aimed at a fundamental question regarding the formalisms and physical aspects 

of charge transfer events at semiconductor/liquid interfaces. 

Chapter 7, the final chapter, is a description of the operation of a novel type of 

liquid junction device. According to conventional wisdom, this type of device should not 

operate efficiently as a liquid junction, although similar solid-state devices are among the 

most efficient photovoltaic converter to date. Explanations and experiments to determine 

why these devices operate well in liquid junction form are discussed. 
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Charge Transfer Studies of Semiconductor Interfaces 

Chapter 2: Background 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, much effort has gone into the development of efficient solar energy 

conversion devices. Energy conversion efficiencies for semiconductor solid-state systems 

have reached levels that were thought to be unattainable twenty years ago. Although large 

scale terrestrial application of photovoltaics is currently not feasible economically, a high 

degree of sophistication has produced conversion systems that are practical for many small 

scale applications such as satellites and isolated terrestrial locations. 

An alternative to the solid-state photovoltaic device is a photoelectrochemical cell 

(PEe). In such a structure, a semiconductor is still required, but the active junction occurs 

at a solid/liquid interface. This type of device is very attractive since it offers the possibility 

of producing chemical fuels that are easily stored or transported. In the early 1970's 

Honda and Fujishima used this approach to split water and produce hydrogen and 

oxygen. 1 This generated a great deal of interest in PEes, however, it was quickly realized 

that water splitting systems could not achieve the efficiencies required to be economically 

feasible. This was due to the fact that all water splitting systems required the use of large 

bandgap materials. 

A slightly modified PEe uses a regenerative electrolyte to produce electricity rather 

than chemical fuels. This type of PEe has received the most attention in recent years. A 

major hindrance to the regenerative systems is the fact that most of the small bandgap 

materials are thermodynamically unstable in aqueous solutions.2 They are extremely 

susceptible to corrosion and/or passivation in the dark and/or under illumination. With 

some notable exceptions, very few aqueous regenerative photoelectrochemical cells were 

reported to be stable. A solution to this problem was the use of non-aqueous electrolyte 

systems with kinetically fast, outer-sphere redox molecules for charge transport.3 With 
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this modification, the thermodynamic pathways that caused instability were no longer 

kinetically accessible. 

There are significant differences between regenerative photoelectrochemical cells 

and solid-state photovoltaic devices. The primary difference is the requirement of charge 

transfer from a semiconductor into solution for the PEe. Typically, the rate of charge 

transfer from a semiconductor into freely diffusing molecules in solution is kinetically 

slower than that from a semiconductor into a metal or into another semiconductor. This is 

due to the fact that solvent reorganization effects and low solution acceptor concentrations 

are usually involved. This kinetic sluggishness can lead to problems in obtaining efficient 

semiconductorlliquid junctions for photovoltaic energy conversion. Consideration of the 

rates of charge transfer with respect to recombination rates is important for superior device 

behavior. With recent discoveries of stable, well-characterized semiconductor/electrolyte 

interfaces, examinations of fundamental aspects of interfacial processes such as charge 

transfer can now be conducted. 

From practical and fundamental viewpoints there are many reasons to study 

semiconductor/electrolyte interfaces. One of the most compelling is the ease with which 

semiconductor/liquid junction devices can be fabricated. Expensive clean room 

atmospheres, high temperature, and high vacuum processing systems are commonly 

required for the fabrication of solid-state semiconductor devices. In contrast liquid junction 

devices can be fabricated for study at a fraction of the cost in not only equipment but also 

labor. Furthermore, a liquid junction device is a renewable system which allows for the 

study of many junctions at the same electrode interface. The electrode can be easily 

removed from one electrolyte and inserted into another, without changing significantly the 

surface. Or the electrode can be removed from the electrolyte for direct analysis of the 

surface through the various available surface analytical spectroscopies. Also, the ability to 

change certain aspects of the interface, which is not possible with solid-state devices, is 
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facilitated by the use of liquid junctions. The non-destructive nature of the interface allows 

the examination of various modifications of the surface and the electrolyte. An example is 

the ability to bind molecules to the surface to affect the electronic properties of the device. 

Another is the ability to change concentrations and identities of the redox species in the 

solution to facilitate studies of charge transfer phenomenon. Of course, as mentioned 

above, another major motivation is the possibility for fabricating cheap, efficient solar 

conversion devices. All of these factors make the study of semiconductor/liquid junctions 

ideal for addressing many practical and fundamental issues relating to interface chemistry 

and physics. 

Many advances in the field of semiconductor/liquid junctions have occurred in the 

last two decades of study. Hundreds of new materials have been identified to be 

semiconducting through photoelectrochemical study.4 Many of these materials would not 

have been discovered if research had been restricted to conventional solid-state junctions. 

This is due to the ease with which photoeffects can be obtained in liquid junctions. Many 

semiconductor surfaces have been chemically and electronically modified through the 

binding or adsorption of metal ions,S molecules,6 polymers,7 and even enzymes.8 Certain 

semiconductor/liquid systems have been shown to produce unique chemical reactions that 

are not possible at metal electrodes.9 Quantization and "hot" electron transfer have been 

observed for semiconductor colloids and superlattice photoelectrodes. lO Additionally, ideal 

behavior with regard to the energetics of barrier formation, which is not seen for 

semiconductor/metal junctions, has been observed for semiconductor/liquid interfaces. I 1 

Technological and practical applications for semiconductor/liquid interfaces have 

also grown. Solar cell power conversion efficiencies have increased to the 10-15% 

levep,I2-I4 Particulate semiconductors have been used photochemically to oxidize toxic 

pollutants in aqueous and non-aqueous systems. IS Liquid junctions have been used to 

process semiconductor interfaces, which have been fabricated into solid-state devices that 
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exhibit novel properties not attainable through conventional techniques. 16 Semiconductor 

devices with electroplated metal overlayers have been shown to exhibit properties that are 

significantly different from conventional thermally deposited metal overlayers. 17 Another 

application that is very promising is the use of liquid junctions for non-destructive, spatially 

resolved characterization of semiconductor materials and processing. 

Many excellent reviews about the field have been published. 18-20 The purpose of 

this chapter is to discuss the aspects of both semiconductor device physics and 

electrochemical processes that are required to gain an understanding of the operation of 

PEes. It is outside the scope of this paper to deal with all issues quantitatively. Instead, 

the primary goal is to provide the uninitiated reader a good qualitative grasp of the 

principles involved. However, in certain situations where rigor is warranted, a quantitative 

discussion is presented. 

II. CHARGE SEPARATION 

The key process involved with the conversion of light into chemical or electrical 

energy is charge separation. Once a photon of light has been absorbed creating an electron 

and hole, a method to separate these species is required to prevent their recombination. 

One method of charge separation occurs in nature, in the photosynthetic reaction center.21 

Although photosynthesis is very complex and is not fully understood, the main features are 

clear. Upon absorption of a photon, the electron and hole are separated through a series of 

steps involving electron transfers. These electron transfers are driven by free energy (~G) 

gradients. The overall photosynthetic process results in the formation of carbohydrates 

through the fixation of carbon dioxide. 

(1) 
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The efficiency of this process depends on various factors such as the ratio of 

successful charge separation to electron-hole recombination. The overall efficiency also 

depends on factors such as amount of light absorption, and quantum yields for electron 

transfer depends on excited state lifetimes. Although, quantum yields for this process are 

relatively high, the overall efficiency is relatively small (2-3 %).21 Attempts to chemically 

mimic photosynthesis using man-made systems have resulted in some success 

recently,22,23 and a great deal of fundamental knowledge about the photosynthetic process 

has been attained. 

The charge separation process in semiconductor/liquid and solid-state 

semiconductor junction systems occurs through a related, but chemically different, series of 

processes. In the semiconductor, the spatial charge separation is not driven by a series of 

highly irreversible electron transfer steps. It is driven by an electric field that has been 

established in the semiconductor (vide infra). Since electrical contact can be easily made to 

semiconductor systems, these separated charges can be harvested in the form of electricity. 

Alternatively, they can be coupled to heterogeneous chemical reactions that can directly 

convert low energy materials into chemical fuels. However, the quantity of useful energy 

(electrical and/or chemical) is determined, as is the case for photosynthetic systems, by the 

ratio of successful charge separation versus electron-hole recombination. The 

recombination process in semiconductor based systems can occur through several 

mechanisms which are dependent on various properties of the specific system under 

consideration. 

The intent of this chapter is to develop the theory for PEe operation from basic 

principles and to apply it to several systems of note. We will begin with the fundamentals 

and develop our understanding with successive sections. Many of the subjects mentioned 
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in this chapter will then be dealt with in greater detail in the following experimental 

chapters. 

III. BAND THEORY 

To understand charge-separation and current transport processes in a solid, one 

needs to understand the electronic properties of solids. The model that is most successful 

for the description of the behavior of solids is the free electron model. It is based upon the 

existence of molecular orbitals that are delocalized over all the nuclei that comprise the 

solid. This delocalization results in the formation of bands of states that are comprised of 

the substituent molecular orbitals. 

A . Development of Bands 

The origin of bands in a solid is a direct consequence of applying the Schroedinger 

equation to a periodic potential.24 Although quantitative treatments of band theory are well

developed, for our purposes only a qualitative understanding is required. 

Isolated atoms have discrete energy levels (orbitals) that can be occupied by 

electrons. When isolated atoms are brought together, such as in a molecule, orbitals of 

appropriate energies interact and form de localized molecular orbitals. In a solid, these 

orbitals are delocalized over the whole material. This is a direct result of the periodic 

potential resulting from the periodic nature of the nuclear positions of the atoms comprising 

the material.24 For example, since there are 2.7 x 1022 sodium atoms in a cubic centimeter, 

there are 2.7 x 1022 delocalized orbitals in a cubic centimeter resulting form the atomic 3s 

orbitals. As was the case for the atomic and molecular systems, the Pauli exclusion 

principle holds for the crystal. This leads us to conclude that there must exist a band of 

states comprised of 2.7 x 1022 sodium 3s orbitals per cubic centimeter that differ in energy 

by very small amounts. 
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Of course, what is true for the valence orbitals is also true for the core level orbitals 

and the unoccupied higher energy orbitals. However, we shall be concerned primarily with 

the highest occupied band (valence band) and the lowest unoccupied band (conduction 

band). These delocalized bands are directly analogous to the highest occupied molecular 

orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, respectively. Therefore, to a first 

approximation we can consider crystals to be merely large molecules with delocalized 

orbitals. 

The band theory allows the classification of solids into three general categories. 

Conductors are materials in which the highest occupied band is not completely filled , or the 

bandgap (the energy difference between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied band) 

is very small. This is found to be the case for the sodium example above and the other 

metals. Insulators are materials in which the bandgap is large (>4 e V), and semiconductors 

have intermediate bandgaps. The differentiation between semiconducting and insulating 

behavior is somewhat arbitrary. Insulating materials such as diamond and glass have 

bandgaps greater that 5 eV. Technologically important semiconductors such as Si and 

GaAs have bandgaps of 1.1 and 1.4 e V respectively at room temperature, and other 

semiconductors useful for PEC applications such as CdS and Ti02 have bandgaps ranging 

from 2.4 to 3 eV. 

Perhaps the most important result that emerges from band theory is the existence of 

a bandgap. As is the case with the energy separation between molecular orbitals the energy 

separation between bands is a direct reflection of bond strength, since the bandgap energy 

corresponds to the amount of energy required to remove an electron from a bond and raise 

it to a sufficiently high energy that it is free to move throughout the crystal. 

B. Doping 
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Up to this point we have been considering only pure crystals. For semiconductors 

under these conditions, the valence band will be completely full and the conduction band 

completely empty, except for the the small number of carriers that have been thermally 

excited from the valence band into the conduction band. To increase the conductivity and 

to control other electronic properties of the semiconductor, low concentrations of specific 

impurity atoms (on the order of one impurity atom per several million crystal atoms) can be 

introduced into the crystallattice.25 This process is known as doping. 

Dopant atoms can either be donors (which donate an electron to the conduction 

band and become positively charged) or acceptors (which accept electrons from the valence 

band and become negatively charged). A material that has been doped with donors is n

type, since the majority carriers are electrons in the conduction band, through which the 

electrical conduction occurs. Conversely, a p-type semiconductor has been doped with 

acceptors and conduction occurs through the majority carriers which are holes in the 

valence band. 

The nature of a dopant atom is dependent upon the characteristics of the dopant and 

of the crystal in which it is incorporated. For example in Si, which is a group IV element, 

group V elements such as P and As will be donors.25 Since only four of the five valence 

electrons are required for tetrahedral bonding in the crystal, the fifth valence electron will be 

donated to the conduction band at room temperature. Conversely, group ill elements such 

as B or Al are acceptors in Si, since they require an additional electron from the valence 

band to satisfy the tetrahedral bonding requirement. Under certain conditions a particular 

dopant atom can act either as a donor or as an acceptor depending upon its lattice position in 

the crystal. For example Si is a donor in GaAs if it occupies the position of a Ga atom, but 

it is an acceptor if it occupies an As lattice site.25 
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Other impurity atoms, such as transition metals, can have deeper levels or multiple 

levels. Additionally, interstitial atoms and crystal defects can also behave as dopants. All 

of these factors can significantly affect the electronic properties of the material even if they 

exist in the crystal in concentrations of parts per billion. Therefore, the manufacturing and 

processing of most semiconductor materials and devices are conducted under 

excruciatingly clean conditions to minimize the incorporation of unwanted impurities. For 

certain applications impurities with deep levels are incorporated into the semiconductor to 

control properties that cannot be easily controlled by dopant impurities. 

IV. ELECTROCHEMICAL POTENTIALS 

The operation of a PEe requires the formation of a semiconductorlliquid junction. 

This involves the simple act of introducing the semiconductor of interest to the solution of 

interest. The electrical junction formation at the solid/liquid interface is due to the 

equilibration of electrochemical potentials of the solid and the liquid. We will now discuss 

what the definition of electrochemical potentials are for liquids and solids. 

A. Solution Electrochemical Potentials-Nernst Equation 

The electrochemical potential for a solution is given by the Nemst equation.26 

Ef = EO'+ (2.303RT/nF)ln([A]/[A-]) (2) 

Efis the redox potential of the solution. EO', the formal potential, is specific to the 

solvent-molecule system. R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, n is the 

number of electrons involved in the redox process, F is the Faraday constant, and [A] and 

[A -] are the activities or concentrations of the oxidized and reduced forms of the redox 

couple respectively. 
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The electrochemical potential or redox potential is often referred to as the solution 

Fermi level since it is derived using Fermi-Dirac statistics. The application of Fermi-Dirac 

statistics to a system is equivalent to fliling the states (orbitals) of the system with the 

available electrons subject to the Pauli exclusion principle. The Fermi level is the energy at 

which the probability of finding an occupied state is 1/2. Throughout this paper we will 

use the terms Fermi level, redox potential, and electrochemical potential interchangeably. 

The fIrst term of equation (2), EO', is an intrinsic energy level that is dependent on 

the energy of the molecular orbital under consideration. Thus, its value depends on the 

identity of the molecule and interaction with the solvent.26 The second term is a statistical 

factor that describes the electron occupancy of the orbitals of the molecules under 

consideration.26 If the appropriate molecular orbital is occupied, the molecule is in its 

reduced form (A-). If the orbital is unoccupied, the molecule is in its oxidized form (A). 

As we increase the number of electrons (i.e., increase the concentration of reduced species) 

the redox potential becomes more negative. Conversely, as we decrease the number of 

electrons (Le., increase the concentration of oxidized species) the redox potential becomes 

more positive. 

Electrochemical potentials cannot be measured without reference to another 

electrochemical potential consisting of its own redox couple. By defInition the 

electrochemical potential of the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) is considered to be 

zero.26 The SHE consists of a Pt electrode in a pH =1 solution under 1 atm H2. Since this 

electrode is somewhat diffIcult to use in routine experiments, other electrodes such as the 

saturated calomel electrode (SCE) are in common use. Nevertheless, all redox potentials 

can always be referenced to the SHE. 

B. Semiconductor Electrochemical Potentials 
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The Fenni level of a solid is defined exactly the same way as that for a solution. 

The difference here is that instead of dealing with the occupancy of molecular orbitals that 

are unique to each individual molecule, one deals with states that are delocalized over the 

entire crystal. 

The total number of states in a solid is equal to the number of states that were 

contributed by the individual constituents of the solid. The energetic distribution of these 

states can be calculated quantum mechanically. These states are again filled with the 

available electrons using the Fenni-Dirac distribution function. This results in the 

following equation for the Fermi level of a semiconductor.25 

(3) 

Ei is the intrinsic energy level for the semiconductor in the absence of doping, n is the 

excess concentration of electrons in the conduction band due to doping, and nj is the 

intrinsic concentration of electrons in the absence of doping. Equation (3) can be written in 

several ways depending on the situation. The important thing to note is that the Fermi 

levels for solutions and solids are derived in the same manner and have the same meaning. 

By definition for a solid, Ef is referenced to the energy of a free electron in vacuum 

(commonly referred to as the vacuum level) .26 Since the energy required to remove an 

electron from the Fenni level of the solid can be easily measured, it is reasonable to make 

this defInition. However, this energy cannot be experimentally determined for a liquid. 

Therefore, it is difficult to quantitatively relate the position of a redox potential of a solution 

to the Fenni level of a solid. However, various theoretical constructs have indicated that 

the Fenni level of the SHE is approximately 4.5-4.7 eV positive of the vacuum level.26 

Although the exact number is not known, this approximation is sufficient for most of our 

needs. 
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v . JUNCTION FORMATION 

Figures la-d depict n-type semiconductor/liquid junctions before and after charge 

transfer equilibration. When a semiconductor is brought into contact with another phase, 

an electrostatic double layer is established, because the electrochemical potentials must 

equilibrate. This results in the formation of an electrostatic barrier. Figure la and b depict 

the situation for a n-type semiconductor in contact with a liquid junction. Since the 

electrochemical potential of the semiconductor is more negative than that for the liquid, 

electrons from the semiconductor are transferred to the electrolyte. As these electrons are 

transferred to the electrolyte, positive charges are left in the semiconductor. This charge 

equilibration results in the development of a dipole. After a certain amount of charge 

equilibration, this dipole hinders the ability of further electrons to transfer into the solution. 

At this point the electrochemical potentials have equilibrated. Since these positive charges 

are the nuclei of the dopant atoms, their positions are stationary in the crystal, and the width 

over which the electrons have been depleted in the semiconductor is known as the depletion 

region. 

The spatial distribution of positively charged nuclei in the depletion region results in 

an electric field, the magnitude of which is linearly dependent on distance. Integration of 

this electric field as a function of distance yields the potential energy vs distance diagram 

depicted in Figure lb. One important parameter that controls the properties of the junction 

is the barrier height (Figure 1 b). The barrier height energy, q<Pb, is the energy required to 

take an electron from the Fermi level of the electrolyte and transfer it into the semiconductor 

conduction band. The junction depicted in Figure lb is a rectifying contact since current 

will flow only in one direction. This ability to form a depletion region and a rectifying 

contact at a semiconductor junction is the basis for all the semiconductor devices that have 
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revolutionized the electronics industry in the last forty years. The current-voltage (I-V) 

properties of these contacts will be discussed later. 

When the electrochemical potential of the electrolyte is negative of the 

electrochemical potential of the n-type semiconductor, electrons will transfer from the 

electrolyte into the semiconductor (Figures Ic-d). The effect of this is to bring the Fermi 

level of the semiconductor more negative so that it will equilibrate with the electrochemical 

potential of the electrolyte. When this happens the semiconductor Fermi level at the surface 

is in the conduction band. Such a situation results in no depletion region and non

rectifying characteristics, because the junction properties are similar to that of a 

metaVelectrolyte system. Under these conditions the junction is said to be an accumulated 

system, since majority carrier have been accumulated at the interface instead of depleted. 

This type of junction is an ohmic junction since the I-V properties are controlled by Ohm's 

law. 

Analogous considerations can be made for p-type semiconductors, except that holes 

are the majority carrier and their transfer is what results in the equilibration of 

electrochemical potentials. For such situations, if the electrolyte Fermi level is negative of 

the semiconductor electrochemical potential, the contact will be rectifying. If the electrolyte 

Fermi level is positive of the semiconductor electrochemical potential, the contact will be 

ohmic. For these junctions the barrier height energy, q<j>b, is the energy required to take a 

hole from the electrolyte Fermi level and transfer it into the valence band of the 

semiconductor. 

For an ideal system, the equilibrium energetics of the junction will be determined by 

the difference in the electrochemical potential of the semiconductor and the electrochemical 

potential of the contacting phase. However, for many solid-state systems 

(semiconductor/metal contacts) this is not the case.25,27 When the junction energetics are 
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independent of the difference in electrochemical potentials of the contacting phases, the 

system is said to suffer from Fermi level pinning (FLP), since the semiconductor Fermi 

level is "pinned" at a position that is not dependent on the contacting phase Fermi level. 

A~though, most semiconductor/metal systems suffer from FLP restrictions, many 

analogous semiconductorlliquid junctions do not. 

VI. REGENERATIVE PECS-CURRENT-VOLTAGE (I-V) PROPERTIES 

Now that we have illustrated junction formation, the I-V properties of these contacts 

need to be examined. We will examine the rectifying I-V behavior of an ideal system in the 

dark and then under illumination. This analysis is for regenerative-electrolyte, electricity 

producing, systems. Non-regenerative photoelectrolytic (chemical fuel) systems will be 

discussed subsequently. Initially the discussion will be qualitative. This will be followed 

by a quantitative discussion of the parameters that control the I-V characteristics of 

regenerative-electrolyte PEes. Although the following discussion will be for n-type 

systems, analogous effects are observed for p-type semiconductor/electrolyte contacts. 

We will use the following conventions for currents and voltages. The applied 

voltage is positive if a positive potential is applied to the semiconductor, or a negative 

voltage is applied to a counter electrode in solution. On the energy vs distance diagrams 

(for example Figure 1) positive is down and negative is up. The current is positive if 

excess electrons are going into the semiconductor or holes are going into the electrolyte. 

Figure 2a displays a rectifying junction involving an n-type semiconductor and an 

electrolyte at equilibrium in the dark. This condition is known as the short-circuit condition 

since the Fermi levels are equilibrated. Under these conditions no net current is flowing. 

However, there are small, equal and opposite exchange currents flowing. These are 

displayed by the arrows in Figure 2a. Although these arrows display exchange between 

the electrolyte and the conduction band, this need not be the dominant path in all systems. 
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The exchange can also occur through the valence band, however, for our purposes we will 

depict the exchange currents as in Figure 2a. The magnitude of the exchange currents is an 

important quantity and will be discussed below. The positive exchange currents consist of 

electrons from the electrolyte that are thermally activated over the barrier, q<!>b. The 

opposite current is due to activated electron flow from the semiconductor to the electrolyte, 

over the barrier . 

When a potential is applied to the semiconductor with respect to a reference 

electrode, the system is displaced from the short circuit condition. For an ideal system we 

will assume that all applied potential is dropped across the semiconductor. When a positive 

potential is applied to the semiconductor, the bands are displaced down, Figure 2b. 

Inspection of the diagram shows that the positive current (from the electrolyte into the 

conduction band) does not change in magnitude, since the barrier remains the same. 

However, the negative current (from the conduction band into the electrolyte) decreases 

because the barrier to electron flow into the electrolyte has changed from (qVbi+ qVn) to 

(qVbi+ qVn + qVapp), where Vbi is positive. This condition is known as reverse bias, 

since the applied voltage has induced greater band-bending in the junction than that which 

existed at equilibrium. Therefore, the net current under reverse bias is positive. Its 

magnitude is equal to the equilibrium exchange current since the applied voltage has 

reduced the negative current to a negligible value. 

Conversely, when a negative voltage is applied to the semiconductor, the bands are 

displaced up, Figure 2c. This condition is known as forward bias. Again the positive 

current value has remained constant. However, the negative current from the 

semiconductor into the electrolyte has increased since the activation barrier for this electron 

flow has been reduced to (qVbi+ qVn + qVapp) where Vn is the difference between the 

conduction band and the Fermi level in the bulk of the semiconductor, and Vapp is negative. 
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The increase in electron flow is exponential with reduction in the activation barrier, since 

activated transfer over a barrier is known to be governed by an Arrhenius type tenn. 

Figure 2d displays the expected I-V response for the junction discussed with 

appropriate indications of the band bending conditions of Figures 2a-c. By inspection we 

can write an equation that displays this behavior. 

J = -Jo(exp(-qV/AkT) - 1) (4) 

In this equation we have used current densities (J in Amps/cm2) rather than 

currents, since the current densities are the important quantities for real systems. Jo is the 

exchange current density. It is often called the reverse saturation current density, since this 

is the saturation current under reverse bias. J is the total current density, q is the charge on 

an electron, V is the applied voltage, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute 

temperature. A is a parameter known as the diode quality factor. Its physical meaning is 

dependent upon transport mechanisms that control Jo. 

We can qualitatively show that equation (4) satisfactorily depicts the I-V curve of 

Figure 2d. At positive applied voltages, the Boltzmann tenn becomes negligible and the 

total current density J, is equal to Jo. At zero applied voltage, we observe that J = O. At 

negative applied voltage, the (-1) becomes negligible and the total current density, J, is 

negative and varies exponentially with voltage. More rigorous derivations of this equation 

known as the ideal diode equation can be found in text books on semiconductor device 

physics. 

Under illumination a photocurrent, Jph, will be observed to be superposed on the 

dark current. The ideal diode equation can be modified to take into account the 

photocurrent density. 

J = -Jo(exp(-qV/AkT) - 1) + Jph (5) 
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This equation is a mathematical statement of the superposition principle. This 

model says that the photocurrent can be directly superposed onto the dark current. Often 

the superposition principle is not in effect for semiconductor/liquid junctions. This is due 

to the fact that under illumination, the mechanism that controls 10 may be different in the 

dark and under illumination. Consequently, the magnitude of 10 and the diode quality 

factor, A, often change from their values in the dark. However, equation (5) is still useful 

in analyzing the behavior of most PECs. 

The magnitude of the photocurrent depends on various factors that will be 

discussed in detail later. Figure 3a shows the processes that occur during illumination. 

Electron-hole pairs are created by the absorption of photons. They are separated by the 

electric field; the holes are driven toward the interface, and the electrons are driven toward 

the back of the semiconductor and around the circuit. The holes oxidize a molecule (A -), 

and the electrons traverse the circuit and reduce the molecule (A) at the platinum electrode. 

Therefore, no net change in the electrolyte occurs, but the electron hole pairs are separated 

and forced to produce electricity. Figure 3b displays the I-V curve for an ideal 

semiconductor/liquid junction under illumination, with the respective contributions due to 

the dark current and the superposed photocurrent. The important parameters in Figure 3b, 

each of which will be discussed in more detail, are the short-circuit photocurrent density 

(lsd, the open-circuit voltage (V od, and the fill factor (ff). 

A. Short-Circuit Photocurrent 

The photocurrent is merely the difference between the number of electron-hole pairs 

created by the absorption of light and the number of these pairs that recombine through 

various mechanisms and consequently are not separated. Therefore the observed 

photocurrent for a particular junction will depend on the quantum yield, which is defined as 

the ratio of successful charge separation to the total number of electron hole pairs that were 
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created. The number of carriers that recombine (ie are not successfully separated) depends 

on many factors such as wavelength of the excitation light, the semiconductor material 

quality, the junction energetics, the type of contact, the abruptness of junction, the 

electronic quality of the interfacial surface, etc. 

Since the absorption coefficient is dependent on the excitation wavelength the 

position of carrier creation in the semiconductor can be controlled by control of the exitation 

wavelength.28 In general, the shorter the wavelength, the larger the absorption coefficient. 

Consequently, modulation of the excitation wavelength yields control of the position of 

carrier generation. This property becomes useful for studying current transport across a 

junction. (See Chapter 3.) 

For a typical semiconductor/liquid junction the distance over which the bands are 

bent, the thickness of the depletion layer, is on the order of one tenth of a micron. When 

carriers are created in this region, the charge separation process is very efficient due to the 

existence of the electric field (usually on the order of 105 V/cm). For most systems, the 

quantum yield for carriers generated in the depletion layer is unity.29 However, longer 

wavelength photons result in carrier generation deep in the semiconductor, where electric 

field induced charge separation cannot occur. When carriers are created outside the 

depletion layer, they will diffuse until they recombine or until they diffuse into the depletion 

layer and are swept away. (See Chapter 3.) If the material quality is poor and carriers 

recombine quickly then a relatively small fraction will reach the depletion layer for 

subsequent separation. If the material quality is excellent (i.e., carriers can diffuse for a 

relatively long time before recombining) a larger fraction will reach the depletion layer and 

the quantum yield will be high. Consequently, an excellent method to examine material 

quality is to study the quantum yield as a function of wavelength. This type of 

measurement is known as a spectral response. 
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In addition if excitation occurs extremely close to the interface, even though the 

carriers are generated in the depletion layer a certain number of majority carriers can diffuse 

against the field due to a chemical potential gradient and recombine through charge transfer 

(Chapter 3). For this process to be significantly large enough for experimental 

measurement, excitation wavelengths in the UV (200-400 nm) must be used to create the 

carriers sufficiently close to the interface. Since most solar cells (liquid junction and solid

state) are designed for terrestrial operation, the UV response has traditionally been 

neglected. However, recent work has shown that studies of quantum yield as a function of 

wavelength in the UV region of the spectrum can provide information regarding interfacial 

charge transfer rates at various contacts. (See Chapter 3.) 

To determine the total photocurrent available from a particular junction, one merely 

has to integrate the spectral response of the junction over the wavelength region of the light 

source taking into consideration the wavelength dependent intensity of the source. For 

most applications the light source used is the terrestrial intensity of the sun at various times 

during the day. To maximize efficiency, photocurrent must be maximized, and various 

methods, such as increasing crystal quality and decreasing reflectivity losses, have been 

used to maximize the quantum yields of photovoltaic devices. 

B . Open-Circuit Voltage 

The open-circuit voltage for photovoltaic devices is dependent on many factors that 

govern the quantity of recombination occurring in a particular system. By definition, the 

open-circuit voltage is the voltage at which no net current is flowing. This voltage can be 

converted into the maximum free-energy available from a junction for specified conditions 

of temperature and illumination intensity. 

If we let the total current equal zero in equation (5), we obtain the following. 
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Voc = [(AkT)/q]ln(Jscllo) (6) 

Thus we observe that the open-circuit voltage is proportional to the ratio of the short 

circuit photocurrent to the reverse saturation (recombination) current. This equation holds 

regardless of whether the superposition principle is obeyed by a particular junction. 

Obviously, any factors that increase Jsc and/or reduce 10 will effect an increase in the Voc. 

Consequently, the material quality that was important in determining the spectral response 

properties of a junction (vide supra) is also important in determining the Voc. 

In addition the energetics at the interface are important in determining the magnitude 

of 10 . Figure 4 displays the various mechanisms that contribute to the reverse saturation 

current. Process a) is known as thermionic emission. This involves the activation of 

carriers over the built in barrier into the contacting phase. Process b), although similar to 

thermionic emission, involves the actual tunneling of carriers through the barrier into the 

contacting phase. If a particular junction has detrimental electronic states at the 

semiconductor surface, process c), surface-state recombination, can make a significant 

contribution to the reverse saturation current. Depletion region recombination, d), involves 

the injection of a minority carrier (a hole for this junction) that subsequently recombines 

with a majority carrier (an electron) in the depletion layer. Process e) is known as bulk

diffusion/recombination. It involves the diffusion of a minority carrier in the field-free 

region of the semiconductor until recombination with a majority carrier occurs. 

For any given junction all five mechanisms will contribute to the total reverse 

saturation current, however, only one usually will dominate, and the others will be 

negligible enough that they need not be considered. All the recombination processes have 

functional dependencies on properties of the junction. We will now quantitatively examine 

two of these processes, thermionic emission and bulk/diffusion recombination. 
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1) Thermionic Emission 

Before electrons can be emitted over the barrier, they must reach the interface. 

While transversing the depletion region, their motion is governed by the usual mechanisms 

of drift and diffusion. Once they have reached the interface, their emission across the 

interface is dependent upon the transfer kinetics of the particular junction. Since traversing 

the depletion region requires an activation, the transport of the majority carriers to the 

interface is dependent exponentially on the magnitude of the barrier. Therefore, we can 

write the following equation. 

Jo(th) = Kexp( -q<J>t/kT) (7) 

K is a temperature dependent constant that takes into account both the number of electrons 

incident per unit area at the interface and the probability of transfer. Its value is dependent 

upon the magnitude of the drift and diffusion processes. The drift velocity of carriers is 

~, where Il is the carrier mobility and E is the electric field strength. When the primary 

mechanism for carrier transport to the interface is through diffusion, K = qNc~, where Nc 

is the density of states in the conduction band. For semiconductor/metal contacts, when 

drift is the primary mechanism for carriers to reach the interface, K=A *1'2. T is the 

absolute temperature, and A * is known as the Richardson constant. For liquid junctions, 

the value of K involves many parameters that depend upon the constituents of the 

electrolyte and their concentration (see Section vm on Charge Transfer). The important 

point to note is that for both liquid and solid contacts, the energetics of the interface (i.e. , 

the barrier height) control the magnitude of the thermionic emission contribution to the 

reverse saturation current. Calculations show that an increase in <J>b of 59 m V at room 

temperature will result in a decrease of Jo(th) by one order of magnitude, assuming that K 

remains unchanged. 
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If we substitute equation (7) into equation (6) and rearrange, we obtain the 

following equation for the V oc of a semiconductor junction that is controlled by the 

thennionic emission mechanism. 

Voc = kT/q In(JphlK) + <Pb (8) 

We note from examination of equation (8) that for maximum efficiency, the barrier height 

must be as large as possible in order to obtain the maximum Voc. 

2) Bulk-Diffusion/Recombination 

For any photovoltaic device in order to improve the Voc, the goal is to decrease the 

magnitude of all recombination pathways. The rates of all the interfacial recombination 

mechanisms and depletion region recombination can be reduced by varying system 

parameters or the quality of the junction. For example, depletion region recombination can 

be reduced by decreasing the width of the depletion region through increasing the dopant 

density. Tunneling across the barrier and surface state recombination can be reduced by 

using moderately doped semiconductors and creating a better quality junction, respectively. 

Of course, thennionic emission can be reduced by creating a junction with a larger barrier 

height. This leaves bulk-diffusion/recombination. The magnitude of this recombination 

pathway is not dependent upon properties of the interface or the junction. This 

recombination process occurs in the bulk of the semiconductor in the field-free region . 

Therefore, its value is dependent upon the bulk crystal parameters. Consequently, the 

magnitude of bulk-diffusion/recombination current kinetically limits the maximum Voc 

obtainable from a particular junction. (See Chapters 4,5,7.) 

If we examine the diffusion and recombination of carriers in a field-free region we 

obtain the following equation for bulk-diffusion/recombination.30 
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(9) 

Dp is the diffusion coefficient of minority carriers in the material. It is related to the 

mobility of the holes, IIp, through the Einstein relations, Dp = (kT/q)IJ.p. Lp is the average 

diffusion length of minority carriers. This length is a characteristic distance over which 

most of the carriers can travel before they recombine. Nd is the dopant density, and all the 

other tenns have their usual meanings. If we substitute equation (9) into the Voc 

expression we obtain the following equation for the bulk-diffusion/recombination limited 

open-circuit voltage. 

(10) 

Inspection of this equation indicates what parameters are required to maximize Voc 

for a bulk-diffusion/recombination limited photovoltaic device. The values of the 

parameters in the denominator of the In tenn are either constants or relatively invariant. 

Therefore, at a constant photocurrent density, the maximization of the product NdLp is 

required to maximize Voc. Typically this can be achieved by simply increasing the dopant 

density. However, at very large concentrations of dopants, Lp often degrades or non

rectifying behavior is observed. (See Chapters 4,7.) 

An interesting approach is to use a semiconductor with a very low dopant density. 

In this case Lp is very large, since Nd is minimal. In the dark junctions based upon this 

material exhibit very resistive bahavior. However, under illumination, conductivity is 

induced through the existence of photogenerated carriers. This is called the high injection 

condition,31 since the number of carriers generated is greater than the initial dopant density. 

This type of device has allowed the attainment of Voc values greater than those from 

conventional devices under similar conditions. Solid-state photovoltaic cells of this design 
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have demonstrated record efficiencies for conversion of light to electricity) 1 Chapter 7 

deals with liquid junctions operated under high injection conditions. 

C . Fill Factor 

In addition to maximizing the currents and voltages of photovoltaic systems, the fill 

factor, which is a measure of the squareness of the I-V curve under illumination, must be 

maximized. The definition of the fill factor, FF, is given by equation (11) . 

(11 ) 

Vmax and Jmax are the values of the voltage and current density where the (V)(J) product is 

a maximum. Figure 3b displays geometrically a fill factor. 

Maximization of the fill factor, or the VJ product, is extremely important for 

practical photovoltaic devices. At open circuit the largest possible voltage is obtained, 

however, no net current is flowing. At short circuit the maximum current will flow, 

however, no potential difference is obtained. Therefore, although maximization and 

studies of Voc and Jsc are important to gain knowledge of the physics of the junction, a 

practical device will be operated at a voltage and current density where the VJ product is 

greatest. This is known as the power point, Pmax = V maxJmax. Inspection of equation 

(11) indicates that the ff is a measure of how great the VJ product is relative to the Voe and 

Jsc · 

Properties that can affect the flll factor include large uncompensated series 

resistances in the device, poor heterogeneous charge transfer kinetics, and for 

photoelectrochemical cells, concentration overpotentials due to inefficient mass transport of 

electroactive molecules to the junction interface. Uncompensated series resistances will 

result in significant potential drops in regions other than the depletion layer of the 

semiconductor. Poor charge transfer kinetics and large concentration polarizations will 
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result in the requirement of a large applied potential, or driving force, for the passage of 

current. 

All of these effects can be represented as resistances in an equivalent circuit for the 

cell, and they will decrease the squareness of the illuminated 1-V curve and hence reduce 

the fIll factor. A simple way to think about the effects of these resistances is to realize that 

when current flows through a resistor, it heats up and dissipates power. Consequently, the 

larger the effect of these resistors, the larger the losses of energy that can be harvested in 

the form of currents and voltages. 

VII. PHOTO ELECTROLYSIS CELLS 

A photoelectrolytic system is one in which a net chemical change occurs in the 

electrolyte. This change is in the form of the production of fuels from feedstocks. In this 

type of PEC, light is converted directly into chemical fuels, which can be harvested and 

utilized at a later time. The principles of operation of this type of cell are the same as those 

for regenerative electrolyte cells. The only difference is that there are effectively two redox 

couples in the electrolyte that act to accept and donate electrons. 

The classic photoelectrolytic reaction is the splitting of water,l hence this specific 

electrolytic process will be used to illustrate the operation of a general photoelectrolytic cell. 

The minimum free energy required to split water is 1.23 e V. Photons of this energy or 

greater are abundant at the Earths surface. However, water does not absorb in this region 

and direct photoelectrolysis of water is not possible. A threshold energy of 6.5 eV is 

required for direct photodecomposition. Photons of this energy are not able to traverse the 

terrestrial atmosphere.32 

The sequential photodecomposition of water is possible using appropriate 

homogeneous catalysts.33 Additionally, under the correct energetic conditions 
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photoelectrolysis of water can be achieved with a semiconductor (see Chapter 6). Upon 

excitation of a carrier, the hole from the valence band can oxidize water to produce oxygen , 

and the electron can traverse the circuit and reduce water at the counter electrode to produce 

hydrogen. Figure 5 diagrams the processes involved in water photelectrolysis with a 

semiconductor. In this light, a semiconductor can be viewed merely as a catalyst for the 

water splitting reaction. 

Two simple conditions must be met simultaneously for the photoelectrolysis cell to 

operate. The valence band of the semiconductor must be positive of the H20/02 redox 

potential, and the conduction band must be negative of the H20/H2 redox potentia1.34 

These characteristics are required since the holes must be oxidizing enough to oxidize water 

and the electrons must have a high enough reduction potential to reduce water. 

In principle an open circuit voltage slightly greater than 1.23 V is required for the 

photoelectrolysis. However, in practical systems the total redox potential difference must 

be great enough to overcome resistive losses and the overpotentiallosses of the oxygen 

evolution and hydrogen evolution reactions at the appropriate electrodes. Consequently, 

the bandgap of the material that can be utilized for this type of cell is restricted to the 

following condition. 

Eg > (!:!.GrxrJ/(nF) +qlla +qllc +iR (12) 

lla and llc are the anodic and cathodic overpotentials respectively, i is the current flowing in 

the cell, and R is the uncompensated series resistance. Because of these requirements, only 

semiconductors with very large bandgaps (> 3eV) have been found to effectively 

photoelectrolyze water. Utilization of large bandgap semiconductors, however, is not 

practical for terrestrial applications since only a very small amount of the solar spectrum 

(the UV region) will generate the carriers 
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The I-V curves of photoelectrolytic cells will be similar to regenerative electrolyte 

PECs. In the dark, the Fermi level of the semiconductor may equilibrate with one of the 

redox couples or with a mixed potential, depending on the exchange current magnitudes. 

Under forward bias, electrons will be transferred to one or both redox systems, depending 

upon kinetics. Under illumination, electrons and holes will conduct the appropriate 

reduction and oxidation reactions respectively. If the junction allows the development of a 

Voc greater than the sum of the voltages required to conduct the photoelectrolysis reaction, 

the anodic and cathodic overpotentials, and iR losses, the system is able to conduct the 

photoelectrolysis unaided by an external source. If the Voc is not this large, an external 

source will be required to assist the photoelectrolysis reaction. (See Chapter 6.) 

VIII. CHARGE TRANSFER 

In PECs, since carrier transfer across the semiconductor/electrolyte interface results 

either in oxidation or reduction of molecules, the dynamics of electron transfer must be 

considered to quantitatively depict the charge transfer process. The model we will use to 

describe charge transfer will be a version of Marcus' electron transfer theory that has been 

modified to apply to heterogeneous electron transfer across a semiconductor/electrolyte 

interface.35 It is outside the scope of this work to derive quantitatively the expression for 

electron transfer at semiconductor/electrolyte interfaces. Instead we will develop the 

expression semi-quantitatively and discuss the physical ramifications. Detailed reviews of 

the derivation are available in the literature. 

For the sake of simplicity let us consider only electron transfer from the conduction 

band of an n-type semiconductor to the oxidized form of the redox couple. The rate of 

electron transfer written as a current density, J, is as follows: 

(13) 
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Cox(E) is the concentration of oxidized species whose distribution is a function of energy. 

ns is the concentration of electrons at the surface, which is dependent on the band bending, 

icel is the electron transfer rate constant, which is dependent on various geometric and 

molecular parameters. We must now describe explicitly the energy distribution of the 

oxidized molecules in solution, the concentration of surface electrons, and the rate 

constant. 

In the electrolyte there will be a distribution of empty states (oxidized molecules) 

and fIlled states (reduced molecules) with which electron exchange can occur with the 

bands of the solid. Once an electron is accepted by the oxidized form or donated by the 

reduced form of the molecule, the solvent molecules must reorganize to stabilize the new 

ionic charge. This reorganization energy, A.., can be calculated using dielectric continuum 

theory. Figure 6 depicts the relevant energy level diagram. The electron transfer will occur 

when the energy level of the molecule is isoenergetic with the energy level of the electron in 

the semiconductor. In addition this transfer will occur at a rate faster than the motion of 

solvent molecules, therefore, the solvent shell around the molecule will reorganize after the 

electron transfer has occurred. Since for our example, we are interested in the overlap of 

the oxidized states with the conduction band of the semiconductor we can write the 

following expression for Cox(E). 

(16) 

Cox is the total concentration of oxidized molecules and the term in parentheses describes 

the overlap of the oxidized species with the conduction band edge. EO' is the formal 

potential of the redox system. The expression for ns involves the Boltzmann term. 

ns = Ncexp[(Ecb-E(A/A-))/kT] (17) 

(Ecb-E(NA-)) is merely the barrier height. 
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The explicit expression for ket involves the thermal velocity of electrons in the 

semiconductor, Vth, a reaction distance, 8, and a cross section for electron capture, cr. 

ket = cr8vth (17) 

Consequently, the compete expression for J is 

J= qcr8vth[kT/1tA] l(2NcCoxexp[(Ecb-E(A/A -))/kT]exp[ -(EO"-A-Ecb)2/( 4AkT)] (18) 

Expression (18) has been used to depict charge transfer at semiconductor/liquid 

interfaces for many years, despite the fact that many aspects of this expression have never 

been verified. No system has been shown to rigorously obey this expression. A reason 

for this is the fact that the primary impetus for study of semiconductor/liquid junctions has 

been practical applications, not fundamental studies. Additionally, few, if any, systems 

have been discovered that do not exhibit specific interactions, such as electrolyte 

adsorption, semiconductor corrosion, etc. However, it is instructive to examine charge 

transfer studies in light of the prevailing model. 

In summary the work in this thesis addresses some of the important issues in the 

field of semiconductor photochemistry. The subjects discussed qualitatively in this chapter 

are dealt with more quantitatively in the following chap.ters. Especially interesting are the 

aspects of charge transfer at semiconductor/liquid junctions that are similar to or different 

from those at semiconductor/solid junctions. Whenever appropriate, direct comparisons 

between semicondutor/liquid and semiconductor/solid devices are made. These 

comparisons between relatively well characterized systems (semiconductor/solid) and 

poorly characterized systems (semiconductorl1iqud) are extremely instructive. 
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Figure 1: Depictions of band equilibration for n-type semiconductor/liquid junctions. a) 

and b) are the pre-equilibrated and equilibrated states, respectively, for an-type 

semiconductor and a solution containing a redox couple with a redox potential that is 

positive of the semiconductor Fermi level. This results in the formation of a rectifying 

contact. c) and d) are the pre-equilibrated and equilibrated states, respectively, for an-type 

semiconductor and a solution containing a redox couple with a redox potential that is 

negative of the semiconductor Fermi level. This results in an ohmic contact. 
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Figure 2: Depiction of band energetics and current-voltage properties for a rectifying 

junction. a) Short-circuit condition. b) Reverse bias. c) Forward bias. d) Current

voltage property showing appropriate band energetics. 
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Figure 3: Photoelectrochemical cell and appropriate current-voltage curve under 

illumination. a) Schematic description of a photoelectrochemical cell operating under short

circuit conditions under illumination. In this n-type example upon carrier photogeneration, 

the holes are swept toward the interface where the oxidize A- to A. Simultaneously the 

electrons are swept toward the back of the semiconductor where they traverse the circuit 

and reduce A to A- at the counter electrode. Consequently, no net change in the electrolyte 

will occur. b) Current-voltage curve under illumination. The short circuit photocurrent, 

Jsc, open-circuit voltage, V QC, maximum power, Pmax., and fill factor are defined. 
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Figure 4: Mechanisms contributing to the reverse saturation current. a) thermionic 

emission, b) tunneling through the barrier, c) surface-state recombination, d) recombination 

in the depletion layer, e) bulk-diffusion! recombination. 
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Figure 5: Water photoelectrolysis cell. Upon carrier generation, the holes come to the 

semiconductor/liquid interface and oxidize water to oxygen. The electrons arrive at the Pt 

counter electrode and reduce water to hydrogen. 
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Figure 6: Gerischer model for charge transfer across a semiconductorlliquid junction. 

Overlap of the oxidized molecule and reduced molecule energy distributions with the 

appropriate bands are controlled by the reorganization energy, A. 
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Charge Transfer Studies of Semiconductor Interfaces 

Chapter 3: Short Wavelength Spectral Response Properties of 
Semiconductor/Liquid Junctions 
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Short-Wavelength Spectral Response Propertle. of Semiconductor/liquid Junctions 

AJDi. K ....... aad N ...... S. Lewis-

Division of Clt,mislry and Clt,mical EntiMlrinr. t CaliforniG Inslill~1I of TlcltflOloV'. 
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We report the first mcuurcmcnu of photocum:nt quantum yields for semiconductor/liquid junctions in the short-wavelength 
rqion of the spa;tnun (~nm). The key feature of this wavelength rqion is the short penetration depth for the ablorbcd 
photon (leu than 100 A). whi<:h allows measurement of the majority carrier collection velocity. Spectra have been obLained 
for semiconductor/liquid. semiconductor/mdal. and semiconductor/insulator/mdal junctions. For all semiconductors studied 
(n-Si. p-Si. n-GaA$, n-lnP. a-Si:H). the spectral rcsponses of the liquid junctions showed hi,her quantum yields than the 
metal junctions. indicatin, areater majority carrier louea at the meLaI junctions. This ,eneral trend was independent of 
redox specic:a. solvent. supportin, electrolyte. and metal ovCflayer. The spectral re5pon1C data can abo be used to distincuish 
Schottky barrier behavior from elec:trocatalyti<: behavior of mdal ovcr!aycrs. and this approach has been used to study several 
semiconductor/metal film junctions in contact with electrolytcs. 

I. l.tJ'oMdGII 
One of the mOlt important. but least undcntood. processes at 

a semiconductor/liquid interf.ce is the rate of interfaci.1 charac 
transfer. This proc:csa is key to understandinl the behavior of 
semiconductor electrodes in corroaion reactions. in photoclectro
chemical cells. and in chemical sensin, deviccs. '.l Theoretical 
trcatmenu of such systems predic:t that the interfaci.1 rates will 
be sensitive to the concentration of solution redOl! species. to the 
solvent rco .... nization enerlics. to the drivin, force for electron 
transfer. and to the distance distribution of the redox species 
relative to the interface.'J However. little rate data is avail.ble 
to date. because many stable semiconductor/liquid junctions do 
not exhibit kinetics that have interf.ci.1 electron transfer as the 
rate-determining step.' 

One method to circumvent this difficulty is to take advant.ge 
of the _velcnath-dcpcndcnt photocurrent I'CIJlOI*I of illuminated 
semiconductor/liquid junctions. lonl-w.velenlth spectral re
sponse data. which is based on the collection properties of pho
tOlenerated miflOrily ca"ilrs. has been shown previously to 
provide valuable iaform.tion on the bulk properties of the semi-

• Addr ... correspond.nce 10 Ihis ._Ihor. 
t ConlribuliOft No. 80". 

conductor and on the dimensions of the space ch.rle region 
(Fipre I).s-T HowevCf. this type of data is not satisfactory for 
analyzing interfacial kinetic proc:ascs. and other information must 
be used. In order to obLain such information. small photon 
penetration depths must be employed. At sufficiently short 
wavelenlths. the photoaenerated carriers will be influenced both 
by the electric field lradient in the space charle layer and by the 
conc:cntration gradient at the semiconductor/liquid interface. This 
leads to a wavelen,th-dependent mGjorily cwrilr photocurrent. 
which can yield information about the interfaci.lltinetic prop-

(I) Mom-. S. R. £1«".xluwW,ry of S.lPIicoMw,,,, tUtIt Oxidiud 
MIIIlI £1«,rotUT. PIa" .. " Prell: New York. 1967. 

(2) Finklea. H. O. S_COItduct", £1«:troMr. ElIeNr. AmIIcnIam. 1911. 
(1) (I) GeriIc ..... H. In "~y.ictJl CUwW,ry. All AdNMH TfH,i •• : 

Eyn .... H .• H""-'-' D .• JOlt. W .. Eda.: AcacIImic: "'-: New Y oR. 1973: 
VI)! IXA. P 461. (b) GcriIc ..... H. Aa. £1«,_".".. £I«,_u",. En,. 
IMI. I. 119. 

(4) Lewis. N. S. A_. /Uo. MII16r. Sci. I ... 14. 95. 
(') Gln_. W. W. "~y •. R«J. I",. 116 • ... 
(6) (I) T_bbcUna. K.; M.iuMr. D.; M.mmi .... R.; KulCnin • • B. J. 

£1«,,,,,,,,,,,. CM",. 1-.114. 61'. (b) Ka_tct. W.; Gcriochcr. H.; Tnbuuch. 
H. J . £/1("roc~,," . SiX. I"'. /17. 2491. 

(7) Uslfls-Mlnincz. A.; Raccah. P. M.; Tribolilct. R. Appl. "~Y" ut/ . 
I,... J6. 469 . 
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Spectra l Response of Semiconductor/ Liqu id Junct ions 
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FIpn 1. Schematic dia,ram of minority carrier collection at an illu
minated semiconductor j liquld junction. When considerin. minority 
carner p/Iotocumnta. the two molt imparunt quantitia are the depletion 
width. W. and the minority carrier diffuaion len,tb. ~ The minority 
carrier quantum yield YS wavelenath data yields information about the 
maanitudel of W ancl ~ No direct information reprdin, the interfacial 
properties i. obtained. 

ertilll .... IO This rqime is the focus of the measurements described 
below. 

To quantify these effects. we have collected short-wavelenlth 
spectral response data for a serilll of semiconductor junctions. 
Numerous differences in the steady-state current-voltaae behavior 
of semiconductor/ liquid. semiconductor/ metal. and semicon
ductor/ insulator/ metal contacts have been propoIed to arise from 
their differinl majority carrier collection properties. l-u - lo and 
the short-wavelenlth spectral response data should allow a direct 
assessment of this hypothesis. Additionally. the ability to quantify 
majority carrier collection rates should be useful in studies of 
semiconductor electrodes covered with thin metal films. in which 
onloinl controversy ellisu concerninl the role of tbe metal 
overlayer in charle transport reactions." ·12 We first describe 
the theory necessary to fit the experimental data and then present 
the results of OIIr short-wavelenltb spoetral rapolllC studia. 

II. 1Mory 
Spoetral response measuremenu at small photon penetration 

depth. differ in many rapecu front the conventional lonl
wavelenlth ellperiments. Generally, minority carriers produce 
the obIerved wavelenatb variation in the pbotoc:urrent propeniea. 
while currenu due to pIIotota1ented majority carriers are UIWI1ed 
to be nellilible. The expression for the collected short circuit 
minority carrier pbotocwTent quantum yield. for an n-type sem
iconductor irradiated with liabt of wavelenath A. is liven by the 
Gartner equation:' 

"(A)_· l-exp(-Cl(A)Wl/(1 + CI(A,L,) (I) 

In this equation "(A).- is the internal quantum efficiency for 
minority carrier current now at wavelenath A (i.e._ the quantum 
yield based on collected minority carriers per a'*wbed photon). 

(I) Rcicbmaft, J. Appl. Pity • . LlII . • 91 •• 11. 2$1. 
(9) ShcwchMn. J.: Sinal\, R.: G..-. M. A. J. Awl. PIf,. . • 91 • • $1, S37O. 
( 10) Green. M . A. J. Appl. Pity •. • ",,, 47. S.1. 
( II) (a) Dqani. Y.: Shena. T. T.: Heller, A.: AI9ftIII. O. E.: Studna. A. 

A.: Porter. J. O. J . EI«/I'OIIMI. CM", . • ,.,. 128. 161. (b) Heller. A.: 
AhalOft-Shalom. E.: 1Ion_. W. A.: MilJor • • . J. A",. CMooo. Soc . • 911/04. 
6942. 

(12) (I) Heller. A. '1.· "~y" C~."' .• _ . 89. 2963 . (b) Bockril. J . O·M.: 
Kainthla. R. C. J. p~yJ . Ch.", . • _ . 89. 2964. (c) Sztlarczyk. M.: Bockril. 
J. O·M. J . Pity • . CM",. ,-. U . 1808. (d) SzIdarczyk. M.: Boclais. J . O'M. 
J. p~y • . C~."' . • * . II. $141. 
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I. IQU 1Q 

FIpn 1. Schematic dia,ram depic:tinlthe proccues affectinl minomy 
and mljomy carrier collection. At a depleted semIconductor jUnCllon. 
minority carrien are driven towlrd the interface botb by the juncllon 
electric field and by the concentration Irldient. Thus. the individual 
contributions of these two proccues to tbe pbotocurrent cannot be re
solved. For majority carriers. the electric field ("£0) will drive majority 
carrien toward the bulk of the semiconductor. while tbe near-surface 
concentration Irldient will drive them toward tbe illtcrf .... where they 
may be collected with I velocity. "c' The competitiaol bet .... n these 
oppalinl effects can be determined by obocrvi"l tbe decline in tota l 
qUlntum yield at short wlvelenltM. 

a (AI is the ablorption coefficient at wavelength>.. W is the depletion 
width. and L;. is the diffusion lenlth of minority carriers (holes, 
in OIIr n-type semiconductor example) . Within this frameworlc . 
use of smaller photon penetration depths. I / a (l l' will yield in
creased collection of minority carriers and a consequent increase 
in internal quantum yield. However. no information regard ing 
the minority or majority carrier interfacial kinetics is contained 
in the above treatment. 

A closer examination of the photocurrent collection process 
reveals that the minority carrier concentration at the interface 
is innuenc:ed by two factors: tbe electric field at the interface. 
and the minority carrier concentration gradient at the interface. 
At a depleted semiconductor junction. the junction electric field 
and the carrier concentration aradient both tend to drive minority 
carriers toward the interface ( Filure 2) . Tblll, the relative 
contributions of tbac two minority carrier collection processes 
cannot be separated by usiDa the Gartner analysis of the spectral 
response vs wavelenlth data . 

In contrast. for majority carriers. the electric field at a depleted 
interface will force the photolenerated carriers into the bulk of 
the lemiconductor. while tbe near-surface carrier concentration 
Iradient will tend to drive thac carriers toward the junction 
( Filure 2). The competition between these opposinl effects will 
produce a decline in internal quantum yield at very short photon 
penetration depths. Therefore, the short-wavelenltb spectral 
response propertia of the majority carrier photocurrent should 
provide information neprdinl interfacial charlc collection rates. 

A quantitative derivation of this competition between the 
majority carrier electric potential and chemical r.':ential aradients 
has been presented inclcpendentJy by Reichman and by Green.t .lo 

Both treatments resulted in an ClIpression of the followinl form 
for the quantum yield of majority carriers movinl across the 
interface. "(A)_l 

"(A) .... ' • 1/111 + (v./v.»)[1 + (Eo/CI(A)V.)JI (2) 

where v • • "Eo is the majority carrier drift velocity. " is the 
majority carrier mobility. Eo is the muimum electric field strength 
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FIcwe 3. Simulated spectral responses u a function of collec:tion velocity. The curves in this filure. and all sublequent curves. arc based on cq 3 
multipl ied by ( I - ~.) . where R(., ia the reflectivity at wavelcnltb A. Parameters lUCId for th_ simulations are listed in Table I. Collection velocIties 
arc in units of cm / s. Note that the quantum yields u a function of coIlec:tion velocity vary only in the shon-wavelenlth re,ions. Also. for the 
hi,h-mobility materiala (Filurc 3a~). a lar .. ran .. in coIlec:tion velocities ia not distinluiahable. For the low mobility material (Filure 3d) . lreatet 
resolution of collec:tion velocities is pouiblc. 

at the interface. and V, is the thermal voltaIC (V, • kTl q) . The 
majority carrier collec:tion velocity. 0 .. is a direct quantitative 
measure of the interfacial majority carrier coIlec:tion kinetic:a. 

As defined above. the majority carrier photocurrent opJlOlCl 
the minority carrier photocurrent. so that the internal quantum 
yield for net photocurrent now. ",l,' is obtained by subtrac:tinl 
eq 2 from eq I: 
"(" • I - exp(-a(.,W)/(I + CI,l,4 -

1/1(1 + (04/0.»)((1 + (Eo/CI(.,V,)11 (3) 

Note that the majority carrier internal quantum yield will 
bec:ome substantial only when 114 « ". and Eo « a(., V;, For 
scmiconduc:tors with a low majority carrier mobility (small lid) 

and junc:tions with a hilh interfacial coIlec:tion velocity. these 
conditions can be met by eMurinl that the photon penetration 
depth in the semic:onduc:tor is small enoup that Eol a(.) V, « \. 
Under these conditions. if the optical abaorption and renec:tion 
properties of the semiconductor are known. and if the elec:tric: field 
in the scmic:onduc:tor an be estimated. the variation in " with 
wavelenlth c:an be used to extrac:t a value for " •. 

Fipre 3a~ displays several predic:ted external quantum yield 
vs wavelenllh spec:tral response c:urves. These c:urves have been 
calc:ulated by usinl a specific: value of ". in eq 3 and then con
vertinl the resultant internal quantum yield into an external 
quantum yield th_lh multiplication by the fac:tor (I - R(.) . 
where R (ll is the monochromatic: renec:tivity of the system at 
wavelenlth >" In compil inl these curves. known values for the 
absorption cocffic:ient and majority carrier mobilities were taken 

TAIU: I: ...,.....,.. u ... r .. s,.ctnJ ...... 5' ............ 

material 

noSi 
poSi 
n-GaAa 
n-lnP 
a-Si:H 

W. cm 

7.' x 10"' 
4,4 x IIr' 
• . 7 x 10"4 
9.0 x 10"4 
6.0 x 10"4 

L,. cm 

0.02 
0 ,02 
$,0 x 10"4 
2.0 x 10"4 
2.0 x tOo, 

E .. V/ em 
2.0 x 10' 
3.9 x 10' 
2.3 x lOS 
2.2 x lOS 
5.0 x 10' 

107 

107 

6 x 10' 
6 x 10' 

2.3 x lOS 

• W. c1epletion widtb. calallated by utinl known dopant densities and 
aSluminl a blamer heilht 0( 1.0 v , L,. hole diffusion lenlth. Eo 
maximum elec:tric: rlCld strcnlth. calallated by utinl known dopant 
densitieo and uaumin, a blamer beilht of 1.0 V . v .. drift velocny. 

from the Iiterature.'r16 Additionally. the monochromatic: re
flectivities for Si and a-Si:H were measured experimentally. while 
thole for InP and GIAs were taken from the literature.Il·",la The 
struc:ture oblerved iii the shon-wavelenlth relion is due to the 
wavelenllh-dependent renec:tivities of the panic:ular interfac:es. 

( 13) AIpMI. D. E.: Stlldu. A. A. "~" . R.., . • 1913. 11, 9.,. 
( 14) (a) Cody. G. D.: Wr'OIIJID. C. It.: A ..... 8 .: S~ It. 8.: 8rooIa. 

8. Sol", C,lh I • • 1. 227. (b) A ..... 8.: Wronski. C. It.: TI«lje. T.: Cody, 
G. D. SoIlti SI." C"""" ..... I • • 16. $37. 

( 15) Phillip. H. It.: Tart. E. A, ,."" R..,. IMI. 110. 37. 
(16) Dub. W. C.: Newman. It. "~Y" R..,. 1'". 99. 11' 1. 
( 17) Davey. J . E.: Pankey. T. J . Appl. "~YI. I,... Jj. 2203 . 
( 18) (a) Phillip. H. It.: Ehrenreicb. H. "~" . RIV. 1M3. 119. 1550. (b) 

Stu riC. M . D. "~YI . RIV. 1M1. 111. 761. (c) lkarkhanl. H.: Din .... H. w .: 
Kuphal. E. J . Appl. "~" . Itl1. H . 651. 
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'vfulmum electrIc fIeld strengths were estimated based on known 
dopant concentrations and by using a barrier height at the interface 
of \ .0 V. This approximation does not significantly affect the value 
of '.,. since the muimum electric field is relatively insensitive to 
the value of the barrier height. and the ratio v,/cd is the quantity 
that is directly obtained from the short-wavelength spectral re
sponse litting procedure. Further information regarding the values 
of the parameters used to simulate the curves of Figure 3 is given 
in Table I. 

From the predictions of Figure 3. it is seen that. even at very 
small photon penetration depths. the decline in internal quantum 
yield is expected to be modest for high mobility (I' > I x 101 

cml/ (V·s» semiconductors. This situation applies to samples of 
n-Si. p-Si. n-GaAs. and n·lnP. where Dd > 10' cm / s at 300 K; 
thus the condition lid < D, holds only when v, > 10' cm/ s. For 
D, < 10' cm/ s. no decline in external quantum yield is predicted. 
and the spectral response method only yields an upper limit on 
the value of the collection velocity . Physically. this can be un
derstood by realizing that. for high mobility semiconductors. the 
driving force for movement of majority carriers into the bulk is 
so large that very few majority carriers reach the interface. 
Consequently. only when a large number of the carriers reaching 
the interface are collected will there be an observable perturbation 
on the total internal quantum yield. In contrast. for semicon
ductors with lower majority carrier mobilities. e.g .• the a-Si :H 
alloys." the sp«tral response method resulu in a larger ranle 
over which v, can be determined quantitatively. because a sil
nificantly larler number of carriers reach the interface. and 
moderate collection resulu in observable perturbations on the total 
quantum yield . In a-Sio., :Ho.l• v. "" 2 x l()l cm/s; therefore. 
collection velocities as low as l()l cm/s can be quantitatively 
determined for this semiconductor. 

III. Expert_tal Sectloe 

A. Eltctrodt Maltrials aNi p,tparaliotl. Silicon electrodes 
were fashioned from polished wafers of pbolphorus-doped. 3 
ohm-<:m resistivity n-type Si or 2.4S ohm-<:m boron-doped p-type 
Si. The wafers were single--<:rystal. ( I OO)-orjented material from 
Monsanto Corp. Ohmic conta~ to the back surface of the n-type 
material was made by rubbin, Ga:ln eutectic onto the sample. 
Ohmic conta~ to the p-Si was made by a I()()(}.A Au evaporation 
followed by a forminlau anneal for 10 min at sao ·C. n-GaAs 
samples were Io-IS I'm thick epilayers. doped with 2 x lOll em-I 
Sc. on an n+-GaAs substrate (oriented 2· off of (100)) . The 
samples were IfOWn by MOCVD at Varian AIIociates (Palo Alto, 
CAl. Ohmic conta~ to the back surface was made by thermal 
evaporation of 1000 A of 4'" G~'" Au alloy. followed by an 
anneal under formin,lU at 47S·C for S min. Sn-doped (1.7 
x lOll cm- l ) (100) oriented n-lnP samples were obtained from 
Crysta Comm. Inc. (Mountain View. CAl. Ohmic contacts were 
made by rubbin, Ga:ln eutectic onto the back of the electrode 
surface. The a-Si:H samples conIisted of a ~A n+ amorphous 
Si: H layer deposited on a stainless steel substrate. followed by 
a O.~l'm layer of undoped a-Sio.t:H~1.I The samples were prepared 
by rf decomposition at HT Products, Inc. by H. Wiesmann. and 
have been described in more detail previously.» All electrodes 
were cut into squares approximately 4 mm on each side and 
attached to a Cu wire with AI epoxy. and all metal surfaces were 
insulated from the electrolytes with ordinary epoxy. 

Si and a-Si:H electrodes were etcbed for 10 s in 4~ aqueous 
HF (semicondu~or aracie). washed with H20. then washed with 
CH10H. and dried in a stream of N 2. For GaAs and InP elec
trodes. the etching procedure consisted of a repetitive cycle as 
prescribed by Aspnes and Studna.2t In each cycle. the GaAs or 
InP was exposed to 1.0 M KOH for ISs. rinsed with H20. dried 

(19) (I) SWlnz. G . A. J. Appl. "~Y" Ita. 5J. 712. (b) Glllltowicz
Krlllin. D.; Wronski. C. R.; Tiedjc. T. Appl. "~Y" LlII. 1"1. J8, 17. (0) 
GUlkowiez·KrIIsin: ad. Appl. "~Y' . 1"1. 51. 3370. (d) Wronski. C. R.; 
Abeles. B.; Cody. D. Sol'" C,II. 1 •• 1. 24'. 

(20) Gronel. C. M.; Lewi .. N . S.; C ... n. G. W.; Gibbons. J. F.; Modele!. 
G. R.; Wiesmann. H. J. Ell(t_~'m . Soc . • 914. HI . 2173. 

(21) Aspn ... D. E.; Sludna. A. A. Appl. "~Y" LlII. 1915. ~. 1071. 
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with N 2• exposed to 0.05% Br2-CH]OH for 15 s. rinsed with 
CH]OH. and then dried with N2. This cycle was repeated three 
tImes and was concluded with a 15-s immersion in 1.0 \of KOH 
followed by a rinse with H20 and drying in a stream of nitrogen. 

Schottky dIodes were fabncated by thermal evaporation of the 
metal from a W filament. Sources consisted of 99.999% Au. 
99.99% Pd. and 99.99% Ni . Approximately 100 A of the desired 
metal (as determined by a quartz crystal thickness monitor) was 
dePOSlled. at a base pressure of <5 x 10 .... Torr. onto the ap
proprIate semIconductor sample. For measurement of the ab
sorption and reflection properties of the metal overlayer . an 
eqUIvalent amount of metal was evaporated simultaneously onto 
a quartz slide. which was used for subsequent optical transmission 
and reflectance studies. 

The n-type Si and a-Si :H MIS devices were fabricated by 
electrochemically cycling the silicon sample in a solution of SO 
mM dimethylferrocene. 5 mM dimethylferrocenium. and 1.0 \of 
LiCiO. in CH10H,u During potentiostatic cycling. a few 
mIlliliters of 0. 1 M LiOCH1 (dissolved in CH10H solvent) was 
added to the electrolyte. The electrode was held at short circuit 
vs a PI reference electrode in the cell solution. Short cirCUli 
photocurrent densities were in the ra'!e of 10-20 mA/cml. The 
open circuit voltage was monitored :~nodically until it had de
creased by 0.12 V from its initial va ;~ e . Rigorously dry solvent 
and electrolyte were not necessary for this procedure to be suc
cessful. The electrode was then removed. washed with CH~H. 
and dried under a stream of N2• This was followed by eYlIporation 
of 100 A of Au. as described aboYe for Schottky barrier structures. 

Pd overlayers on p-Si were phocoelectrochemically plated from 
a deoxygenated solution of 10-' M Pd(N01h in 1.0 M aqueous 
perchloric acid. Care was taken to ensure that the solutions 
contained minimal concentrations of nalide ions. Plating was 
conducted potentiostatically. without vol~e scanning. at -1.5 5 
V vs a mercuric nitrate reference electrode (-\.I V vs SCE) and 
the illumination level was adjusted to maintain photocurrent 
densities of 25-70 IIA/eml . At this current density no macroscopic 
bubbles of H2 were observed. The amount of cathodic charge 
passed for different samples was 0.043 and 0.19 C / cm2• Upon 
completion of platina. the electrode was removed from the solution 
and was immersed in a fresh 1.0 M HCIO.(aq) solution to examine 
the catalytic behavior of the overlayer. Typical reductions in 
overpotentials for hydroaen evolution were 0.4-0.6 V when com
pared to the J-Vbehavior of HF-etched p-Si electrodes in the same 
electrolyte. 

B. So/WillS attd MtUtriau. All solvents except CH1CN were 
prepared and dried as described previoualy.ll CH1CN was 
pretreated with 3A molecular sieves. dried over CaH2• aJId then 
distilled from P~, WIder dry N2• The collected sohent was stored 
over 3A molecular sieves in an inen atmosphere Ilovebox. The 
preparation and purifICation of all redo" couples and electrolytes 
used in this work have been described previously.l.l Except where 
described otherwise. all electrolytes were prevented from contact 
with ambient air by use of conventional Schlenk techniques. 

C. OplicaJ Ttcltttiqws. S~I response measuremenu were 
taken under potentiostatic control of the workinl electrode. which 
was held at short circuit vs the redox potential of the cell or held 
at a desired potential with respect to an SCE reference electrode. 
The cell was a Pyrex v_I with a quartz flat (Suprasil W) used 
as the boctom of the cell. Optical transmission through the quartz 
was determined to be ~S'" from 200 to 1040 nm. The distance 
between the flat and the dectrode surface was as small as possible. 
and was always <I mm. Under these conditions. the uncorrected 
optical tranamittance loues throulh the cell and redox species 

(22) (I) Grooet, C. M. Lewis. N. S.; Copn. G.; Gibboaa. J . "roc. Natl . 
AaW. Sri. USA 1913.80. 1152. (b) KIIII\I1. A.; R_blum. M. D.; Gilmore. 
D. L.; Tllfts. B. J .; R_bllllb. M. L.; Le.is. N. S. Appl. "~Y'. LIII. I".. 
56. 1919. 

(23) (I) Roacnblulh. M. L.: Lewis, N . S. J. Am. ell,m. Soc . • "" 108. 
4689. (b) Tufts. B. J .; Abrahams. I. L.; CUllnnde. L. G.; Lewis. N. S. J. 
"~Y" Clvm. I .... 91. 3260. (0) Lewia. N. S. J. EI«II'OCIwm. Soc . • ,... 111 . 
2491 . (d) Casalrandc. L. G.; Lewis. N. S. J. Am. CA,m. Soc. '915. 107. 
5791. 
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F1pn 4. Spectral response of the n·Si/CH,OH-1.0 M liCIO.~i· 
methylferrocene>/o junction. The solid line is the best fit to eq ) , from 
which the collection velocity for these systems was extracted. Over the 
Me,Fc> concentration ranle of O . I~ .OOI mM. no distinauishable dif· 
ferences were observed in the spectral response. 

were less than S% for all wavelenlths and redox concentrations 
employed. 

A three·electrode arranlement was used in all studies. The 
reference electrode was a Pt wire poised at the cell potential or 
was an SCE. and the counter electrode was a larle area (2 em l ) 

Pt foil. The spectral response system has been described earlier.a. 
except that the W lamp was replaced with a I5().W Xc arc lamp 
(Oriel Corporation. Stratford. CT) in order to obtain sufficient 
intensity in the shon·wavelenlth relion . Also. when usinl a 
calibrated photodiode to measure the monochromatic lilht in· 
tensities for runs involvinl the liquid junction cells. a Suprasil W 
window. identical with that at the bottom of the cell. was placed 
in front of the photodiode. This corrected for the absorption and 
reflection due to the optical window of the cell. Reflectance 
measurements for Si and a·Si:H were made usinlthe same optical 
apparatus. by measurinl the intensity of monochromatic lilht 
reflected off the appropriate surface. 

IV. Res,lIu alld ~ 
A . Silicoll. Filure" displays the spectral response of the 

n·Si/CH,OH-1.0 M LiCIO,-o. 1 mM dimethylferroccne 
(Me1Fc)~.001 mM M~Fc+ interface fNCT the wavelcnl\h ranac 
200-1040 nm. For comparison. Filure S depic:u the spectral 
response: of an n-Si/ Au Schottky barrier and of an n-Si based MIS 
diode. respectively . The solid linea in Filurcs" and S reprcsc:nt 
best fits to the data by usinl the theory described in section II. 
with II, the only adjustable parameter. The MIS and semicon
ductor / liquid junction data yielded excellent fits with II, ~ 10' 
cm/s (i .e .. lid » 0,). while the n-Si/ Au Schottky barrier data 
yielded II,· 10' em/so A value ofo •• 10' an/s was also obtained 
from the spectral response: data for an n-Si/Ni Schottky diode. 
These data clearly show the differencca in majority carrier col
lection properties of the various junctiona. 

The " •• 10' em/s value obtained for tbe n-Si/ Au and n-Si/Ni 
junctions is in alreement with previous experimental results1" 
and with the well-documented electron collection velocity at n
Si / mctal interfaoes. as dctcnnined by CXlIMIItional currcnt~taac 
methods. N This aarccmcnt providcI a useful check on the validity 
of the spectral response: analysis UICId in this work. This aarccmcnt 
between theory and experiment also indicates that the literature 
absorption coefficient data is acxurate in this wavelenlth relion 
and that the absorptivity of the semiconductor is not subatantlally 
altered by electroabsorption effects at the junctions of interest. 
The quantum yield data in Filures" and S indicate that the MIS 

(24) la) G~tltin. A. A.; 01lIllri .... M. v .: Khail, V. M. SOl>. Pity • . S,Ift;· 
cofld. 1m. tt . 290. (b) Su. S. M. Pity.;" of S,,,.;,ONIIIC'''' /No;, ... 2nd 
eel .: Wiley: New York. 1911. 
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Flpn 5. Spectral response of an n·Si/ll Au MIS structure and of an 
n·Sil Au Schottky diode. The response of the MIS jUl1<:tion was indis. 
tin.uishable from thlt of the liquid jUl1<:tion in Fi,ure 4. However. the 
Schottky structure displayed poor quantum yields in the UV. indicatin, 
hi,her majority carrier losses. 

and scmioonductor /Iiquid interfaces both exhibit smaller majority 
carrier collection velocities than the Schottky barriers. and this 
observation is consistent with the superior /-V properties displayed 
by photovoltaic·type cells based on the non-Schottky systems.llll 

Unfonunately. the hilh elec:tron mobility for n-Si precludes a 
quantitative comparison of the collection velocities for these: low 
/),/ ". systems. 

If interfacial electron tranafer to dissolved redox species at the 
semiconductor jliquid junction were rate-dcterminina for majority 
carrier collection. one milht expect to obacrve increased currents 
as the majority carrier acceptor concentration is increased. I 
Therefore. a possible explanation for the low ". in the n-Si / 
CH10H-Me1Fc+/o system is the relatively low concentration of 
Me1Fc+ in the electrolyte. Variation in the concentration of 
Me1Fc+ from 0.001 to 0.1 mM yielded no chanle in spectral 
response propeniea of the n-Si/CH,OH Me1Fc+/0 interface. and 
accurate quantum yield measurements at hilher Me1Fc+ con· 
centrations were not possible due to the intense: optical absorption 
of Me1Fc+ in the 20C>-400-nm relion. The lack of chanle in 
spectral reaponsc: propcniea with increasina [M~Fc+l either means 
that ". did inc:rcasc. but remained ~IO' em/so or that the majority 
carrier capture proccu was not dominated by direct electron 
transfer to dilloMd solution redox speciea. We cannot distinauish 
between these: two possibilities from the spectral response data. 
Efforts to produce a lower equilibrium barrier heilht (and 
therefore lower Eo) by chanlinl the redox system from Me1Fc+/o 

to methylvioIOlcn l +/+ also yielded no chanle in the internal 
quantum yick! spectral response propenies. indicatinl that ". in 
this system was also ~IO' em/so Similar behavior. with ". ~ 10' 
cm/s. was also obtained from spectral response data on p-type 
Si photocathodes in the CH,CN-O.70 M LiCIO,~.OOI mM co
baltoccnium+~.OOOI mM cobaltocene electrolyte. From this data. 
it is clear that the Si/liquid junction has a small shon circuit 
majority carrier collec:tion velocity under many experimental 
conditions. and this observation is consistent with the excellent 
open circuit voltalea displayed by relenerative pIIotoelec:tro
chemical cells usinl these: same liquid junctions.lS We also note 
that. by takinl advantale of the surface senaitivity of the 
shon-wavelenlth photollJ. the n-Si/CH,OH-Me1Fc+/o data il
lustrates that the spectral response method can provide some 
information on maanitudc of interfacial rate proc:eacs even when 
bulk recombination proccuea determine the steady-state cur
rent-voltale propenies. U 

B. II-GaAs aNi ",II1P iwflt:liOflS. Filures 6 and 7 depict the 
spectral response: data for n-GaAs/1.0 M KOH~.OOO3 mM 

(25) (a) Gibbons. J. F.: Capn. G. W.; Gronct.. C . M.; lewia. N. S. Appl. ""y •. 1..111. I ..... 4'. 1095. Ib) lieber. C. M.; GroMt. C. M.: lew ... N. S. 
,vtl,wn ILtHodOll) 1*. J07. Hl. 
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fltwe , . Spectral response of an n-GaAs/1.0 M KOH- 1.0 M K,.5e-O.1 
M K:Sel system. alonl with that for an n·GaAs/ PeI Schottky device. 
The lower quantum yields for the SchoClky device indicate I much hilher 
mljority carrier collection velocity at the metal interflce than at the 
liquid interface. Additionally. etched n·GaAs surfaceo and Ru ( 111) •• 
Rh(III)·. Co(lII)·. or Os(IIIHreated n·GIAs electrodes in aqueous 1.0 
M KOH-Se-Il- and etched or Ru(1I1) treated electrodes in 1.0 M 
KOH-Te-Il- yielded the same response as that of the n·GaAs/ CH,CN 
junction and the n.GIAs/ KOH-Se-Il- junction. 

Se-~.OOJ mM-Se1-. n-GaAs/Pd. and n-lnP/ CH,OH-MeIFc+/o 
junctions. respectively . As was the case for n·Si. the elttremely 
hiah electron mobility in GaAs and InP severely limits the ranae 
over which Dc can be quantitatively determined. However. despite 
this restriction, c:lear distinctions can be seen between the collection 
properties of the semiconductor/ metal junctions and the semi
conductor/liquid interfaces. The n-GaAs/ Pd xhottky barrier 
( Fiaure 6) yielded Dc· 107 c:m/s. which is in aareement with the 
value eltpected from I-V measurements of such diodes.lA Similar 
spectral response data. with Dc • 107 c:m/s.. was also observed for 
an n-GaAs/ Au xhottky diode. In contrast. the data for the 
n-GaAs/liquid contact (FilUre 6) and for the n-lnP /Iiquid contact 
( Fiaure 7) yielded Dc 5 10' c:m/s. This data is apin consistent 
with the improved photovoltaic performance of the n-GaAs and 
n-lnP liquid junctions relative to that of xhottky c:ontac:u. No 
n-lnP/metal contac:u were examined by the spectral response 
method since they were found to be nonrec:tifyinl.» 

Several redox systems were inveatipted in order to pouibly 
obtain hilher (> 10' c:m/s) majority carrier collection veloc:itiea; 
however. no suitable systeml were found. n-GaAs/CH,CN-Fc+/O 
junctionsU. and etched and metal ion treated (Ru(II!). Rh(III), 
0s(1JI). Co(lll) n..vaAs surfac;az. in aqueous 1.0 M KOH-
0.003 mM K,5e were found to dilplay spoctral reaponIC propertiea 
that were identical with thole in FilUre 6 for the n-GaAs/ 
KOH-Se-Il- interface. Similar spectral reaponse behavior was 
observed for both etched or Ru(lII).treated n..vaAs electrodes 
in aqueous 1.0 M KOH~.OOI mM K2Te, and a response indis
ti nguishable from that in Filure 7 was obtained for n-lnP/ 
CH,CN-ferrocene+/O junc:tionl. In contrut, botb of the n-GaAs 
xhottky burien inveatipted yielded lie - 107 em/I, undencorinl 
the general differenc:a between the two types of systems with 
respect to majority carrier collection propertiea. 

C a-Si:H JUlIICtiOlU. The low eJec:tron mobility in amorphous 
hydl'OllCftlted silic:on is a we1J.documented drawback to fabrication 
of optimized p-n homojunctioo solar celll;',. however. this low 
'" makes a-Si:H quite useful for measurement of lie in the ranle 
I OJ-I 07 cm/s. Filure 8 depicts the spectral response of the 

(26) (I) Mead. C. A.: Spitar. W. G. """ . R,.,. A I,.., 114. 713. (b) 
Newman. N.; K.ndcI~ T.; ......... n. L.; Spiaor. W. E. Appl. ""11. Uti . 
1915. 46.1176. (e) Walclra,. J . R.; Kowllczyk, S. P.: Grant. R. W. Appl. ""ys. Uti . I~. 41. 454. (d) 8rillooft. L. J.; Bt1ack .... C. F. J . VGC. Sci. 
T«AItDI. 1912. 21. 564. (e) Heben. M. J.; Komar. A.; Zhenl, C.; Lewis. N . 
S. Nalwf'f ( LiHtdOll) I ... J«J. 621. 
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a,Si09:HoI / CH ,OH-1.0 M L iCIO.~. 1 mM MeIFc~.OOI mM 
.\.fe2Fc+ in terface . along with the properties of an a-Si :H / Pd 
Schottky diode and an a·Si :H MIS diode . 

The ability to dist inguish between the responses of all three 
deVices IS due to the small drift velocity of electrons in the a-Si :H 
alloy . The spectral response of the a·Si:H / Pd Schottky barrier 
was tit by uSing V, a 10' cm/ s. The low quantum vields for the 
a·Si :H / Pd Schottky device are in agreement ";,th previous 
measurements on Similar devices." The data for the MIS deVice 
Yielded Ve a I Q4 cm/ s. and the smallest collection velocllY was 
obtained for the semiconductor/ liquid junction. With the a-Si : 
H/ CH,OH-MeIFc+10 system yielding a best tit to V, a 2 X 10' 
cm/ s. As was found for crystalline n-Si (vide supr.l). the spectral 
response showed no increase in Dc when the concentratIOn of 
MelFc+ was changed from 0 .00 I to 0 . 1 mM. The lack of a 
concentration dependence indicates that the dominant interfacial 
charae transport mechanism for the a-Si:H / CH,OH-Me2Fc+lo 
Junction IS not Simple electron transfer into the solution ac;c;eptor . 

Althouah the tits for all three a-Si :H interfaces were eltcellent 
for . A > 300 nm. silnificant deviations between theory and elt . 
penment were found for shorter wavelenllhs in the a-Si:H / liquld 
system. This discrepancy was not due to the presence of un. 
corrected optical losses in the electrolyte/ redolt solution. because 
studies of n-Si and n-lnP junctions in electrolytes of identical 
composition produced quantum yields that were in eltcellent 
agreement with theory over this same wavelenlth ranle ( Fiaures 
4 and 7) . Possible reasons for the discrepancy between theory 
and eltperiment milbt indude hot carrier effects,l1-Z9 inac;c;urate 
values of the absorption coefficient of the a·Si:H alloy," or in
efficient eharle separation due to band tailinl. JO At present. we 
cannot distinluish between these alternatives. We note that 
unthermalized carriers miaht also be upected to contribute to 
an increased Dc for the n-Si system for A < 300 nm. but no evidence 
for Dc > 10' em/s was found in the analysis of the n·Si / 
CH10H-Me2Fe+/0 data (Filure 4) . In view of the sensitivity of 
the calculated spectral response data to the value of Dc ( Figures 
2d and 8). and the aeneral alreement between theory and elt. 
periment for A > 300 nm. we take the data for A > 300 nm with 
a-Si :H as indicative of the trends in majority carrier collection 
properties for the various a-Si :H interfaces. 

D. Meta/-COQud Si/ liqUid ,"fIC/ions. Controversy uists 
reprdinl the electronic characteristics of liquid junctions made 
from semiconducton with plated metal overlayers." ·12 Some 
workers have suuested that these metal overlayers beha vc as 
eIectrocatalysu for minority camer transfer,l1 ·l ~ while others have 
claimed that the dcvica are merely buried xhottky junctions. IlI>-d 

On the basis of the measurements described above. in which Ve 

for tbe xhottky systems was always lreater than lie for the 
semiconductor/liquid junctions. tbe short-wavelenlth spectral 
response method should be able to distinluisb between the two 
propoIed situations. This c:an be done without resortinl to chanaes 
in the electrolyte, metal _layer, or other potentially confounding 
eltperimental variables. 

To demonstrate this point. we have c:oIIected spectral response 
data on two different silicon-based semiconductor/ metal systems. 
p-Si was photoelectroc:hemically plated witb Pd acc;ordin. to a 
sliaht modifICation of literature methods I I and was then examined 
in the CH,CN~. 70 M LiCIO.-c:obaltoc:ene+!O electrolyte. This 
electrolyte wu chosen because tbe spectral reaponse properties 
of etched p-Si elec:trodea in thilliquid junction clearly indicated 
lower collection velocities than for xhottky barriers (cf. section 
IVA) . Unfortunately. thermally evaporated Pd could not be 
studied on p-Si because it is known to form poorly rectifying 
contacts." whicb precludes use of the spectral response method. 

(27) (I) 1Iaudroaua. D. D.; WilIiaJn&. F.; Noat. A. J. J. AppI. "Ay • . I •. 
51. 2151. (b) Noat. A. J.; To~. J. A. ; ~. M. W. J. "A, •. 0,,,.. 
t •. 91. 2493. (e) Cooper. G.; To~. J. A.; Parti_. 8. A.; Nozik. A. 
J. J. Appl. """ . I~. 54. 6443 . 

(28) Rothwlrf. A. Appl. "lty • . uti. 1912. «J. 694. 
(29) Ko .. 1. C. A.; Sepr. P. J. A".. CIInPI. S«. t ... 111 . 2004. 
(30) Konicki. J. !tIall'. RIl. S«. S,,,.p. I"foc. 1917. 95. J99. 
(31) Anand. Y. I£EE T,alU .. £1«/,.".. lNoiCWI 1m. £()'U. 1 JJO. 
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Flpn • . Spectrll response of an I -Sie..Ho.';CH,OH-1.0 M LiCIO.
dimethylferroccne·/o liquid junction. lion. with the lnaiosoua a-Si:H 
MIS Ind Schottky contacta. The 1_ drift velocity fOf' el«troN in this 
mlterial allows measurement of tIM coIl.aion vclocit;' fOf' all these 
devices. No effect on the specusll-.pIIIM wu ot.erwd ower the Me,Fe+ 
concentration ran .. ofO. I~.OOI mM. The poor ~t between the 
experimental and theoreticaJ cunw fOf' wavclcncthl sborter than JOO nm 
is dilCUlled in tIM tUI. 

However. a suitable system for comparison was obtained from 
t hermally evaporated N (9 A) on n-Si in the CH,OH-1.0 M 
LiClO.-Mezfc+" electrolyte. 

Filure 9 shows the spectral relponIC for the two Si/N systems. 
The p-type Si thaI had been phocoelectrochemically plated with 
Pd displayed hilh quanlum yields in the sbor!-wavelen.th rqion. 
IndlCltln1 De SIll' cm/s. In fact. after correction for the ab
sorption propenies of the N overlayer.ll the response of this 
interface was indistin.uishable from that of an HF-etched p-Si 
sample in this electrolyte. In contrast. the spectral response data 
for the thermally evaporated n-Si/N contact displayed low 
quantum yields at short wavelenllhs and pvc excellenl fits with 
De - 10' cm/ s. as would be expected for a Schottky barrier. 

In the above two specifIC: c:ases cholen for study. the conclusions 
obtained from the spectral response analysis can be confirmed 
independently by examination of the sleady-state current-yoltaae 
properties of these junctions. The p-Si/N surface was rectifyinl 
In the CHICN-a>baltocene+/o electrolyte, which clearly indicated 

(32) Mooa. A. J. HIINIbook of EloctN>IVc Milurilli. Vol. I : Optlclll 
."'"un"l. I'ro/Hrti,r. Plenum: New York, 1971. 
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F1pn 9. Spectral response for • p-Si .Iectrodc with a photoclcctro
chemically plated Pd overlayer (0.19 Cj cm1 cathodic charle) . in CH I-
CN~:""O M l iCIO.~ltocene·/o. alonl with the spectral response for 
an n-SI' .lectrode with 9 A of I thermally deposited overlayer. in contact 
with CH,OH-I .O M liCIO • ...,jimethylf.rrocenc· 'o. The spectral r.
sponse for the p-Sl j Pd electrode wu indistinluish.ble from that of 
H F-etched p-Si in the same .lectrolyte. 

that it was nOI a buried Schottky barrier (with a lower barrier 
hei~ht of 0 .45 V") in . contact with the liquid. Similarly. the 
n-St / Pd system only Yielded open an:uil voltqes of 0.2lH>.29 
V at short circuit current densities of 20 mA / cm1 in the 
CH,OH-MezFc+/o electrolyte. which contrasts to the bulk dif
fusion / recombination limited open circuit Voltage of 0.566 V seen 
for 1.5 ohm-cm. HF-etched n-Si in this electrolyteU The 
steady-state [- V behavior of these Si junctions thus is in accord 
wtth the conclusions obtained from the spectral response ana lysis. 

for other metal-coated surfaces. the spectral response method 
can ofTer a valuable assessment of whether the interface of interest 
is a buried Schottky junction in contact with the liquid phase. For 
~xample. the spectral response data on the n-GaAs/ M systems 
In KOH-Sc-/z- electrolyte (M • Co(lII). Rh(III) . 0s(1II ). Ru
(lin; see section IVB) were not consistent with the high majority 
carner colleclton velocities thaI would be CXpecled for direct 
semialnductor / metal contacts. AlthouJh we cannot explicitly rule 
out MIS-type behavior in these semiconductor/ metal / liquid 
Junction systems (resultinl in De ~ 10' cm/s) . we can conclude 
that the chemisorption of these metal ions 01\ n-GaAs does not 
merely produce a buried Schottky junction in contact with the 
KOH-Sc-/l- electrolyte. The spectral responae method thus offers 
an alternalive to the series of nat-band measurements suuested 
by Meissner et al. in order to asc:crtain whether a Schottky barrier 
has been formedJ4 and has tbe advantale that il yields useful 
information in media sucb IS aqueous 1.0 M KOH-Sc-Il-. where 
a series of comparable redox couples is not readily available. 

V. COIICIt.ioM 
Short-wavelenlth quantum yield measurements have been 

shown 10 yield informalion on the majority carrier collection 
velocilies for a wide variety of semiconductor/ metal. semicon
ductor/ liquid, and semiconductOf'/ insulalor/metal interfaces. The 
Schottky diodes all exhibited spectral response properties that were 
consistent with hi.b (107 cm/s) majority carrier collection ve
locities. In contrast. the semiconductor/liquid junctions and MIS 
systems showed reduced majority carrier 10IIes. This qualitative 
trend in majorilY carrier collection velocili •• and consequently 
in the rectification quality of the electrically active interface. 
appean to be leneral for the larle number (> 18) of systems 
studied in this work. Additionally. for junctions where the in
terfacial kinetics are known from other measurements not to be 

(H) ROICnblutb. M. L.: Lieber. C. M.: Lew;'. N. S. Appl. I'Ay • . Lift. 
1 .... 41 .• 23. 

(3.) Mciuncr. D.: Lauermann. I.: Memmina. R.; Kaatenina. 8 . J . I'AYJ· 0,,,.. I,". 91. 3 •••. 
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rate-determining_ e.g .. the n_Si / CH)OH~imethylferrocene·/o 
interface. the spectral response technique has been ,hown to 
provIde the first available information on the magnllude of the 
Interfacial majority carrier collection velocity. Finally. when metal 
overlayen have been used to modify the interfacial properties of 
,emlconductor / liquid Junctions. the short-wavelength ,pectral 
response method can be used to distinguish between Schottky-type 

behavior and electrocatalytic properties of the plated metal. 
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Further Mechanistic Studies of n-type Si Photoelectrodes: 

Behavior in Contact with Methanol.Dimethylferrocene+/O and in 

Contact with Aqueous Electrolytes 

ABSTRACT: Mechanistic studies of n-Si photoelectrodes have been conducted using 

aqueous and nonaqueous electrolytes. In contact with the CH30H

dimethylferrocene+/O(Me2Fc)+/O electrolyte, the dark current and open circuit voltage (Voe) 

were not dependent on acceptor concentration for [Me2Fc+]~0.01O M, and were only 

weakJy dependent on acceptor concentration for [Me2Fc+]~0 .01O M. For [Me2Fc+] 

between 0.3 mM and 0.050 M, the temperature dependence of Voc indicated that bulk

diffusion/recombination was the rate-limiting recombination process. In all of these 

experiments, conventional Shockley diode theory provided an excellent description of the 

solid/liquid junction properties. In a related set of experiments, HF-etched n-Si 

photoelectrodes «100) and (111) oriented samples) and n-Si samples that had been 

metallized by several different methods all showed passivation in contact with 

Fe(CN)63-/4-(aq) or Br2iBqaq) electrolytes. For several metallized Si samples, etches that 

had been reported to produce metal islands on the Si surface instead yielded Si surfaces free 

of metal. All Si samples that had been metallized by filament evaporation yielded I-V 

behavior in contact with the CH30H-Me2Fc+/O redox system that was characteristic of a 

pinned surface Fermi level, even for coverages of metal as low as 9 A. This indicates that 

proposed metal-insulator-semiconductor junctions with anomalously high barrier heights 

are difficult to obtain by such metallization and etching methods. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Work in several laboratories has confmned that n-type Si anodes in contact with 

CH30H(l) can provide extremely stable and efficient photoelectrochemical interfaces. 1-4 

Extensive mechanistic studies on the n-Si/dimethylferrocene (Me2Fc)+/O-CH30H system 

have shown that this solid/liquid interface is sufficiently free of electrical recombination 

sites that the rate-determining recombination process occurs in the bulk of the Si 

photoelectrode, and not at the solid/liquid interface.5-7 The quantitative agreement between 

theoretical expectations based on the bulk-diffusion/recombination treatment of Shockley8 

and experimental data for the n-Si/Me2Fc+/O-CH30H interface5-7 has led to the 

development of n-Silliquid junctions that exhibit open-circuit photovoltages, V OC, as high 

as 0.670 V at light intensities providing short-circuit photocurrent densities, Jsc. of 20.0 

rnA/cm2 at 298 K.6 Despite the accord between theory and experiment reported for this 

semiconductor/liquid system,5-7 a recent report by Kobayashi et af.3a has claimed that a 

new, unprecedented, theory of the open circuit voltage in a photovoltaic device is required 

to explain some experimental observations3 on the n-Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O interface. 

Kobayashi and co-workers have also presented evidence that efficient thermionic emission 

of majority carriers over the n-Si/CH30H barrier is the dominant recombination step at low 

temperatures «250 K) or at room temperature and high (>0.010 M) Me2Fc+ 

concentrations.3b This hypothesis appears to contradict previous studies indicating that 

bulk-diffusion/recombination is the rate-limiting step for temperatures as low as the 

freezing point « 210 K) of the CH30H-LiCl04 electrolyte and for a wide concentration 

range of Me2Fc+ (10-4 M-1O-2 M).5-7 In response to these claims, we present further 

mechanistic studies of the n-Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O interface. These studies have been 

performed specifically to address the applicability of the Shockley diffusion/recombination 

theory in the n-Si/Me2Fc+/O-LiCl04-CH30H system over a wider range of Me2Fc+/O 

concentrations and cell temperatures. 
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A related set of findings described in the recent literature is concerned with the 

photoelectrochemical behavior of metal-coated n-Si electrodes in contact with aqueous 

electrolytes.9,lO At moderate current densities (>0.1 mA/cm2), it is well documented that 

unprotected n-Si photoanodes undergo photocorrosion or photopassivation processes in all 

aqueous solutions investigated to date. 1 1 Improved anode stability has been obtained after 

pinhole-free metallization of n-Si with Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru, and Ir,I2 but this process forms 

metal silicide layers and results in the formation of buried semiconductor/metal junctions. 

For such Si/metal/liquid junctions, the metallization process results in low Voc values 

(Voc=200-300 mV at Jsc=20 mA/cm2 and 298 K)I2 due to Fermi level pinning at the 

Si/metal interface.8b,13 In contrast, Nakato et al. have claimed that several methods of 

depositing Pt islands onto partially oxidized (100) and (111)-oriented n-Si anodes can yield 

stable, high Voc, photoelectrode behavior in contact with aqueous solutions that would 

passivate or corrode HF-etched n-Si photoelectrodes.9 In fact, the Voc values reported in 

the work of Nakato et al. (Voc = 0.685 V for Jsc = 25 mA/cm2)9 are superior to the open

circuit voltages obtained from Si/CH30Hjunctions5-7 and from all known solid-state Si p

n junctions at comparable photocurrent densities.8,13,14 The voltages observed by Nakato 

et al. and by Kobayashi et al. 3 are so large that they cannot be explained by conventional 

photovoltaic theory,8,14 so a new model to explain photovoltaic action in semiconductor

surface barrier devices was developed and invoked to explain these novel results.9,10 As 

part of this work, we have attempted to verify this interesting set of observations, and 

describe herein the results of our study of the photoelectrochemical behavior of various 

metallized n-Si samples in aqueous electrolytes. 

EXPERIMENT AL 

A. Materials and Preparation 

The Czochralski grown samples were n-type (100) and (111) oriented, 

phosphorus-doped, single crystal Si obtained from Siltec Corp. or Monsanto Co. Float-
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zone grown, n-type, (lOO)-oriented, 0.245 Q-cm resistivity Si samples were supplied by 

Professor Richard Swanson of Stanford University. Four point probe measurements were 

made to determine the resistivity of all samples, and the dopant densities were then 

calculated using the data of Thurber et al. 1S The samples were cut into 4 mm by 4 mm 

squares, and were then fashioned into electrodes as described previously. 1 The 

photoelectrodes were etched in 49% HF(aq) for 10-15 seconds, rinsed with water, and 

dried in a stream of nitrogen immediately before immersion into the electrolyte. The 

minority carrier diffusion length of certain Si samples was determined by measuring 

photocurrent quantum yields in the CH30H-Me2Fc+/O cell in the long wavelength region of 

the Si absorption spectrum, (700-1000 nm), as described previously. 6 

For metal island studies, thermal evaporation of the desired metal from a W filament 

was conducted in a chamber of base pressure < 5 x 10-6 Torr. Thicknesses were 

monitored using a quartz crystal oscillator purchased from R.D. Mathis Co. of Long 

Beach, CA. Metal evaporation sources consisted of> 99.999% Pd and >99.999% Pt. 

For metal island formation by alkali etching,lO the Pt-coated silicon samples were 

etched for 3 min in a solution of 4 M NaOH(aq) at 90°C. This was followed by a 3 minute 

etch in a 0.25 M aqueous NaOH solution that contained 0.60 M 2-propanol and was held 

at 90°C. Samples supplied by H. Tsubomura were coated at Osaka University, Japan, by 

placing a drop of an ethanolic solution of !4PtC16 onto the sample. The solution was then 

dried and the Pt was reduced by heating under hydrogen. lOb 

B . SEM and EDX analysis 

SEM data was obtained on a Camscan Series II instrument built by Cambridge 

Scanning (England). EDX analysis was conducted using a Tracor Northern (England) TN 

5500 X-ray detector. The samples were not coated with metal because back-scattered 
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electron images and/or secondary electron images provided satisfactory data. The images 

were obtained at an accelerating voltage of.25 kV. 

C. Electrochemical Cells and Techniques 

All experiments were done in air-tight pyrex vessels, although anaerobic conditions 

were not necessary for the short term stability experiments performed in this study. I-V 

curves were measured potentiostatically in a three electrode configuration where the silicon 

was the working electrode, the counter electrode was a large area (> 2cm2) Pt electrode, 

and the reference electrode was either a Pt wire poised at the solution redox potential or a 

standard calomel electrode (SCE). The photoelectrode was positioned with the active 

surface oriented either vertically or horizontally. For the horizontal configuration, the 

electrode was illuminated through the bottom of the cell via reflection of light from a 

mirror. In the vertical configuration, the electrode was illuminated directly through the side 

wall of the cell. In all cells, the reference, counter and working electrodes were positioned 

approximately 1.5 cm apart from each other in a triangular configuration. When a Pt wire 

reference was used, the cell potentials were independently measured vs an SCE to verify 

that changes in the equilibrium potential of the solution were in accord with the Nemst 

equation. In accord with the IUPAC electrochemical convention, negative voltages 

reported in this work correspond to more reducing applied potentials, i.e. forward biases at 

an n-type semiconductor are negative applied voltages with respect to the short circuit 

condition.16 The supporting electrolyte for all non-aqueous cells operated at room 

temperature was 1.0 M LiCl04. 

The solutions were stirred with a magnetic stir bar, and 1-V data was collected up to 

the mass transport limited cathodic current. Mass transport restrictions on the current 

density for semiconductor electrodes were determined by scanning the silicon electrode into 

forward bias (negative voltages) until a limiting current density was observed. This was 
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confrrmed by determining mass transport limitations at a Pt working electrode that was 

maintained in the same electrode geometry as that used for the Si photoelectrode 

measurements. The deviation from Nernstian behavior of the Me2Fc+/O redox couple at the 

Pt working electrode was used to estimate the concentration overpotentials and 

uncompensated resistance losses for a particular cell configuration. Neither iR 

compensation nor a Luggin capillary electrode was used to reduce the effects of 

uncompensated resistance in any of the cells investigated in this work. 

illumination for all experiments was provided by an ELH type tungsten-halogen 

lamp (3250 K color temperature, dichroic rear reflector).l7 For variable temperature 

experiments, the LiCl04 concentration was reduced to 0.1 M, to eliminate precipitation of 

the electrolyte. Additionally, lower concentrations of Me2Fc+/O were used in these cells. 

Because the low concentration of redox couples required for variable temperature studies 

did not permit measurement of high light limited photocurrent densities (Jph) in these cells, 

the illumination intensity for each cell composition was adjusted at 300 K to yield a Voc 

value that was identical to the Voc measured at Jph=20.0 mNcm2 in contact with the 

CH30H-0.200 M Me2Fc-0.1 mM Me2Fc+-1.0 M LiCI04 electrolyte. After this light 

intensity was adjusted, it was maintained at a constant value throughout the experiment, 

and the desired Voc vs temperature data were then acquired as described previously.5 

D. Solvents and Materials 

Most experiments used methanol (Fischer Scientific Inc., Fair Lawn, NJ) that had 

been dried over calcium hydride and then distilled from Mg, although identical I-V 

properties were obtained using CH30H as received from the supplier. Me2Fc was 

purchased from Poly sciences (Warrington, PA) and was purified by sublimation. To 

obtain Me2Fc+, the Me2Fc was oxidized by a solution of benzoquinone and HBF4 

dissolved in diethyl ether. The resulting Me2Fc+ was precipitated as the BF4- salt. After 
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isolation as solids and subsequent purification, the two fonns of the redox couple were 

added separately to the electrolytes to achieve the desired concentrations of redox reagents. 

For studies in aqueous electrolytes,9,10 concentrated HBr(aq) (8.6 M) was used as 

received (J.T Baker Inc., Phillipsburg, NJ), as were ~Fe(CN)6, K3Fe(CN)6 and KCI 

(J.T. Baker Inc., Phillipsburg, NJ) . The water was obtained from a Barnstead Inc. 

deionizing column and was typically 18 MQ-cm in resistivity . 

RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

I. HF-etched n-Si in Contact with the Me2Fc+/O_CH30H Electrolyte 

A . Redox concentration effects on dark /-V properties 

Figure 1 displays the dark I-V properties for a 0.245 Q-cm resistivity, float-zone 

grown n-Si sample in contact with various concentrations of Me2Fc+ in the 0.050 M 

Me2Fc-1.0 M LiCI04-CH30H electrolyte. When the photoelectrode potential was 

measured with respect to the equilibrium potential of the solution, no detectable change in 

the I-V relationship was observed for Me2Fc+ concentrations 0.3 mM <[Me2Fc+]:::::0.010 

M at biases of -O.4<V <0. Specifically, the forward bias voltage required to obtain any 

specific cathodic current density in the range ::;0.1 mA/cm2 was observed to be constant to 

within 2-5 mV (Figure 1). At Me2Fc+ concentrations greater than 0.010 M, small shifts in 

I-V behavior were observed, but the maximum shift in voltage required to produce a 

specific current density (:::::0.1 mA/cm2) was 20 m V for the lO-fold increase in Me2Fc+ 

concentration from 0.010 M to 0.100 M. Similar behavior was observed for 3 separate 

cells with a totalS different Si electrodes in contact with the CH30H-Me2Fc+/O-LiCI04 

electrolyte. 

Under large forward bias (V~ -0.5 V), the cathodic currents at a given voltage 

depended strongly on the concentration of Me2Fc+ and on the solution stir rate (Figure 1 b). 
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Measurements of the limiting current density at Pt electrodes and n-Si electrodes (Table I) 

confIrmed the assignment of the limiting Si cathodic current density to mass transport 

effects, as opposed to charge transfer resistances across the semiconductor/liquid junction. 

Such measurements enabled calculation of the concentration overpotentials for all I-V data 

collected in our work, and representative concentration overpotential values for selected 

cells have been included in Table I. For the range of Me2Fc+ concentrations used in this 

work, only data for V >-0.4 V (1<0.1 mNcm2) and [Me2Fc+]>0.01O M were not subject 

to large concentration overpotential corrections, and we only used this unambiguous I-V 

data to analyze the interfacial charge transfer kinetics of the n-Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O 

interface. 

In the data of Figure 1 a,b, an additional factor influencing the shape of the 1-V 

relationship in the high current region was the uncompensated ohmic resistance of the 

CH30H-LiCl04 cells. l From measurements at a Pt electrode, the uncompensated 

resistance was determined to be (l59±4) Q in a typical cell used in this work. Thus, even 

when high concentrations of Me2Fc+ were present to minimize the concentration 

overpotentials, I-V data for V <-0.5 V (J> 1 mNcm2) could not directly be interpreted in 

terms of interfacial charge transfer rate constants without substantial correction for cell iR 

drops. SpecifIcally, for V<-0.5 V and [Me2Fc+] <0. 10 M, the corrections for 

concentration overpotentials, combined with those for uncompensated iR losses, were so 

large that extraction of the dark I-V dependence of the semiconductor/liquid junction was 

unreliable (Table I). 

Using a similar cell design, the I-V properties at low Me2Fc+ concentrations 

«0.050 M) were analyzed for the high forward bias (V<-0.5 V) region by Kobayashi et 

aP. From the substantial Me2Fc+ concentration dependence of the 1-V data obtained in this 

regime, Kobayashi et al. concluded that thermionic emission was the rate-determining 

reaction step for this system.3 In contrast, the data presented above in Figure 1 and Table I 
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strongly indicate that this concentration dependence does not reflect the fundamental 

behavior of this semiconductorlliquid interface, but that the Me2Fc+ concentration 

dependence observed by Kobayashi et af.3 was due to concentration overpotentiallosses 

and uncompensated resistance losses. Our dark J-V data, collected at lower current 

densities (where mass transport and series resistance corrections became negligible), clearly 

indicates that the cathcxiic J-V properties of the n-Si/Me2Fc+IO-LiCI04-CH30H junction are 

strictly independent of redox concentration for [Me2Fc+] ~0.01O M. 

When the concentration overpotentials and iR losses were minimized, the J-V data 

of Figure 1 did show a weak Me2Fc+ concentration dependence, but only under certain low 

bias, high [Me2Fc+] conditions that had not been investigated in previous studies. For the 

highest Me2Fc+ concentrations used in our experiments, and V > -0.4 V, the small but 

significant dependence of the cathodic current on the concentration of Me2Fc+ (Figure 1 a) 

could indicate that direct charge transfer from electrons in the Si conduction band to the 

acceptor ions in the electrolyte was starting to contribute to the rate determining charge 

transport process. 18,19 Unfortunately, solubility constraints limited the accessible Me2Fc+ 

concentration range to ~0.200 M, and a strict linearity between log(current density) and 

[Me2Fc+], with the expected slope of RT/F, was not observed in our work for the 

concentrations available with this solvent/redox ion combination. Also, at the very low 

bias voltages for which unambiguous J-V data were available, the dicxie quality factor 

deviated from the value of 1.0 measured from Voc vs Jsc experiments at high light 

intensities. The non-ideal quality factor, combined with the large contribution of bulk

diffusion/recombination to the n-Si/Me2Fc+IO-CH30H forward bias current density even at 

low bias conditions, precluded obtaining a quantitative estimate for the direct charge 

transfer process to the Me2Fc+ acceptor in this semiconductorlliquid junction system. Use 

of a redox species with a more negative formal potential,6 combined with an optimized cell 

design,20-22 would be required to study these effects in more detail. 
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An additional aspect of the 1-V properties reported in Figure 1 relates to the work of 

Fantini et a1.2, who have proposed that surface states are present at the n-Si/Me2Fc+/O-

CH30H interface and that these states serve to pin the surface Fenni level of the n-Si/liquid 

junction. Evidence for these surface states was obtained from an anomalous 

(approximately + 10% relative to background) increase in cathodic current at -0.5 V vs the 

cell potential (i.e. at a voltage of -0.362 vs SCE). For typical Si electrodes, we observed 

no anomalous increases in current in this voltage range (Figure 1), however, we observed 

that when there was obvious physical damage to the photoelectrode (such as a visible 

scratch on the active surface area), or when there was a leak in the electrode insulation, 

anomalies in I-V behavior that were similar to those reported by Fantini et al. were 

sometimes observed. The data of Figure 1 clearly indicates that these features are not an 

intrinsic property of the n-Si/CH30H interface, and indicates that junctions displaying no 

current anomalies for V~-0.6 V can be obtained from these semiconductor/liquid interfaces 

under our experimental conditions.23 

B . Redox concentration effects on Vac 

An alternative method for examining the concentration dependence of the dominant 

recombination rate is to determine the response of Voc to changes in acceptor concentration. 

In general, Voc can be related to the recombination c~ent density through equation (1): 

Voc = (AkT/q)ln (Jph/Jo) ( 1), 

where A is the diode quality factor, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute 

temperature, q is the charge on an electron, Jph is the light-limited photocurrent density, 

and Jo is the exchange current density for recombination.8 In contrast to a dark 1-V 

analysis, measurement of Voc is not sensitive to the presence of concentration polarization 

or series resistance losses, because the measurement is performed without net current 

flowing through the photoelectrochemical circuit. If the magnitude of the rate-determining 
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recombination process depends on the Me2Fc+ concentration, then V oe should be affected 

by a variation in [Me2Fc+] provided that the illumination and cell temperature are held 

constant. 

Table II displays Voc values measured for a 0.245 Q-cm resistivity, float zone, n-Si 

sample in contact with the CH30H-Me2Fc-LiCl04 electrolyte. At constant Jph and T, Voc 

was observed to be constant (to within 3 mY) for Me2Fc+ concentrations from 10-4 M to 

0.050 M. For higher Me2Fc+ concentrations, a slight change (10 mY) in Voc was 

observed when [Me2Fc+] was increased from 0.050 M to 0.200 M. These observations 

are entirely consistent with the slight dependence of the dark I-V properties on the Me2Fc+ 

concentration and with previous studies of the behavior of Voc vs [Me2Fc+] at n

Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+IO contacts for a more limited range of Me2Fc+ concentrations.5,6 

For [Me2Fc+ b;0.050 M, the experimental value of V oe reported in Table II can be 

predicted quantitatively based on bulk-diffusion/recombination kinetics. As derived by 

Shockley,8a the bulk-diffusion/recombination limited Voc can be expressed by equation (2): 

Voe = (AkT/q)ln (JphLpN<J)/(qDplli2) (2), 

where Lp is the minority carrier (hole) diffusion length for this n-type semiconductor 

sample, Nd is the majority carrier dopant density, Dp is the diffusion coefficient of the 

minority carriers, and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration of the semiconductor. This 

equation has been shown to provide quantitative predictions of Voc for the n-Si/CH30H

Me2Fc+/ojunction over a variety of different values ofLp, Nd, T, Jph, [Me2Fc], and 

[Me2Fc+].5-7 The Voc of 635 mV obtained for the 0.245 Q-cm resistivity n-Si sample of 

Table II (Nd=2.46 x 1016 cm-3; Lp=195 ~m) is also in accord with this general correlation 

when the accepted value for ni=1.45xlO lO cm-3 of Si is used in Eq. 2. The Voc predicted 

by equation (2) is the highest possible Voc obtainable from a given sample under the 

specified conditions of Jph, and T, because the presence of any additional recombination 
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pathway could only act to lower the voltage from its bulk-diffusion/recombination limited 

valueJ,8 

At higher Me2Fc+ concentrations, (> 0.050 M), the drop in Voc by 10 m V for a 4-

fold increase in [Me2Fc+] was a significant deviation from equation (2), since for the low 

Me2Fc+ concentrations, the experimental and calculated Voc values differed by at most 3 

m V for a range of Si samples. This deviation is consistent with the slight increase in dark 

current observed at high Me2Fc+ concentrations (vide supra), and is an indication that 

conduction band processes start to contribute to the overall recombination rate at the highest 

solution acceptor concentrations. Data at higher Me2Fc+ concentrations would have been 

useful to quantify the extent of this effect, but such were not attainable due to Me2Fc+ 

solubility limitations. A quantitative exploration of the majority carrier concentration 

dependence would require the use of redox couples with more negative formal potentials, 

and the results of such studies on the n-Si/CH30H system will be reported separately. 

For the n-Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O interface, the highest Voc value measured under 

""'air mass 2 illumination conditions (Jph = 20 mA/cm2, cell temperature = 300 K) was 

0.670 V for a sample with Nd = 2.2 x 1018 cm-3 and Lp = 0.0017 cm. Although use of 

equation (2) with ni=1.45x1010 cm-3 predicts that Voc for this sample should be 0.712 V, a 

40 m V reduction in Voc is predicted to occur from band gap narrowing at very high dopant 

densities.24 Equation (2) can still be used to predict Voc if a corrected value for ni is used 

at these high dopant densities, and the 40 mV reduction in Voc is in accord with the increase 

in nj at these Nd values. Experimental attempts to further maximize Voc via additional 

increases in Nd resulted either in severe degradation of Lp, decreases in the band gap (i.e., 

increases in nj), or the onset of non-rectifying properties due to degenerate doping of the 

semiconductor. However, no Si sample investigated in any of our prior or current work 

yielded Voc values that were higher than those predicted by equation (2).5,6 
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A recent report of Voc = 0.695 V for an n-Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O junction at Jph = 16 

mA/cm2 has been touted as the highest photovoltage ever reported for a Si cell) 

Furthermore, this result has been invoked to justify the development of a new, alternative 

theory to Equation (2) that will describe the photovoltage in all solid state photovoltaic 

systems and will explain the higher photovoltage in the Si/CH30H cell) However, the 

report describing the measurement of the 0.695 V Voc value contained no information 

concerning the values of Lp, Nd, T, or other related variables for the cell of interest. The 

rather low concentration of Me2Fc (0.050 M) used in that study3 suggests that mass 

transport limitations may have led to an artificially low measured value of Jph, even though 

the light intensity was sufficient to provide a much higher true Jph value (and therefore 

higher measured Voc value). Given the excellent agreement observed between experiment 

and theory for the n-Si/CH30H system in our laboratory, the temperature coefficient for the 

n-Si/CH30H system of == -2 m V /K, and considering quantitatively the importance of the 

other terms in equation (2), more definitive experiments would be needed to conclude 

unambiguously that equation (2), and the accompanying conventional bulk photovoltaic 

transport and recombination theory, does not apply rigorously to the n-Si/CH30H

Me2Fc+/O system. Additionally, comparison of Voc values for different electrochemical 

cells must be done under specified conditions of Jph, temperature, etc. if the photoelectrode 

performance is to be compared with, and claimed to exceed, the 670 mV Voc value reported 

for 0.015 Q-cm resistivity n-Si samples observed at Jph=20.0 mA/cm2 (300 K) in contact 

with the CH30H-LiCI04-Me2Fc+/O electrolyte.6 

C. Temperature dependence 0/ voc/or the n-SilCH30H-Me2pc+IO system 

Figure 2 displays the Voc vs temperature behavior for a 0.245 Q-cm resistivity, 

float-zone, n-Si electrode in contact with a CH30H solution containing 0.050 M Me2Fc, 

0.0002 M Me2Fc+, and 0.10 M LiCI04. The T=O K intercept of the Voc vs T plot in 

Figure 2 is 1.18 V, and the slope is 1.85 m V /K. To investigate the effects of the acceptor 
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concentration on this behavior, a series of experiments was performed in which only the 

Me2FC+ concentration was varied. For [Me2Fc+] ranging from 0.3 mM to 0.050 M, the 

intercepts of the Voc vs. T plots were 1. 19±O.01 V (Table Ill). All Voc vs. T plots were 

linear, with correlation coefficients> 0.997 for each data set (typically containing 100-300 

data points). 

The intercept value of 1.19 V, which is slightly higher than the Si band gap energy 

at 300 K, has been shown previously to be consistent with expectations for a bulk

diffusion/recombination mechanism.6 The lack of a [Me2Fc+] dependence on either the 

slope or intercept of such plots is also consistent with this interpretation, and supports the 

use of equation (2) to describe the Voc values at all temperatures between 200 and 300 K. 

A recent report by Kobayashi et af.3b indicated that Voc vs. T plots for the n

Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O interface were non-linear. These authors interpreted the deviation 

from linearity as lending support to the thermionic emission model for the n-Si/CH30H

Me2Fc+/O interface that had been derived from the concentration dependence of the dark I-V 

curves at high forward bias (vide supra and ref. 3). For controlled sample/cell 

combinations, we never observed non-linearity in Voc vs T plots. However, in poorly 

stirred solutions that contained high concentrations of either Me2Fc, Me2Fc+ or LiCl04, 

precipitation of solids was observed to occur at low temperatures. This precipitation 

decreased the light intensity available for absorption by the Si. The lower effective light 

intensity resulted in a decreased Voc value at a given temperature, and consequently 

produced a spurious nonlinearity of the resulting Voc vs T plot. This condition was readily 

avoided by adequate stirring and by use of relatively low concentrations of redox couples 

and supporting electrolytes. We also note that analysis of the linear range of the data 

reported by Kobayashi et al. (i.e., the high temperature range from 240-300 K)3b yields an 

intercept of 1.15 V, which is in excellent agreement with the experimental data of Figure 2 
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and of references 5-6, as well as with predictions based on the bulk

diffusion/recombination theory expressed by equation (2). 

II. Metal Coated n-Silicon/Liquid Junctions 

Although n-Si/liquid junctions can yield open circuit voltages that are described by 

the bulk -diffusion/recombination limit,5-7 such high voltages are extremely rare for 

Schottky barrier (semiconductor/metal) devices fabricated with n-type Si.8,12 Excluding 

metaVinsulator/semiconductor25 and conducting polymer/semiconductor26 interfaces, the 

only reports to date describing large Voc values for metallized n-Si surfaces involve 

photoanodes made from the controlled deposition of metal islands onto Si surfaces.9,10 

The nonuniform barrier height distribution at these hybrid semiconductor/metal/liquid 

interfaces has been postulated to yield high Voc values while also suppressing deleterious 

corrosion, Fermi level pinning, and thermionic emission processes.9,lO We have attempted 

to verify these reports, and have also attempted to compare the behavior of metallized n

type Si photoelectrodes to the behavior ofHF-etched n-Si surfaces. 

The Me2Fc+/O-CH30H electrolyte is convenient because of its inhibition of Si oxide 

growth and inhibition of Si corrosion processes. 1,25 Furthermore, the high Voc of the HF

etched Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O interface readily allows detection of any increased 

recombination that might result from junction metallization. To prepare the samples for 

study, various overlayers of Pd, ranging from 9 A to 46 A in nominal thickness, were 

deposited onto Si surfaces (1.68 Q-cm resistivity, (lOO)-oriented, Syton polished, HF

etched Si) from a thermal filament evaporation system. The resulting samples were then 

immersed into the CH30H-Me2Fc+/O electrolyte and their I-V properties were measured in 

a conventional fashion for a photoelectrochemical cell, as described previously.1,5,6 

Figure 3 compares the I-V curves for a HF-etched n-Si electrode and an n-Si 

electrode on which 9 A of Pd has been evaporated, in contact with the CH30H-1.0 M 

- -- -----
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LiCl04-0.200 M Me2Fc-0.OOl M Me2Fc+ electrolyte. Electrodes with greater amounts of 

metallization (up to 120 A) yielded behavior similar to those with 9 A metallization. All of 

these metallized samples displayed poor I-V properties at light intensities sufficient to 

provide Jph values of 20 mA/cm2. The observed V DC values were far lower than the 0.570 

V DC m V value obtained for the non-metallized, HF-etched samples, and were identical to 

the values obtained from n-Si/Pd Schottky barriers (with 120 A thick Pd films) that were 

operated in air. Identical, low, Voc values were also observed when n-Si/Au Schottky 

barriers (120 A thick Au films) were immersed into the CH30H-Me2Fc+/O electrolyte and 

used as photoelectrodes. This data clearly shows that the metal deposition step in the 

fonnation of the "island" devices resulted in pronounced increases in interfacial 

recombination, even at nominal metal thicknesses of 9 A. It also demonstrates that the 

Si/metal Schottky barrier systems yield much lower V DC values than those observed from n

Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O interfaces. 

Additional experiments were performed with metallized Si samples that had been 

exposed to a basic aqueous etching solution after the metal deposition step. Tsubomura 

and co-workers have reported that this alkali etch procedure yields a beneficial oxide layer 

that minimizes recombination at the solid/liquid interface.9,10 These workers also reported 

that these alkali etched metal/oxide/semiconductor electrode structures were stable in several 

aqueous electrolytes, and that these anodes yielded high V DC values despite the presence of 

metal at the Si interface.9 To quantify these effects, the 1-V properties of the alkali etched 

metal/oxide/Si samples were investigated in both aqueous and CH30H-based electrolytes. 

Figure 4 shows the I-V behavior of an n-Si sample that had been etched, metallized, 

and then placed in contact with a 0.10 mM K3Fe(CN)6-0.100 M ~e(CN)6-1.0 M 

KCl(aq) solution. HF-etched Si samples, etched and metallized Si samples, and alkali 

etched Si samples converted into metal!oxide/Si structures all yielded similar behavior in 

contact with either the 8.6 M HBr(aq)-O.Ol M Br2(aq) or 0.10 mM K3Fe(CN)6-0.10 M 
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~Fe(CN)6-1.0 M KCI(aq) electrolytes. In these aqueous electrolytes, all samples with 

metal overlayers from 9A to 46 A Pd exhibited low Voc values, and also displayed time 

dependent I-V properties indicative of passivating behavior. The n-Si sample with a 120 A 

Au overlayer showed low Voc values but stable I-V properties in the ferri/ferrocyanide cell 

(Figure 5), as would be expected for a "buried" Schottky structure where the electrolyte 

makes an ohmic contact to the metal. To insure the reliability of the cells used in this work, 

an authentic metaVinsulator/semiconductor25 structure that displayed large Voc values when 

operated in air was also investigated in contact with the Fe(CN)63-/4- electrolyte. This 

device yielded high Voc values in the ferri/ferrocyanide cell, (Figure 5), as would be 

expected based on the I-V behavior of this device when operated in air. All other samples 

(alkali etched, and HF-etched Si surfaces) exhibited I-V curves that were characteristic of 

passivation in these aqueous electrolytes. Hysteresis and instability of the I-V curves were 

always observed for these samples in contact with the aqueous electrolytes (Figure 4). 

These observations are in agreement with prior results on the photoelectrochemistry of 

HF-etched Si in aqueous electrolytes, but are not in agreement with claims of high Voc 

values and stable I-V properties for the alkali etched metal/oxide/Si overlayer samples. 

Some additional experiments were performed in our laboratory with meta1!oxide/Si 

structures supplied by H. Tsubomura of Osaka University. Identical passivating behavior 

was observed for these samples in contact with the aqueous electrolytes of Figure 4. 

Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray analyses (EDX) were 

performed on samples that had been only metallized and on samples that had been 

metallized and then alkali etched (See Experimental section). EDX measurements indicated 

that the alkaline etch used to form the hybrid metaVoxide/silicon structures completely 

removed the Pt layer, and SEM data indicated that the etch also removed some of the 

underlying silicon. The (111)-oriented Si surfaces showed complete loss of Pt in the EDX 

measurements and also displayed striations in the SEM images, whereas (100)-oriented Si 
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surfaces showed complete loss of Pt and patches of a very rough, matte-textured, surface 

layer. Neither orientation of Si yielded SEM or EDX data that was consistent with a 

Pt/oxide/Si structure. 

Although we never observed stable I-V behavior for these samples in aqueous 

electrolytes, transient measurements of the open circuit voltage yielded values in excess of 

0.8 V under some irreproducible conditions. We ascribe these anomalously high V 
oc 

values to the presence of passivation and/or corrosion processes that are acting in series 

with the photovoltage developed by the reversible redox system. The presence of a 

corrosion current would also lead to stable I-V behavior until a substantial portion of the Si 

crystal dissolves, so short term photocurrent stability does not provide conclusive evidence 

for regenerative photoelectrochemical operation under such conditions. When corrosion 

and/or passivation potentials are included with the value of the photopotential, it is possible 

for the experimentally measured Voc value to be significantly higher than the actual light

induced photovoltage obtained in a truly regenerative photoelectrochemical cell. This could 

be an explanation for the large (0.685 V) Voc value reported by Nakato et al for Pt-coated 

n-Si anodes in the 8.6 M HBr(aq) electrolyte. We note that for 0.4 Q-cm resistivity Si 

samples, within the framework of equation (2), a Voc of 0.685 V at Jph = 25 mAlcm2 

requires an effective diffusion length of >0.2 cm at 300 K. For electrodes with ohmic 

contacts on the back side of the Si sample, this requires bulk Si with minority carrier 

lifetimes greater than 2 ms and requires samples thicker than 4 mm. Unless such unusual 

Si samples were used in the work of Tsubomura and coworkers, lOa the Voc value of 0.685 

V is in excess of the thermodynamic limit, within conventional photovoltaic theory, unless 

a corrosion or passivation potential is adding to the true photopotential. 

The behavior of the alkali etched electrodes in the CH30H-Me2Fc+/O electrolyte 

offers an opportunity to evaluate the junction behavior of these systems without 

complications from passivation or corrosion processes. The 1-V behavior of the alkali 
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etched electrodes in contact with CH30H-Me2Fc+/O was similar to HF-etched samples. 

This is consistent with the lack of detectable Pt after the aqueous basic etching procedure, 

since the presence of low coverages of metal was observed to effect dramatic decreases in 

Voc of the CH30H-Me2Fc+/O system. The measured Voc values were 15 to 20 mV lower 

than the bulk-diffusion/recombination limited values for HF-etched samples. This 

discrepancy between experimental and theoretical values was presumably due to increased 

interfacial recombination induced by the vigorous etching procedure, because similar 

behavior was observed for a set of alkali-etched n-Si samples that had not been exposed to 

any metal deposition steps. 

The quantitative agreement between the Voc of metallized photoelectrodes in 

CH30H-Me2Fc+/O with values measured for n-Si/metal Schottky barriers operated in air 

strongly indicates that the current transport properties of metal island modified junctions are 

controlled by thermionic emission of majority carriers. This is consistent with previous 

work which has shown that metal overlayers on n-Si pin the surface Fermi level at 0.7-0.9 

e V below the conduction band, and that thermionic emission controls the current transport 

properties of Schottky barrier type metallized Si devices. The metallized Si systems thus 

appear to exhibit predictable and normal J-V properties that fit within the established 

framework of conventional majority carrier thermionic emission theory, and the stable n

Si/CH30Hjunctions conform to the predictions of conventional bulk

diffusion/recombination theory over a wide range of experimental conditions. 

In summary, no metallized Si sample prepared or investigated in our laboratory has 

shown the high voltages characteristic of the n-Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O contact. 

Metallization sufficient to prevent corrosion in aqueous electrolytes yielded Schottky barrier 

behavior and resulted low Voc values that were consistent with pinning of the surface Fermi 

level. Metallization followed by alkali etching to form hybrid metal/oxide/semiconductor 

structures removed all metal from the semiconductor surface, and yielded electrodes that 
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behaved similarly to HF-etched Si samples. The n-Si/CH30H-Me2Fc+/O interface showed 

a small contribution from majority carrier-based processes at the highest accessible Me2Fc+ 

concentrations, but at lower concentrations, minority carrier dominated bulk

diffusion/recombination processes were observed to dominate the junction behavior under 

all accessible conditions of cell temperature and acceptor concentration. At present, the 

Shockley diode treatment appears to be quite adequate to describe the behavior of this class 

of photovoltaic devices, and the 670 mY Yoc value obtained from 0.015 Q-cm resistivity n

Si samples (Jph=20.0 mA/cm2, T=300 K) remains the highest reported photovoltage 

measured under controlled conditions in a regenerative-type Si/liquid photoelectrochemical 

cell. The small deviations from bulk-diffusion/recombination behavior at high acceptor 

concentrations could signify the onset of majority carrier processes, and the magnitude of 

these effects will be quantified in subsequent reports describing the photoelectrochemical 

properties of n-Si/CH30H junctions in the presence of redox couples that produce lower 

Yoc values than those exhibited by the Me2Fc+/O system. 
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Table 1. Concentration Overpotential and Uncompensated Resistance Data 

11 C(0.2 rnA/crn2) 11C(2.0 rnA/crn2) 

(M) (rnA/crn2) (rnV) (rnV) 

0.0003 0.080 0.080 NA NA 

0.002 0.52 0.50 -130 NA 

0.010 2.68 2.68 -77 -110 

0.050 11.2 11.7 -39 -44 

0.100 26.8 26.2 -16 -18 

0.200 48.1 49.6 -0.3 -2.3 

aCathodic limiting current at the n-Si working electrode under forward bias conditions. 

bCathodic limiting current at a Pt working electrode oriented in the same geometry as the Si 

electrode. cConcentration overpotential. The anodic limiting current for all cases was 48 .3 

mNcm2 at a Pt working electrode oriented in the same geometry as that of the silicon 

working electrode. The concentration overpotentials for 0.2 mA/cm2 and 2.0 mA/cm2 

were calculated using 11 = (RT/nF)ln«JI,e-J)/(J-JI,a)) (ref. 16). These two current density 

values were chosen arbitrarily to demonstrate the magnitude of the concentration 

overpotentials. R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, n is the number 

of electrons in the redox reaction, F is the Faraday constant, he and ha are the cathodic 

and anodic limiting current densities respectively. The limiting current values used for 

these calculations were those obtained at the Pt electrode. As a comparison to the 

concentration overpotentiallosses, the IR losses at 0.2 mA/cm2 and at 2.0 mA/cm2 for 

typical silicon electrode areas were 1 and 20 mV respectively. These values were calculated 

assuming an uncompensated resistance of 159 ohms. 
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Table II. Voc ys Concentration of Me2~+ 

[Me2Fc+] V oC<20.0 mA/cm2 ) VoC<10.0 mA/cm2 ) VoC<1.0 mA/cm2 ) 

(M) (V) (V) (V) 

0.0001 0.635 0.616 0.548 

0.001 0.635 0.617 0.551 

0.010 0.635 0.616 0.549 

0.050 0.634 0.614 0.551 

0.100 0.625 0.604 -------

0.200 0.625 0.604 -------

The concentration of Me2Fc was 0.200 M in all cases, with a cell temperature of 298 K. 

Measurements were made on three samples with a variation in Voc of < 3 m V from sample 

to sample. 
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Table III. Voc vs Temperature for n-SilCH30H-Me2ll+/0 

T Range Voc(O.OK)intercept -dV/dT(theory) -dV/dT(expt.) 

(M) (K) (mV/K) (mV/K) 

0.0003 210-300 20 1.18 1.89 1.85 

0.0003 210-300 5 1.21 2.03 2.09 

0.002 210-300 20 1.18 1.89 1.85 

0.010 210-300 20 1.19 1.89 1.90 

0.050 260-300 20 1.20 1.89 1.95 

0.005 230-300 20 1.20 1.89 1.93 

The concentration of Me2Fc was 0.05 M in all cells except the last row where it was 0.005 

M. The concentration of LiCl04 supporting electrolyte was 0.10 M in all cases except the 

very last row, where it was l.0 M. Voc(O.O K) was detennined from the extrapolated T=O 

intercept of the Voc vs T data. This intercept overestimates the activation barrier by about 

5% due to the weak temperature dependence of some parameters (Ref. 8b). 

-dV/df(theory) was calculated from Voc(theory) at 300 K and an intercept at a K of l.18 V 

(Ref. 8b). The temperature range for the next to last row was limited by precipitation of 

Me2Fc+, and that for the very last row was limited by precipitation of the LiCI04 

supporting electrolyte. 
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Figure 1: Dark I-V curves of a 0.245 ohm-cm, (100) oriented, float zone grown n-type Si 

sample in contact with the CH30H-Me2Fc+/O electrolyte at 298 K. The Me2Fc 

concentration was 0.200 M, and the Me2Fc+ concentrations were as noted. The units 

accompanying the curves indicate the appropriate current density multiplication factor with 

reference to the axis labels. a) I-V behavior at small forward bias. Although solid curve is 

data with [Me2Fc+] =0.0 10 M, the dark curves for [Me2Fc+] ~0.010 M were 

indistinguishable in the voltage ranges where concentration overpotentials were not 

significant (0.0 V to -0.25 V for [Me2Fc+] = 0.3 mM; 0.0 V to -0.35 V for [Me2Fc+] = 

0.002 M). b) I-V data for the samples of Figure la, but for higher current densities and 

larger forward bias voltages. At sufficient forward bias voltages « -0.4 V), mass 

transport limited currents were reached for each Me2Fc+ concentration. The concentration 

dependence of the current for V<O.4 V was not due to an increase in thermionic current but 

was ascribable to concentration overpotentials and uncompensated resistance losses. 
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Figure 2: Typical Voc vs temperature data for a 0.245 ohm-cm, (100) oriented, float zone 

grown n-Si sample. The electrolyte was CH30H-0.OOO3 M Me2Fc+-0.050 M Me2Fc-0.l 

M LiCI04. Me2Fc+ concentrations from 0.0003 M to 0.050 M all yielded linear 

responses, with extrapolated 0 K intercepts of (1.19 ± 0.01) V for Me2Fc+ concentrations 

of 0.0003 M, 0.002 M, 0.005 M, 0.010 M, and 0.050 M. The irradiation intensity was 

adjusted at 300 K to provide a Voc = 0.635 V, which was the typical value for Jph=20 

mNcm2 at 300 K. 
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Figure 3: Potentiostatic 1-V curves for HF-etched and Pd covered (9A) 1.68 ohm-cm (100) 

oriented n-Si in contact with CH30H-0.OO1 M Me2Fc+-0.200 M Me2Fc-LO M LiCI04. 

The solid curve is data for the HF-etched n-Si sample, where the Voc of 0.570 V is in 

accord with the bulk-diffusion/recombination limited value (Eq. 2). The sample with 9A of 

thermally evaporated Pd (dashed line) yielded a Vex; = 0.319 V. Seven samples consisting 

of various amounts of thermally evaporated Pd (9, 12, 24, 27, 30, 36 and 46 A) yielded 

similar behavior, with open circuit voltages at photocurrent densities of 20 mA/cm2 ranging 

from 0.273 to 0.319 V at 298 K. 
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Figure 4: Potentiostatic I-V curves for a 0.61 Q-cm, (111)-oriented Pt coated-alkali etched, 

n-Si photoelectrode in contact with 0.10 mM K3Fe(CN)6-0.100 M I<4Fe(CN)6-1.0 M 

KCI(aq) (Ecell =+0.116 V vs SCE). The behavior in contact with 8.6 M HBr(aq)-0.01 M 

Br2(aq) (Ecell =+0.590 V vs SCE) was similar. All samples including bare n-Si, Pt coated

alkali etched n-Si, and Pd metal island modified n-Si, and metaVoxide coated n-Si provided 

by H. Tsubomura exhibited similar behavior in both electrolytes. The surfaces were 

obviously passivating as indicated by successive scans under illumination. The light 

intensity was 80.0 mW/cm2, however, the photocurrent densities were very low due to low 

quantum yields as a result of the passivation. 
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Figure 5: Potentiostatic 1-V curve of a 1.0 Q-cm (lOO)-oriented n-Si sample covered with 

a continuous Au/insulator/semiconductor (solid curve) and of a 1.0 Q-cm (100)-oriented 

n-Si/Au (120 A Au) Schottky diode (dashed curve). Both curves were collected in contact 

with the 0.10 mM K3Fe(CN)6-0.100 M ~e(CN)6-1.0 M KCI(aq) electrolyte. In this 

experiment, for a thick continuous metal layer, the aqueous electrolyte acts as an ohmic 

contact for the "buried" MIS and Schottky diode. 
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Charge Transfer Studies of Semiconductor Interfaces 

Chapter 5: Fabrication of Minority-Carrier-Limited 
n-Si/Insulator/Metal Diodes 
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Fabrication of minority-carrier-limited n-Si/insulator/metal diodes 
Amit Kumar. Mark D. Rosenblum. Delwyn L. Gilmore. Bruce J . Tufts. 
Mary L. Rosenbluth. and Nathan S. Lewis·) 
Diuision of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Cabfornia Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena. California 91125 

( Received II December 1989; accepted for publication 26 February 1990) 

A photoelectrochemical anodization technique has been used to fabricate n-Silinsulator/ metal 
( MIS) diodes with improved electrical properties. MIS structures fabricated with Au have 
orovided the first experimental observation of a solid-state n-Si surface barrier device whose 
open circuit voltage V"" is controlled by minority-carrier bulk diffusion/recombination 
processes. For these diodes. variation of the minority-carrier diffusion length and majority
carrier dopant density produced changes in V"" that were in accord with bulk diffusion/ 
recombination theory. Additionally. the variation in V"" in response to changes in the work 
function of the metal overlayer indicated that these MIS devices were not subject to the Fermi 
level pinning restrictions observed for n-Si Schottky structures. X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopic characterization of the anodically grown insulator indicated 8.2 ± 0.9 A of a 
strained Si02 layer as the interfacial insulator resulting from the photoanodization process. 

Although numerous studies of the semiconductor/liq
uid interface have addressed the design of efficient photo
electrochemical solar cells. 1.2 little attention has been deVOl 
ed to the application of photoelectrochemistry to improve 
the performance of solid-state devices. Deposition of ul
trathin dielectric layers is crucial to the fabrication of opti
mized metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) solar cells. 
chemically sensitive field-effect transistors. and tunnel-ox
ide based devices, j and photodectrochemical techniques 
might dord controlled surface oxidation processes tbat are 
unavailable with thermal oxidation or other wet chemical 
methods. In particular. for p-type Si-based solar cells. Green 
and co-workers have obtained bulk diffusion/recombination 
limited performance with thermal oxidation techniques.' 
and have fabricated minority-carrier MIS systems which 
yield some of the highest open circuit voltages ( Voc ) report
ed to date for any Si solar cell. ' .' However. minority-carrier 
dominated behavior has not been reported for n-type Si
based MIS systems. because conventional oxidation tech
niques have resulted in n-Siloxidelmetal interfaces with 
large majority-carrier thermionic emiJaion currents. 6,7 We 
report the use of photoelectnx:hemical oxidation techniques 
to prepare minority-carrier MIS systems with n-Si sub
strates. and report the preparation of II-Si MIS diodes that 
exhibit different electrical device properties with metals of 
different work functions. 

The method of junction formation used in this work was 
based on the photoelectrochemistry of II-Si in alcohol sol
vents.' We have previously demonstrated that n-Si/metha
nol interfaces can produce liquid junctions which yield V"" 
values in agreement with bulk diffusiOn/recombination 
theory.8a This system yields the theoretical Voc value of 635 
mY for 0.2 n cm n-Si samples at 20 mA/cm2 photocurrent 
density. and more highly doped samples have produced pho
tovoltages in excess of 670 mY at 300 K (at 20 mA/cm2 

photocurrent density) without any back surface field act
ion. ' b The high quality of this Si/liquid interface prompted 
us to apply these photoelectrochemical techniques to the for-

•• Author to whom correspondence should be addreued. 

mation of n-Si based MIS devices. 
Device fabrication involved exposure of a HF etched. 

(100) oriented n-Si sample (typically 0.05~. S cm2 in ex
posed area) to polychromatic illumination in a methanol 
solution which contained 50 mM of dimethylferrocene. 
SmM of dimethylferricinium (BF.- or CI - ). and 1.0 M of 
LiCIO •. The Si sample was maintained under potentiostatic 
control using conventional electrochemical cells and poten
tiostats.1b but dry. anaerobic conditions were not required 
for the success ofthe procedure. Short circuit photocurrent 
densities for separate runs varied from 1~20 mA/cm2 de
pending upon the mass transport limit for the particular cell 
configuration. but in all cases. the photocurrent density was 
set to be 1-3 mA/cm2less than the mass transport limit for 
dimethylferrocene oxidation. After several potential scans of 
the n-Si electrode from short circuit to the open circuit p0-

tential. enough LiOCH j was added from a stock solution 
( 1.0--2.5 M LiOCH) in methanol) to make the cell solution 
0.02~.08 Min methoxide ion. The n-Si electrode was then 
maintained under potentiostatic control at short circuit rela
tive to the equilibrium solution potential of a Pt reference 
electrode in the cell solution. The desired oxide thickness 
was conveniently indicated by a decline in Voc of 120 mY 
from its initial value (usually requiring 60-100 min of elec
trolysis at short circuit) . This oxidation required up to 100 
min. since the current efficiency for oxide formation is small 
relative to that for dimethylferrocene oxidation. h .b A 10%-
15% decrease in short circuit photocurrent and a degrada
tion of the fill factor was observed to occur concurrently 
with the drop in V"" . After overlayer growth. the n-Si sample 
was thoroughly rinsed with CH)OH solvent. dried under 
nitrogen. and transferred to a filament evaporation system. 
A semitransparent metal film (100-125 A) was then depos
ited by thermal evaporation of> 99.99% pure metal from a 
tungsten filament under a base pressure of < 8 X 10-6 Torr. 
The properties' of the resulting MIS devices with a series of 
different barrier metals were then investigated by light /- V. 
dark /- V. and differential capacitance versus voltage tech
niques. 

Figure I displays the improvement in /- Vbebavior of n-

1919 Appl. Phys. Lett. se (19), 7 May 1990 0003-6951 / 90/191919-03$02.00 @ 1990 Americ:an Institute of Physics li19 
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FIG. 1. Current· voltage properties under illumination of an ,·Sil Au 
Schottky diode (dashed line ) and of an , ·Si / l/ Au MIS (solid line ) device 
at 2S'C (negative voltage is forward bias ). The illumInation tntensll ies 
were adjusted to yield short circuli photocurrent densilles of 20 rnA/ cm'. 
The substrate material had a resistivity of 1.08 0 cm. 

Sil Au junctions after photoelectrochemical treatment, as 
compared to the behavior of II-Sil Au Schottky barriers. The 
photovoltage for the latter device, 0.29 V, is in agreement 
with expectations based on thermionic emission over a bar
rier height of 0.80 V for the II-Si/ Au interface. 1L'. In con
trast, the 0.58 V V"" value obtained after anodization of this 
1.08 n em II-Si sample (370 jJm thickness, eft'ective hole dif
fusion length = 185 jJm) indicates that the majority-carrier 
overbarrier recombination current had been suppressed in 
this system. The increased V"" is in accord with a bulk ditfu
sion/recombination process1L5LIa as expressed by Eq. (I) : 

V"" = (kTlq)ln(JpltL,NDlqD,lI f ). (I) 

where J ph is the photocurrent density. N D is the dopant den
sity. L, is the eft'ective minority-carrier ditfusion length. D, 
is the minority-carrier ditfusion coefficient. and IIi is the in
trinsic carrier concentration. Table I displays the correlation 
between theoretical open circuit voltages [based on Eq. ( I ) 1 
and experimentally measured open circuit voltages for Au 
MIS devices fabricated on II-Si samples with varying dopant 

TABLE I. Variation in open circuit voItqe (I'~) for /I·SilVAu devices. 

TheoretK:al voltqa were calc:ulaud from Eq. (I), taltinl/l , = 1.4S X 10'· 
em - J ( Ref. J) . All open circuit voltqa were meuured with W.halogen 
irradiation suJllcient to provide shan cin:uit photocurrent densities of 
20 ± 2 mA/em' at 298 K . The typical variation in I'~ amonlsamplesofthe 
same resistivity and L, .... 0.02 V. 

Resistivity Uective hole dill'uaioa I' ~ ( theory) 
(Oem) Ienllh L, (~) (V) 

0.24 19S 0.63 
o.n 200 0.S9 
1.08 18S 0.S8 
I.3S In o.n 
I.S 200 o.n 
1.S9 13 O.SO 

1920 AppI. Phys. Lett., Vol. 56, No. 19, 7 May 1990 

I'~ (exptl. ) 
(V) 

densities and hole dift'usion lengths. The V"" value of 0.62 V 
obtained with the 0.24 n cm II-Si sample is much larger than 
the 0.45-D. 54 V values reponed for previous II-Si based MIS 
devices at comparable injection levels.1.'-7 The bulk recom
bination limited V"" implies that, even at forward biases of 
O. 5-D. 7 V with relatively low hole injection current densities, 
these MIS systems exhibit a ratio of hole injection current to 
electron injection current which is greater than 1.0 for all 
dopant densities and bulk lifetimes studied. This behavior 
contrasts with thermally oxidized II-Si MIS devices, in 
which Si samples with much higher hole injection current 
densities only exhibited hole/ electron injection ratios of 
10-1_10- 2 at forward biases of I V.7b 

The open circuit voltages of these MIS systems fabri 
cated on 1.08-1. 7 n em II-Si with a series of metals are pre. 
sented in Table II. Substantial frequency dispersion in the 
differential capacitance versus voltage plots generally pre. 
vented a rigorous measurement of the barrier heights usmg 
the lie 2 vs V method. thus open circuit voltages are report. 
ed in Table II. For comparison. the open circuit voltages for 
analogous II-SiIM Schottky diodes were independently mea
sured and have been included in the data set of Table II. The 
MIS systems exhibited a strong correlation of V"" with the 
work function of the metal. as would be expected from the 
ideal Schottky barrier model. For instance, high work func
tion metals such as Au, Pd, and Pt yielded MIS devices with 
larger V"" values than Schottky contacts. whereas low work 
function metals produced lower V"" values in the MIS struc
tures than in the corresponding II-SiIM Schottky contacts. 

Several experiments were performed with Au contacts 
in order to identify the chemical constituents necessary for 
successful MIS fabrication. Immersion of II-Si samples into 
the electrolyte in the presence of illumination. but with no 
faradaic current flow. yielded V"" values of only 0.36 V, at 
photocurrent densities of )(~ ... 20 mA/cml, after deposition of 

TABLE II. Compuiton of I' ~ for /I·Silmeul contacts before and after 
phocoe1ectrocbemical anodization.· 

Wort. function" ,·Si/M I'~ /I·Si/1IM I' ~ 
Metal (eV) (V) (V) 

Pt S.6±0. 1' 0.36 0.S8 
Pd 5.5 ±O. I' 0.24 0.S8 
Au 5.1 ±O.I' 0.29 0.58 
AI 5.1 ±0.2" 0.1' 0.52 
Rh s'(r 0.30 0." 
Co 5.0±0.1' 0.18 0.44 
Cu 4.7 ±O.I' 0.06 0.38 
Ni 4.6 ±O.I" 0. 10 0.35 
Cr 4. ~ ±0.2" 0.09 0.00 
AI 4.1" 0.24 0.00 

• Subatratel .. ere /I-Si (100) oriented sampleo of either 1.08 0 em :Jr 1.7 
o em resistivity. The I'a values .. ere meuured with W.haIoaen irradia· 
tion sullcient to provide !bon circuit photocurrent densities of 20 ± 2 
mA/em'. The random variation in lhe I'~ values .. as typically ± 0.02 V. 

"Where available, wort. functions for lhe polyc:rystalline metal on SiO, are 
listed. 

'D. E. Eaatman, Pbya. Rev. B 1. I (1970). 
" Reference JL 
• B. E. Niewenhuya, R. Bouman. W. H. M. Sachtler. Thin Solid Films 21.' I 

(1974) . 

Kumar tit Ill. 1920 
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a Au overlayer. Additionally, anodizations of n-Si in 
CH )OH performed without the simultaneous presence of 
anodic photocurrent, LiClO., CH)O - (either generated 
electrochemically at the cathode or added chemically ). di
methylferrocene, and dimethylferricinium failed to produce 
Voc values with Au overlayers of greater than 360 m V. For 
e,;ample, samples that were maintained at short circuit cur
rent densities of 12-16 mA/cm 2 for 12-24 h, but without 
e,;posure to metho,;ide ion. yielded Voc values ofO. 34-Q.38 V 
upon Au evaporation. These samples displayed peaks in the 
Si ( 2p ) region of the ,;-ray photoelectron spectrum (XPS) 
indicating the presence of only 3. 1 ± 0.4 A. ofa strained Si02 

layer" [BeV = 103.85 relative to the Si(2p)I2 ) component of 
the Si substrate line at 99. 70 Be V J on the silicon surface. 

In contrast , XPS analysis of Si surfaces that produced 
satisfactory MIS behavior revealed the presence of 8.2 ± 0.9 
A of a strained SiO: layer. A wide scan XPS analysis of 
samples that had been removed from the anodization solu
tion and rinsed with CH)OH revealed that approximately 
4.9 ± 1.5 A. of a ferricinium compound was on the surface, 
as indicated by the presence of a low spin Fe(III) com
pound. and also revealed an approximately equal amount of 
fluoride ion. However. the presence of Fe and F was not 
necessary to obtain the desired MIS device behavior, as evi
denced by the high Voc values of 0.56--0.5S mV that were 
obtained for Au MIS devices fabricated on 1.3 n cm n-Si 
=ples that were rinsed withO.016M HCl(aq) prior to the 
n etal evaporation step. Such acid rinsed samples exhibited 
!gnificantly reduced XPS peaks attributable to Fe 
,0' -t-u.2A.) and F (0.S±0.2 A.). but did display the 
8.2 ± -0.9 A. of strained Si02 present in the other anodized n
Si samples. Thus, the important factor for MIS device fabri
cation is that the electrochemical process allows reproduc
ible growth of ultrathin Si02 films, and that these oxide films 
are sufficiently uniform to prevent direct metaVSi contacts 
and are sufficiently nonporous to prevent interdiJfusion of 
metal to the Si surface during the subsequent thermal metal 
deposition step. 

In summary, we have shown that photoelectrochemica1 
anodization can produce controllable amounts of oxide coat
ings that lead to novel II-Si MIS device properties. These 
MIS devices display improved V GO values and exhibit an im· 
proved response to the work function of the contacting metal 
phase. A similar process may be occurring in a recent report 
describing the chemistry of W~ surfaces, in which im· 
proved WSe21 Au interface behavior was observed after elec
trochemical cycling of the W~ anode in an aqueous 1- /1)
electrolyte. 10 Additionally, photowashing procedures have 
been recently advanced as a method for decreasing the sur-

1921 Appl. Phys. Lett .• Vol . 56. No. 19. 7 May 19110 

face recombination velocity of GaAs interfaces, II and suit
able control over the electric potential and the chemical con
stituents of the GaAs/liquid interface might yield additional 
control and reproducibility for this passivation process. 
Clearly, photoelectrochemical processing of semiconductor 
surfaces can have beneficial effects that are not attainable 
through conventional thermal processing techniques. and 
other applications of these methods are being explored at 
present. 
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ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER AT SrTi03 PHOTOELECTRODES: 

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN THE STATISTICAL AND STOCHASTIC 

FORMALISMS FOR ELECTRON TRANSFER PROCESSES IN FUEL

FORMING PHOTO ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS 

ABSTRACT: 

Conventional photoelectrochemical and photovoltaic theory predicts a light intensity 

threshold for sustaining the net electrolysis of water using semiconductor electrodes, but a 

stochastic charge transfer formalism for photoelectrolysis reactions does not predict such 

threshold behavior. This work examines the theoretical and experimental aspects of light

assisted water electrolysis using n-type SrTi03fH20 interfaces. A theoretical framework, 

based upon simple chemical kinetic considerations, has been formulated to describe the 

behavior of such photoelectrosynthetic cells. Experiments conducted on the n-SrTi03i5.0 

M KOH(aq)/Pt photoelectrosynthetic cell have revealed a threshold in the short circuit 

electrolysis current at 0.02-0.03 mW/cm2 of 325 run illumination. Additional theory and 

experiments have provided insight into relationships between two-electrode regenerative 

photoelectrochemical cells, two-electrode photoelectrosynthetic cells, and three-electrode 

potentiostatic cells. These experiments and theory indicate that a conventional chemical 

kinetic treatment of interfacial electron transfer rates appears to be sufficient to describe the 

photoelectrochemical behavior of SrTi0:3 and Ti02laqueous junctions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Although one of the major advances in photoelectrochemical energy conversion was 

the 1977 "water splitting" experiment of Fujishima and Honda 1, 14 years later many 

fundamental questions still remain unanswered regarding the mechanism of water 

electrolysis at semiconductor electrodes.2-7 One key issue, involving the thermodynamic 

limitations of water photoelectrolysis, is whether the charge transfer processes across 

semiconductor/liquid junctions should be viewed as irreversible stochastic events,8 or 

whether these charge transfers should be treated within a statistical thermodynamic 

formalism.9-11 This issue is the topic of the work presented below. 

The stochastic approach to charge transfer has precedent in the theory of 

photoemission from solids into a vacuum. 12 Based on an analogy between 

semiconductor/vacuum and semiconductor/liquid contacts, Williams and Nozik8a 

formulated a stochastic framework for currents in the photoelectrolysis of water using Ti02 

and similar metal oxide electrodes. Their theory predicts that water photoelectrolysis 

currents should be observed at all light intensities, and implies that there should not be a 

light intensity threshold for the photoelectrolysis process. Such behavior is based on the 

premise that each electron-hole pair, at all illumination levels, delivers the full free energy 

required to sustain photoelectrolysis. In support of this theory, preliminary experiments 

with n-type Ti(h electrodes have shown no evidence for a threshold in photoelectrolysis 

current for light intensities between 1 x 10-3 and 4xlOS mW/cm2.8b Alternatively, 

conventional, statistical, solid-state photovoltaic theory for light-induced charge transfer 

reactions in regenerative and photoelectrosynthetic electrochemical cells does predict a 

threshold for photoelectrolysis,3,9,10 because at very low light intensities, the photovoltage 

produced by the illuminated semiconductor electrode should not be sufficient to provide the 

free energy necessary to achieve the fuel-forming photoelectrolysis reaction. 
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Distinguishing between the predictions of these two fonnalisms is fundamentally 

important, because the ultimate upper bound on the perfonnance of a photoelectrochemical 

energy conversion system is very different for the stochastic fonnalism relative to that 

o~tained from the statistical thennodynarnic approach. The focus of the work reported 

herein is to clarify the theory of each scenario, to develop criteria for differentiating 

between these two possible mechanisms, and to apply these criteria to experimental 

photoelectrolysis systems of current interest in solar energy conversion. 

II. THEORETICAL EXPECT A TIONS 

A. General Kinetic Expressions 

The basic problem can be expressed concisely, and in a straightforward fonnalism, 

by use of the kinetic framework of Figure 1. Consider an n-type semiconductor 

photoelectrode in contact with an aqueous electrolyte. The energies of the conduction band 

edge (Ecb) and valence band edge (Evb) are as shown relative to the Nernstian redox 

energy E(NA-), and for simplicity, these band edge positions will be considered to be 

fixed in energy under the various conditions of light intensity, applied potential, etc. that 

will be encountered. lllumination of the semiconductor will produce photogenerated 

electrons and photogenerated holes, which will be separated by the electric potential 

gradient near the solidlliquid interface.2,3,8-11 ,13 This charge separation ultimately will lead 

to a photocurrent through the external circuit, and to interfacial charge transfer events that 

will result in the fonnation of the fuels of interest in this work. 

When a positive voltage is developed in the semiconductor electrode (Figure 1), the 

photogenerated minority carrier (hole) will be driven toward the interface, where it will 

undergo an interfacial charge transfer reaction with a donor, A -, to yield the species A. 

Accompanying this process, the majority carrier proceeds into the ohmic contact and 

produces a photocurrent through the external circuit. Currents of the opposite sign are also 
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present, and these currents are responsible for "back reactions" in the system (so-called 

dark currents).3 ,9,l0 These "back reaction" processes can include electron transfer from the 

semiconductor conduction band to the acceptor, A, and hole transfer from the oxidized 

donor, A, back into the semiconductor valence band. The sum of the dark currents and 

photocurrents determines the total net current that will be measured in the external circuit at 

any particular applied potential. 

A more quantitative treatment requires kinetic expressions for the interfacial charge 

transfer processes. In order to obtain a general expression for the behavior of the system at 

various light intensities, it is crucial to consider all of the possible forward and reverse 

currents in the complete electrochemical cell. The kinetic pathway for interfacial hole 

transfer can be expressed as follows:9,14,15 

The forward bimolecular rate expression is then: 

"anodic" hole flux = kht Ps [A-] (1) 

and the reverse rate expression is: 

"cathodic" hole flux = kh(l [A] (2 ). 

kht has units of cm4/sec, because the "anodic" hole flux must be the product of the hole 

concentration at the semiconductor surface, Ps (in cm-3), multiplied by kht and by the 

concentration of the donor [A-] (in cm-3). kh(l denotes the rate constant for injection of 
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holes into the valence band by the solution redox couple, and has units of cm/s (because the 

corresponding flux is simply kh(1[A]). 

kh(1 can be related to kht using detailed balance arguments},l0,16,17 At 

equilibrium, no net hole current passes through the interface, and we readily obtain kh( 1= 

kht Pso [A-]/[A], where Pso is the specific surface hole concentration at equilibrium. 

Substituting for kh(1 and subtracting equation (2) from equation (1), the net interfacial hole 

flux can then be expressed concisely as: 

(3). 

Note that a positive flux in this convention is holes flowing from the semiconductor into the 

liquid. 

An analogous treatment can be applied to electron transfer from the semiconductor 

conduction band. The relationship between the forward and reverse electron transfer rate 

processes to the acceptor ion A is as follows: 

e- + A 

k -1 et 

In this case, the electron flux is given as: 

"cathodic" electron flux = ket ns [AJ 

and 

"anodic" electron flux = ke(1 [A-] 

(4) 

(5) . 
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Here, the bimolecular rate constant ket relates the forward direction (cathodic) electron flux 

to the product of the surface electron concentration, ns, and the dissolved acceptor 

concentration, [A). The reverse rate constant, kef l , describes the anodic electron injection 

current, and has units of crn/sec, as does khfl. 

Detailed balance can also be used to obtain a relationship between kef 1 and keto 

Denoting the equilibrium surface electron concentration by nso, use of a procedure identical 

to that for holes yields: 

"net" electron flux = ket [A] (ns-nso) (6). 

As for holes, our convention implies that a positive electron flux represents electrons 

leaving the solid into acceptors in the solution phase. 

In photoelectrolysis systems, the only additional modification to these expressions 

is that more than one acceptor species can be present. In this situation, to properly describe 

the interfacial electron current, individual expressions corresponding to equations (4)-(5) 

would be required for each acceptor. An expression similar to equation (6) will then be 

obtained, but the factor multiplying the (ns-nso) term will reflect the sum of all the possible 

interfacial electron transfer kinetic pathways. As discussed below, equations analogous to 

(1)-(6) will suffice to describe the total interfacial current in any situation of interest in this 

work. 

B. Simplifying Assumptions 

To use equations (1)-(6), we need to solve for the surface electron and hole 

concentrations in response to changes in light intensity and bias applied to the 

semiconductor. The equations describing the general situation for the full 

semiconductor/liquid system, including diffusion, transport, and recombination, have been 
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presented by Reiss,18 and are quite complicated. We will therefore adopt two simplifying 

assumptions in our treatment. As discussed below, these assumptions still faithfully 

preserve the overall behavior of the system, and will also preserve the differences between 

the stochastic and statistical formalisms. The simplifications are merely used to obtain 

closed form solutions for ns and Ps without solving the full set of differential equations. 

1. Hole continuity/hole capture 

A photon flux of ro (photons-cm-2-sec-1) striking the semiconductor electrode will 

produce a nonequilibrium concentration of electrons and holes in the solid. In a real 

system, only a fraction , <1>, of the photogenerated minority carrier holes will survive to 

reach the electrode surface (Figure 2).10,19 The surviving flux of minority carriers 

available to participate in interfacial charge transfer is therefore simply <l>r 0 (photons-cm-2-

sec-I). Within this framework, (l-<I>W 0 implicitly includes all of the optical reflection and 

kinetic recombination processes that can affect minority carriers, except for the interfacial 

charge transfer process. 

To obtain an expression for Ps under illumination, continuity of the hole current at 

the interface must be invoked. 10,15,17,20 The net hole current, obtained by subtracting 

equation (2) from equation (1), must be equal to the arriving flux <l>r o. This leads to the 

desired expression for Ps in terms of the system parameters of kht> [A -], and r 0: 

(7) . 

Under conditions where kht > <l>r oI([A-] Pso), this expression simplifies to Ps""Pso· 

For these illumination and interfacial rate constant values, the minority carrier concentration 

at the surface does not vary greatly from the dark equilibrium minority carrier surface 

concentration. This lack of change in Ps relative to Pso is expected when the 

photogenerated minority carrier flux to the surface is much smaller than the interfacial flux 
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that can be supported by the heterogeneous charge transfer process. Under these 

conditions, continuity of the hole flux through the interface clearly implies that the net hole 

current is simply equal to <l>ro. 

In most of the discussion below, we will use this assumption that Ps""Pso, and will 

write the net hole flux simply as <l>r o. This assumption is certainly expected to be the case 

for the rapid charge transfers assumed in the stochastic treatment of solid/liquid junctions,8 

and would also be applicable at moderate light intensities in the statistical approach.3,9,10 

However, as discussed below, this assumption is not required in the general case 

represented by equations (1)-(7), as long as the more complex equations are used to solve 

for Ps and ns· 

2. Hole back reaction vs. electron back reaction 

The other key assumption, made for simplicity, is that the dark current (back

reaction) is dominated by conduction band electrons interacting with acceptors in the 

solution, as opposed to injection of holes from the donor species back into the 

semiconductor valence band. The full expressions given in equations (1)-(7) do not require 

this assumption, but the resulting equations are greatly simplified when this kinetic 

situation applies. With this assumption, equation (6) can be used to describe the net 

electron flux through the solid/liquid interface. 

3 . Expression/or the Total Interfacial Current 

The total current is now readily obtained by combining the expressions for the 

interfacial flux of electrons and holes. Neglect of the hole back reaction, and assuming 

Ps""Pso as described above, implies that the net hole flux given by equation (3) can be 

replaced simply by the hole flux arriving at the solid/liquid interface, <l>r o. Equation (6) 

yields the expression for the net electron flux. The total interfacial current is therefore 
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given by subtracting the electron flux (equation (6» from the hole flux, <l>r 0, and 

multiplying the entire expression by the charge on an electron, q: 

(8). 

Equation (8) is the desired expression for the dependence of the total interfacial 

current on the incident photon flux. The only remaining variable that has not been 

explicitly solved for in the treatment at present is the surface electron concentration, ns. It 

will be discussed below when the behavior of equation (8) for regenerative cells and 

photoelectrosynthetic cells in two electrode and three electrode potentiostatic configurations 

is explicitly considered. 

C. Regenerative Electrochemical Cells 

The regenerative cell is obtained when current flow yields no net change in the 

chemical composition of the liquid/electrolyte phase, i.e., when only electrical energy is 

obtained as output from the illuminated semiconductor/liquid junction (Figure 3). In this 

cell, the reference potential is the Nernstian equilibrium cell potential of the redox 

couple/electrolyte/liquid phase. For simplicity, it is assumed that the kinetics and area of 

the counterelectrode are sufficient that the potential of this electrode does not deviate 

significantly from the Nernstian equilibrium potential of the solution, even when current 

flows through the cell. Under these conditions, the open circuit voltage measured between 

the illuminated semiconductor electrode and the metal counterelectrode is a measure of the 

free energy produced upon illumination of the semiconductor/liquid interface.9,lO,13 

1. Dependence of Current on Incident Plwton Flux 

For the regenerative cell, the relationship between the short circuit current and the 

incident photon flux is readily obtained from equation (8). At short circuit, no potential 

difference is present through the external circuit, implying that ns=nso. Using equation (8), 
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the total current is therefore i=q<j>lo (Figure 3b). This is the conventional conclusion for 

regenerative cells: the short circuit photocurrent is linearly related to the incident photon 

flux.2 ,13,14 This conclusion will hold over a wide range of light intensity, provided that 

there is sufficient equilibrium band bending that nso<<nbulk, i.e., that the junction acts as a 

good rectifier in the dark in response to a change in applied bias. For such cells, no 

threshold for photocurrent is predicted, due to the direct proportionality between i and 10. 

2 . Dependence of the Open Circuit Voltage on Incident Photon Flux 

At open circuit, no net current passes through the semiconductor/liquid interface. 

However, the individual electron and hole currents are generally non-zero, and must 

therefore exactly offset each other at open circuit. The open circuit expression is thus 

obtained from equation (8) by setting i=O: 

(9). 

In order to have the electron current offset the photogenerated minority carrier flux, 

equation (9) indicates that ns under illumination must exceed nso. The quantitative 

expression for the open circuit voltage can be obtained from equation (9) by using the 

explicit expressions for ns and nso: 

nso = fibexp{ -q(Vbi)/kT} 

ns = nbexp{ -q(Vbi-Vod/kT} 

(lOa) 

(lOb) . 

These expressions merely represent the Boltzman relationship between the electric potential 

and the carrier concentrations.2,3 nb is the majority carrier concentration in the field-free 

bulk of the semiconductor, Vbi is the built in voltage (Figure 1), k is the Boltzman 

constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Voc, the open-circuit voltage, is the extra 

voltage developed by the semiconductor in order to increase the surface electron 
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concentration from nso to ns so that the electron current will be increased and will offset the 

photocurrent (<I>r 0) to maintain zero net current flow (Figure 3c, 3d). Substituting 

equations (lOa) and (lOb) into equation (9) and solving for Voc (assuming Voc»kT/q) 

yields: 

v oc = (kT/q) In {<I>r o/(nso ket [AJ)} (11). 

This is the conventional form of the open circuit voltage in a photovoltaic lO,19 and 

regenerative photoelectrochemical system,9,14,21 and shows the expected logarithmic 

dependence on the incident light intensity. A similar expression has been used previously 

by our group to elucidate the concentration dependence of V oc, 21 and has been presented 

earlier by others in identical form, but in somewhat different notation.9,10,14 

There is no threshold dependence of Voc on incident light intensity in a regenerative 

photoelectrochemical cell. Any finite illumination level will lead to development of a 

nonequilibrium concentration of carriers in the semiconductor, which will produce a 

steady-state potential difference between the solid phase and the liquid phase, as measured 

by the value of Voc.22 However, if fuels are to be formed by illumination of this junction, 

a certain light intensity will be required before the free energy per electron produced by the 

cell, q V oc, exceeds the free energy per electron required to sustain the electrolysis current in 

the fuel-forming reaction. This condition is described in more detail in the next section. 

D. Photoelectrosynthetic Cells 

The photoelectrosynthetic ce1l4,8b,9,13b,23 is obtained when chemical fuels are 

produced in addition to electricity, i.e., when the reaction at the counterelectrode is not the 

exact opposite of the electron transfer reaction at the illuminated semiconductor electrode. 

In this case, at least two separate electrochemical potentials and electrode reactions must be 

considered to properly describe the cell operation (Figure 4a). In this cell, the two key 
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variables of interest are the light intensity dependence of the net current and the light 

intensity dependence of the open circuit voltage. 

To apply the formalism of equations (1)-(6) to a photoelectrosynthetic cell, we 

again only need to calculate the net hole and electron fluxes through the 

semiconductor/liquid junction under the conditions of experimental interest. To avoid 

trivial solutions to the problem (i .e. , no current at any light intensity), we will assume that 

the band edges are located with respect to the two redox levels such that fuel production 

will occur under certain illumination conditions. This condition is met when Ecb<E(C+/C) 

and Evb>E(B+/B), as shown in Figure 4a.2 

The relevant redox potential energies are the Nemstian potential energies for the 

actual cell of interest (i.e., including activity effects and the actual concentrations of 

oxidized and reduced species) , as opposed to the formal redox potential energies of a given 

system. To insure definite redox energies in the solution, we assume that the 

concentrations of B, B+, C, and C+ are maintained at defmed values throughout the 

experiment, so that E(C+/C)=EO'(C+/C)+kT In{ [C+]/[C]), and E(B+/B)=EO'(B+/B)+kT 

In{ [B+]/[BD.24 For water photoelectrolysis at an n-type semiconductor photoanode, this 

will simply correspond to maintaining the H2(g) pressure constant over the 

counterelectrode, and to maintaining a given 02(g) pressure over the semiconductor 

electrode. 

We will also assume, for simplicity, that only c+/C is present and/or electroactive at 

the counterelectrode, and will initially assume that only B+/B is present in the working 

electrode compartment . This corresponds to the common situation for water electrolysis in 

which H2(g) is bubbled through the compartment containing a Pt or Pd counterelectrode, 

and 02(g) is being evolved at the semiconductor photoanode (Figure 4b). 8b 
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The kinetic situation for this scenario can be readily described within the formalism 

of equations (1)-(6) (Figure 4a). kht will refer to the oxidation of B to form B+. This 

again yields equation (7) to describe hole transfer processes at the semiconductorlliquid 

interface. In contrast to the regenerative photoelectrochemical cell, there are several 

possible pathways for interfacial electron transfer in the photoelectrosynthetic cell, because 

B+ can be reduced to B (with rate constant ket, B+/B), or C+ can be reduced to C (with rate 

constant ket, C+/c)· In water photoelectrolysis, this scenario would correspond to 

oxidation of water to 02 (B=H20; B+=~) as the hole reaction, and to reduction of either 

~ (B+) or of H20 (C+) as the electron reaction at the semiconductor electrode (Figure 4b). 

At the counterelectrode, we will assume that the reaction consists entirely of charge 

exchange with species C+ to form C (i.e., H20=>H2), and that this reaction occurs with 

little overpotential (i.e., the measured potential of the counterelectrode does not deviate 

significantly from the Nernstian equilibrium C+/C potential). This is the common case for 

noble metal electrodes used in water photoelectrolysis.25 The assumption that only C+/C is 

electroactive at the counterelectrode has been adopted for several reasons: 1) species B+ 

(i.e., 02 in our scenario) has been minimized in the counterelectrode compartment in order 

to insure that fuel can be formed from the reduction of C+ to C; 2) if the entire cathode 

reaction exclusively involved the B+/B (02=>H20) reduction, this would produce a 

regenerative cell (based on the 02fH20 redox system) whose characteristics have already 

been described above; and, 3) if a mixed reaction is assumed, only that portion of the 

current forming fuel differs in treatment from the regenerative cell. We do allow, 

however, for the possibility that conduction band electrons in the semiconductor can reduce 

either B+ (02) or c+(H20), because both species will be present simultaneously in this 

compartment and both will, in general, be electroactive at semiconductor surfaces. 
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Under these conditions, the equation for the net hole flux is identical to equation 

(3), with the general donor A-replaced by the specific donor B (H20) of Figure 4. 

Continuity of interfacial hole flux again leads to equation (7), and again we will assume for 

simplicity that the hole transfer rate constant is sufficient that Ps=Pso. 

The net electron flux in this photoelectrosynthetic cell is given by the sum of two 

terms: 

"net" electron flux = ket, B+/B [B+] (ns-nso) + ket, C+/C [C+] (ns-nso') (12). 

The first term is actually the back reaction in the B+/B regenerative cell, equation (6), with 

the specific acceptor B+ (02 in our example of Figure 4) replacing the general acceptor A. 

The second term arises from the possibility of conduction band electrons also reducing 

water itself (species C+). The energy position of zero net electron current will be different 

for the two different redox couples C+/C and B+/B, so we must use a different 

concentration, nso', in the second term of equation (12) than the surface electron 

concentration, nso, used in the first term. 

From equation (12), the net electron current can still be written in the form of 

equation (6), except that we will now use a combined electron transfer rate constant, kn, to 

represent the sum of all the kinetic pathways for electrons to be transferred into acceptor 

species in the solution (Figure 5). kn has a value of: 

kn= ket, B+/B [B+] + ket, C+/C [C+] (13). 

kn has units of cm/sec, i.e., it combines the interfacial bimolecular charge transfer rate 

constant with the value of the acceptor concentration in the interphase region where charge 

transfer occurs. I5 The desired equation then has the form: 

II II I fl k ( ") net e ectron ux = n ns-nso (14). 
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Comparing equations (12-14) yields the value for the new constant, nso", as: 

nso"=(l/kn) {nso kett B+/B [B+] + nso' keto C+/C [C+] } (15) . 

nsO" represents the surface majority carrier concentration, in the presence of B+/B and 

C+/C, at which the net interfacial electron flux is zero, just as nso in the simple B+/B 

regenerative cell represents the surface majority carrier concentration that yields zero net 

electron current in the presence of only B and B+. 

Using a procedure analogous to that for the regenerative cell, the total current can 

now be obtained by subtracting the net electron flux from the net hole flux. This yields 

i = q {<j>r 0 - kn (ns-nso")} (16) . 

This is the desired equation that will yield the explicit dependence of the current on 

incident light intensity. The key issue is to determine the value of ns under the various 

scenarios, and then to use equation (16) to solve for the current produced by the 

semiconductor/liquid interface. 

1. Dependence of Short Circuit Photocurrent on Incident Photon Flux 

Unlike the regenerative B+/B photoelectrochemical cell, for which short circuit 

conditions implied ns=nso, short circuiting the semiconductor and counterelectrode in the 

fuel-forming cell will produce a non-equilibrium bias voltage, V ceU=(1/q) [E(B+/B)

E(C+/C)], across the semiconductor/liquid interface. This bias voltage will result in a 

change in the potential distribution at the semiconductor/liquid junction relative to the short 

circuit regenerative cell case, and will lead to a change in surface electron concentration 

relative to its equilibrium value. The most important point for our discussion is that the 

electron concentration in the semiconductor bulk will be maintained at a value that is in 

equilibrium with the Nernstian potential energy of the counterelectrode (Figure 5).10 
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Under these conditions, we can readily solve for ns by writing ns=nbexp{ -q(Vbi-

V ceU)/kT}, or alternatively, ns=Ncexp{ [(ECb-E(C+jC)]/kT} (where Nc is the effective 

density of states in the semiconductor conduction band). Substituting into equation (14), 

we obtain 

(17a), 

or 

i = q {<!>r 0 - kn Ncexp{ [Ecb-E(C+jC)]/kT} + kn nso"} (17b) 

as the expressions for the short circuit current of the cell. 

When r 0=0, equation (17) implies that kO, because ns»nsotl in this 

photoelectrosynthetic cell. This condition makes sense, because without light energy input 

into the system, the electrochemical cell will merely act as a fuel cell, and will yield a steady 

state current flow in a direction consistent with the thermodynamically favored reaction C + 

B+ ~ C+ + B. Increasing the light intensity striking the semiconductor will produce a 

current that opposes this spontaneous dark current, and will eventually result in the net 

production of fuels B+ and C. Within the framework of equations (17), increasing the light 

intensity will produce an increase in the hole flux to the surface, <!>r o. Equations (16) and 

(17) therefore yield a simple expression for the light intensity dependence of the total 

current. When the light intensity is sufficiently large that i=O, i.e., when <!>r o=kn(ns-nsotl), 

the threshold for fuel production will be reached, and the net current through the external 

circuit will be exactly zero. Higher light intensities will result in i>O, i.e., 

<!>r o>kn (ns-nso"), and only under these conditions will the cell be capable of sustaining 

the net electrolysis of fuels B+ and C. 

2 . Three Electrode Potentiostatic Behavior 
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The expressions describing the current flow under potentiostatic control of the 

semiconductor electrode are readily obtained from equation (17). The potentiostat controls 

the value of ns through the relationship ns=Ncexp[(Ecb-qEpou/kT], with Epot the potential 

of the working (semiconductor) electrode. This relationship holds both in the dark and 

under steady state illumination conditions. The continuity condition for the interfacial 

minority carrier flux under illumination again implies that the hole flux to the interface has a 

value of cpr o. Combining these two relationships leads to the explicit dependence of i on 

Epot: 

(18) . 

This expression closely resembles equation (17), except that in equation (18) the 

current is controlled explicitly by the value of qEpot, instead of by the value of E(C+/C). 

When qEpot=E(C+/C), the potentiostatic experiment and the two-electrode 

photoelectrosynthetic cell should produce identical dependences of the net current on the 

incident light intensity. Changing the applied potential in the three electrode potentiostatic 

cell configuration will merely alter the value of ns, and will therefore correspond to the i vs. 

r 0 characteristic of a two-electrode cell with a different value for E(C+/C) but with all other 

parameters held constant. In these cases, when ns>nso", a dark current opposite in sign to 

the light-induced current is present, and its value depends (in general, exponentially) on the 

value of qEpot. 

For certain values of the electrode potential Epot. the photoelectrode current vs 

illumination intensity behavior will be identical to that of a regenerative 

photoelectrochemical cell. When Epot is sufficiently positive that ns=nso", the current flow 

through the semiconductorl1iquid interface should be analogous to that predicted from 

equation (8) for a regenerative photoelectrochemical cell with ns=nso. Under this condition 

of applied bias, no threshold in current would be observed, and the observed current would 
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be linearly proportional to r 0, with i=O in the absence of illumination. In the potentiostatic 

configuration, this linearity of net current with light intensity would apply whether the 

counterelectrode was actually sustaining the electrolysis of B+::::}B or C+::::}C, because the 

potentiostat would provide the compliance voltage necessary to maintain the condition that 

ns=nso" at the semiconductor electrode. A similar dependence would hold when 

qEpot=E(B+/B), i.e., ns=nso is established, except that a small dark current, of the same 

sign as the photocurrent, would be present due to the oxidation of species C at the 

semiconductor electrode. Variation in the value of qEpot can thus lead to different 

dependences of i on r 0, depending on the value of ns at the chosen potential of the 

semiconductor electrode. Below we describe experiments that investigate these predictions 

for the photoelectrolysis of H20 at n-type SrTi03 surfaces. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL 

A. SrTi03 Photoelectrode 

Single crystals of (lOO)-oriented SrTi03 (band gap = 3.2 eV) were obtained from 

Commercial Crystal Laboratories Inc., Naples, Florida. Samples were doped n-type by 

heating for 10 hours at 11000 C in a quartz tube furnace under a flowing atmosphere of 

forming gas (95% N2, 5% H2).6a The crystal was then allowed to cool for 8 hours under 

the flowing forming gas. During doping the color of the initially white, opaque, crystal 

changed to a dark blue/black color, which was consistent with the expected increase in 

conductivity accompanying the introduction of oxygen vacancies and/or titanium 

interstitials into the metal oxide lattice.26 

Ohmic contact to the crystal was made by rubbing a Ga:In eutectic mixture onto the 

back of the sample. The back of the crystal was then contacted to Sn wire, and the 

electrode was insulated with epoxy to expose a square area approximately 2 mm on each 
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side. Before all experiments, the electrode was etched twice in concentrated nitric acid for 

20 seconds, followed by rinsing in flowing water and drying in a stream of N2(g). 

B. Electrochemical Cells and Instrumentation 

All cells were made with high purity chemicals. NaOH was used as obtained from 

the supplier (EM Science Inc., New Jersey), and a Barnsted NANOpure water purifier 

provided 18 MQ resistivity deionized water. The electrochemical cell was fabricated out of 

pyrex, but a Dynasil-type quartz window (California Quartz) was incorporated near the 

position of the working electrode to maximize optical transmission in the UV spectral 

region. The two electrode configurations consisted of the SrTi03 working electrode and a 

Pt black counter electrode. Three electrode configurations consisted of the SrTi03 working 

electrode, a standard calomel (SCE) reference electrode, and a Pt black counterelectrode of 

area> 2 cm2. For the two electrode experiments the counter electrode was placed inside a 

separate compartment that was isolated from the remainder of the cell with a ceramic frit 

(Coming Glass, New York). Both compartments were purged with appropriate gases 

through thin polyethylene tubes that were immersed in the solutions. 

For three electrode experiments, a PAR 362 Scanning Potentiostat (Princeton 

Applied Research, NJ) was used to control potentials, and data was recorded on a Houston 

Instruments (Houston, TX) Model 2000 Omnigraphics X-Y recorder. For two electrode 

experiments, the output from a Keithley Model 427 picoammeter, connected in series with 

the two electrodes, was read on a Keithley Model 177 Digital Multimeter. For all cells 

where the counterelectrode compartment was under H2(g), the potential of the 

counterelectrode was determined by measuring the voltage between the platinized Pt 

electrode under 1 Atm. of H2(g) and an SCE . 

C. Light Source 
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The blue line (1..=325 nm, 3.8 eV) of a He:Cd laser (Liconix, Sunnyvale, CA) was 

used as the illumination source. To achieve a relatively uniform light intensity across the 

SrTi03 photoelectrode surface, the beam profile was diffused by transmission through a 

roughened quartz flat. The incident light intensity was controlled by using transmission 

filters fabricated from evaporation of thin «100 A) layers of metal onto glass. Light 

intensities were measured using a calibrated photodiode supplied from United Detector 

Technologies, Hawthorne, CA. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Two Electrode non-Potentiostatic Experiments 

SrTi03 was chosen for study because previous work has shown that illumination of 

n-type SrTiOylNaOH(aq)!Pt cells can yield the sustained, unassisted, electrolysis of water 

to produce H2(g) and 02(g).6 In the first set of experiments to be described below, the 

SrTi03 compartment was purged with 1 atm 02(g), and the Pt compartment was purged 

with 1 atm H2(g). This established well-defined Nernst potentials in both portions of the 

cell, and also established kinetic conditions compatible with the theoretical analysis of 

photoelectrolysis reactions described in section IID. 

Figure 6 depicts the dependence of the short circuit current on the light intensity 

incident onto the SrTi03 electrode. A dark current was observed in the external circuit, 

which is consistent with the expected, thermodynamically favored, reduction of ~ at the 

SrTi03 electrode and oxidation of H2 at the Pt electrode. illumination of the n-SrTi03 

surface produced a current that was opposite in sign to this dark current, and yielded an 

obvious threshold behavior as a function of the incident light intensity. This onset of 

measurable net photocurrent was observed for an illumination intensity between 0.023 and 

0.03 mW/cm2. 
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Data was also collected for n-type SrTi03 electrodes operated in a regenerative cell 

arrangement. This condition was established by purging both the SrTi03 and the Pt 

electrode compartments with 1 atrn ~(g). Under these conditions, 02 was oxidized at the 

SrTi03 electrode and was reduced to H20 at the Pt electrode. In this cell, no measurable 

dark current was observed at short circuit. For this cell, Figure 7 presents the data for the 

light intensity dependence of the net current through the external circuit. As expected for a 

regenerative cell, the current was linearly dependent on the incident light intensity, and no 

threshold in current was observed for light intensities as low as 5xlO-3 mW/cm2 of 

illumination onto the SrTi03 surface. 

B. Three Electrode Potentiostatic Experiments 

Three-electrode potentiostatic experiments were conducted with the SrTi03 

compartment purged with 1 atrn Ar(g). The thermodynamic potential for H2 evolution in 

5.0 M NaOH(aq) was measured at a Pt black electrode under 1 atrn H2(g) as -1.06 V vs 

SCE, and the 02fH20 potential was therefore +0.17 V vs SCE at this pH. Figure 8 

displays typical 1-V curves of the n-SrTi03/5.0 M NaOH(aq) interface at several different 

light intensities. At low incident light intensities, the onset of anodic current occurred at 

potentials more positive than the H+1H2 potential, whereas only higher light intensities 

yielded anodic current at potentials more negative than -1.06 V vs. SCE. Compared to 

previous I-V data on this system,6 the fill factor of the junctions was quite high in the 

anodic potential region, with values of 0.58-0.64 typical for these conditions. In addition, 

for voltages V< -0.8 V vs. SCE, the cathodic current density was larger when the electrode 

was exposed to 1 atm 02(g) than when it was exposed to 1 atrn H2(g). 

For this three-electrode potentiostated experiment, at potentials positive of 0.0 V vs. 

SCE, the net current was linear with the incident light intensity, with no apparent threshold 

behavior. In contrast, at more negative potentials, a finite dark current with an apparent 
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threshold for photocurrent was observed. The value of the dark current depended on the 

electrode potential, but the slope of the photocurrent vs. light intensity was independent of 

the potential for Epot>O.O V vs. SCE. 

A measure of the open circuit voltage of the semiconductor electrode can be 

obtained by considering the difference between the potential of zero net current and the 

Nemstian 02!'H20 potential. This value represents the maximum free energy available 

from the photoelectrode at a particular light intensity, regardless of whether it is used in a 

regenerative cell configuration where the counterelectrode reduces 02(g) to H20 or whether 

the counterelectrode is used to produce a fuel such as H2(g) from H20. Figure 9 displays 

this data, which indicates that the photovoltage increases logarithmically with increasing 

light intensity. The intercept of this plot will be the natural log of the sum of all of the back 

reaction rates at equilibrium.9-11 

V. DISCUSSION 

The data presented above are in accord with expectations based on the statistical 

approach to photoelectrolysis reactions.3,9,10,14 In the two electrode experiment, a light 

intensity threshold was observed for the sustained production of 1 atm H2(g) at the Pt 

electrode and 1 atm ~(g) at the SrTi0) electrode. In the dark, or at very low light 

intensities, the overall electrochemical reaction comprised the oxidation of H2(g) to H20 

and the reduction of 02(g) to H20, and produced a current that was opposite in sign to the 

light-induced current. This is precisely the behavior expected when the free energy of the 

collection of photoexcited carriers in the semiconductor is a function of the incident light 

intensity (vide supra, section II). Such behavior is not consistent with the prediction of the 

stochastic treatment that each photoexcited electron-hole pair should be treated as an 

individual event with the full electron-hole pair free energy available over the entire range of 

illumination in tensi ties. 8 
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The light-intensity dependence of the semiconductor photovoltage was also 

indicated by the I-V behavior of the three-electrode potentiostatic experiments. At low light 

intensities, the onset of anodic current occurred at potentials positive of the H+/H2 Nernst 

potential, and only high light intensities yielded a net anodic current for Epot<E(H+/H2). 

This behavior is in accord with the properties of the two-electrode cells reported in Figure 

6, and indicates that unassisted, sustained electrolysis of H20 to produce H2 and 02, in the 

presence of 1 atm 02 in the semiconductor compartment and 1 attn H2 in the Pt 

compartment, can only proceed above a specific light intensity. This is equivalent to the 

statement that relative to the 02IH20 potential, the open circuit voltage of the illuminated n

SrTi03/NaOH junction is less than E(02IH20)-E(H+/H2)=1.23 V at low light intensities, 

and exceeds this critical thermodynamic value only above a certain light intensity threshold. 

The statistical theory and experimental data thus are in agreement with the conclusion that 

only when the available, light intensity dependent, photovoltage exceeds the initial cell 

electromotive force will the net current change sign relative to the dark current, and will the 

sustained production of fuels be possible. 

The lack of a photocurrent threshold for n-type SrTi03 in a three electrode 

potentiostatic experiment for Epot>O.O V vs SeE can also be understood within the 

framework of section II. When the potentiostatically cpntrolled voltage is sufficiently 

positive that ns::::nso", equation (18) indicates that the net current is directly proportional to 

the incident light intensity. Under these potentiostatic conditions, the remaining (light

intensity dependent) voltage necessary to sustain current flow through the external circuit 

will be supplied by the compliance voltage of the potentiostat, and only variation in the 

electrode potential (i.e ., variation of ns) will affect the dependence of the potentiostatically

controlled current on the value of the incident light intensity. 
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We can now understand the lack of observation of a photocurrent threshold that has 

been reported previously by Nozik for the Ti02-induced water photoelectrolysis reaction.8b 

n-type rutile Ti~ single crystals cannot sustain the electrolysis of H20 without an external 

bias; 2,4,5a thus, only the trivial case of no photocurrent at any light intensity would be 

observed under direct short circuit conditions to a Pt counterelectrode under 1 atm H2(g). 

In a potentiostatic experiment, a photocurrent would be observed for Epot>(E(H+1H2) +0. 3 

V), but as for n-SrTi03, this current will be linear with the incident light intensity when 

Epot is sufficiently positive that ns""nso". This linearity in light intensity when ns is under 

potential control does not directly address the question of whether the free energy of the 

photoexcited semiconductor carriers is a function of light intensity; only experiments that 

probe the voltage developed by the photoexcited semiconductor can directly address this 

issue. Such experiments are provided by the two-electrode experiments with controlled 

Nernst potentials in each electrode compartment described in Figure 4, and/or by inspection 

of the position of zero net current in the three electrode potentiostatic experiment of Figure 

8. Thus, the observation of no photocurrent threshold when ns""nso" is fully expected 

from the conventional statistical approach to semiconductor electrochemistry, and does not 

in itself distinguish between the stochastic and statistical treatment of photoelectrochemical 

events. 

The prediction of a light-intensity threshold for water photoelectrolysis can also be 

obtained using the so-called quasi-Fermi level formalism. 10,14 Defming the hole quasi

Fermi level energy from the relationship p(x)=Nyexp[(Efp(X)-Eyb)lkT], and the electron 

quasi-Fermi level energy from the relationship n(x)=Ncexp[(Ecb-Efn(X))/kT] (where the 

values of p, n, Efp, and Efn can be dependent on the position, x, relative to the 

semiconductorlliquid interface) leads to a formalism in which hypothetical individual 

electrochemical potentials of minority and majority carriers can be calculated for specified 

conditions of applied bias, light intensity, etc. to the solid/liquid interface.9-11 For a 
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regenerative cell in the dark at equilibrium, Erp=Efn=EpE(NA-), as shown in Figure lOa. 

Illumination of the semiconductor electrode in this regenerative cell will lead to an increase 

in the surface electron and hole concentrations relative to their equilibrium values, with 

nsps»nsopso=n? The assumption of rapid hole transfer from equation (7), i.e., that 

Ps""Pso, is equivalent to the statement that Efp""E(NA-) for the illuminated 

semiconductor/liquid junction. The lack of movement in Efp due to this kinetic constraint 

therefore implies that, under illumination, the surface electron quasi Fermi level has moved 

closer to the conduction band energy, i.e., Efn«E(NA-) (Figure lOb). 

The extent of recombination will control the absolute value of the psns product, and 

therefore the position of the electron quasi-Fermi level within this treatment. In a 

regenerative cell, the position of Ern relative to E(NA-) is the open circuit voltage of the 

semiconductorlliquid interface. This leads to equation (10) as the quantitative expression of 

ns, and therefore V QC , under these conditions. For a photoelectrosynthetic cell, only when 

Ern becomes more negative than E(C+/C) will the illuminated semiconductor electrode 

develop sufficient photovoltage to sustain the light-induced electrolysis of fuels B=>B+ and 

C+=>c. Because the position of Ern is explicitly dependent on the light intensity (through 

equation (11) for the regenerative cell situation), a light intensity threshold for 

photoelectrolysis is also predicted from the quasi-Fermi level formalism of 

semiconductor/liquid contacts. 14 This prediction is in agreement with experimental data for 

the SrTiOylNaOH junction, as reported above. It is also a direct consequence of the values 

of the surface concentrations of majority carriers and minority carriers as expressed in the 

kinetic formalism of equations (1)-(18) in section II above. 

It is also of interest to examine the conditions under which no photoelectrolysis 

threshold would be predicted from the kinetic model described above. The presence of a 

finite dark current, by any mechanism, will always lead to an apparent threshold behavior 

of the net current for the fuel-forming reaction in the external circuit of the cell. Therefore, 
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the only mechanism by which this threshold can be eliminated is to totally suppress all of 

the dark reactions, i .e., to set kn=O in equation (14) and kh(l=O in equation (2). The 

kh( 1=0 assumption is not consistent with microscopic reversibility arguments for the 

interfacial hole transfer process.27 These assumptions of kn=O and kh(l=O are not justified 

for real semiconductor systems, because there are always back reaction pathways by which 

the majority carriers can transfer into the solution; additionally, recombination reactions of 

the majority carriers with photogenerated minority carriers inside the semiconductor cannot 

be neglected and set to zero. 10,19 In the dark, the presence of a potential difference 

between the semiconductor electrode and the metal counterelectrode will insure that the 

carrier concentrations in the semiconductor deviate from their equilibrium values; any 

recombination mechanisms that tend to restore these concentrations to their equilibrium 

positions must be considered in determining the net current flowing through the external 

circuit. Even if no trapping sites are present, thermal generation/recombination processes 

such as radiative luminescence will act to restore the carrier concentrations towards their 

equilibrium values.28 Thus, the above treatment always predicts a threshold in fuel

forming ability, regardless of the actual values of the interfacial minority or majority carrier 

charge transfer rate constants in the system. 

Some of the evidence supporting the stochastic model for interfacial charge transfer 

has been obtained from the observation of high quantum yields for photocurrent collection 

at the n-Ti02fliquid interface, and from experiments indicating the possibility of 

unthermalized, hot, hole transfer at Ti02/lhO junctions.29 Within the kinetic framework 

developed above, the observation of a photoelectrolysis threshold is predicted regardless of 

the value of kht; in fact, the assumption of equation (7) that Ps""'Pso is more rigorous for 

larger values of kht. The hole continuity expression of equation (7) implies that as long as 

competing recombination pathways are sufficiently small, the condition khtPs[A -]=<l>r 0 will 

be met, and the quantum yield for collected minority carriers will approach unity regardless 
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of the actual value of kht. This condition is obviously expected to hold at large positive 

values of Epot. because the strong interfacial electric field will reduce ns and thereby 

suppress all bimolecular interfacial recombination rates at the semiconductor/liquid 

junction. 

If kht is very small, then Ps must build up relative to Pso in order for current 

continuity to be satisfied; this will simply act as an overpotential for hole transfer and will 

act to increase the light intensity threshold value at which the photovoltage developed in the 

semiconductor is sufficient to sustain the water electrolysis reaction. Thus, the observation 

of a threshold for photoelectrolysis does not directly address the value of kht. nor the issue 

of whether thermalized or hot hole transfer has occurred at the n-SrTi03!NaOH(aq) 

interface. 

In conclusion, the present experiments indicate that charge transfer at the n

SrTi03l5.0 M NaOH(aq) interface can be described using a conventional kinetic treatment 

of the collective behavior of photoexcited semiconductor carriers. The free energy of the 

illuminated SrTi03!NaOH(aq) interface is a function of the light intensity incident on the 

semiconductor surface, and only when the photovoltage exceeds the electromotive force for 

production of 1 atm H2(g) and 1 atm 02(g) from H20 can a sustained photoelectrolysis of 

water be effected. The experimental data for SrTi03-based potentiostatic and non

potentiostatic cells are consistent with this conclusion. Straightforward expressions have 

been presented that offer an intuitive, chemical kinetic approach to this behavior, and this 

kinetic treatment appears to describe satisfactorily the behavior of typical regenerative 

photoelectrochemical cells and photoelectrosynthetic cells explored to date. The 

observation of a photoelectrolysis threshold does not directly address the question of 

whether interfacial charge transfer occurs from a thermalized carrier distribution, and such 

conclusions require independent experiments that probe the carrier dynamics and 

thermalization times in the system of interest. 
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Figure 1. Energy vs. distance diagram for an n-type semiconductor/liquidjunction. 

At short circuit, the Fermi level energy in the semiconductor, Ef, is equal to the redox 

energy of the electrolyte, E(A/A-), and the voltage dropped across the semiconductor phase 

is equal to the so-called built-in voltage, Vbi. Under these short circuit conditions, no net 

charge flows through the interface unless the semiconductor is exposed to illumination. 

Light absorption by the semiconductor produces an electron-hole pair, which is separated 

by the interfacial electric potential gradient. The net interfacial current is the sum of the 

processes producing anodic current flow and those producing cathodic current flow. The 

separate processes are represented as follows: kht is the rate constant for capture of valence 

band holes by the electron donor, A-, ket is the rate constant for capture of conduction band 

electrons by the electron acceptor, A, kefl is the rate constant for injection of electrons into 

the conduction band by the donor species A-, and khfl is the rate constant for injection of 

holes into the valence band by the acceptor species A. The solid arrows represent the 

forward reactions, i.e., anodic current for an n-type semiconductor, and the dashed arrows 

represent the back reactions that oppose this current flow. 
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Figure 2. Schematic of minority carrier flow at an illuminated semiconductorlliquid 

interface. illumination of the semiconductor with a photon flux r owill produce electron

hole pairs that will either recombine or survive to produce a net current through the 

interface. Combining all the possible recombination processes into one parameter, 1-<», the 

minority carrier flux at the interface is equal to the number of carriers created, r 0, minus the 

fraction that is lost through recombination as the minority carriers move towards the 

interface, (1-<»)r o. The surviving flux of minority carriers available to participate in the 

charge transfer reaction is therefore <»r o. Continuity implies that the hole concentration at 

the interface will increase until the interfacial flux exactly balances the photogenerated 

minority carrier flux arriving to the semiconductor/liquid interface, yielding an interfacial 

hole flux of <»r 0 under these illumination and bias conditions. 
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Figure 3. Kinetic processes for regenerative photoelectrochemical cells under various 

conditions of applied bias and light intensity. a) Under short circuit conditions in the dark, 

no net interfacial current is observed. Electron capture by the solution acceptor A is exactly 

offset by electron injection from the solution donor A-, and a similar balance occurs 

between the two valence band hole currents (not shown). b) Under illumination at short 

circuit, the flux of photogenerated minority carriers is given by <l>r 0, as depicted in Figure 

2. However, at short circuit, the net electron current arising from the conduction band 

processes is still zero, as depicted in Figure 3a under this short circuit bias condition. The 

non-zero interfacial valence band flux, but zero interfacial conduction band flux, results in a 

net anodic current through the illuminated semiconductorlliquidjunction. c) Under open 

circuit conditions, in either the light or the dark, the value of the net interfacial current must 

be zero. In the dark, this occurs when the Fermi levels of the semiconductor and the 

electrolyte are equal, since equal and opposite exchange currents are flowing, as depicted in 

Figure 3a. d) Under illumination, as seen in Figure 3b, a net interfacial hole flux is 

present from the valence band. At open circuit, to maintain a net current equal to zero, the 

semiconductorlliquid junction counteracts this increased hole flux by increasing the surface 

electron concentration and increasing the conduction band electron flux. The surface 

electron concentration increases until zero net current is achieved. The resulting potential 

difference between the semiconductor and the redox level in the solution is defined as the 

open circuit voltage, Voc, of the system. 
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Figure 4. Schematics of semiconductor/liquidjunctions used in photoelectrosynthetic 

cell configurations. a) A schematic of the general system, in which the photoanode 

produces the net oxidation of species B to yield B+, and the countere1ectrode reduces 

species C+ to yield C. The overall light-induced photoelectrosynthetic reaction is therefore 

B + C+ => B+ + C. For simplicity we will only consider minority carrier oxidation of B 

as the interfacial hole process, and majority carrier reduction of B+ and C+ as the "back 

reactions". This is appropriate for the oxidation of water at metal oxide photoanodes. b) 

Light-induced electrolysis of water using n-type semiconductor photoanodes. Water is 

oxidized to ~(g) at the photoanode, and water is reduced to H2(g) at the dark cathode. 

Only oxidation of water is considered by the photogenerated holes, because initially no H2 

(species C) will be available at the semiconductor interface. However, reduction of both 

~(g) and H20 can proceed at the semiconductor surface, and must be considered 

explicitly. The Fermi level at the back of the semiconductor is at the (C+/C), i.e., 

(H20/H2), redox potential under these short circuit conditions, because 1 atmosphere of H2 

is maintained over the Pt counterelectrode, and the counterelectrode has been assumed to be 

ideally polarizable in this cell. 
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Figure 5. Kinetic diagrams for semiconductor electrodes at short circuit in a water 

photoelectroysis experiment. a) In the dark, current will flow through the external circuit in 

response to the difference in Nernst potentials between the compartment containing the 

counterelectrode and the compartment containing the semiconductor electrode. This results 

in a net negative current, as shown, through the semiconductor/liquid interface, and yields 

the chemical reaction C + B+ ~ C+ + B. (b) Under illumination, the minority carrier 

current tends to oppose the dark current. When sufficient light intensity is obtained, no net 

current is present through the semiconductor/liquid interface, and the voltage produced by 

the illuminated semiconductor exactly offsets the Nernstian voltage difference between the 

two compartments of the complete cell. Above this threshold light intensity, the increased 

minority carrier flux provides a net positive current flow through the external circuit, and a 

sustained fuel electrolysis, in the direction B + C+ ~ B+ + C, can be achieved. 
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Figure 6. a) Plot of short circuit current density as a function of the illumination 

intensity for a two-electrode photoelectrolysis cell. The SrTi03 electrode and the Pt 

electrode were kept in different compartments that were separated by a ceramic frit. An 02 

pressure of 1 atm was maintained over the semiconductor electrode, and a H2 pressure of 1 

atm was maintained over the Pt electrode. The threshold in net photoelectroysis current 

was observed between 2.3x 10-5 and 3.0xlO-5 W/cm2. b) Linear plot of the positive 

current values reported in Figure 6a. At high enough current densities, where the 

magnitude of the short circuit majority carrier dark current was negligible, the total current 

density was proportional to the illumination intensity. 
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Figure 7. a) Plot of short circuit current density as a function of the illumination 

intensity for a two-electrode regenerative cell. In this system, 1 atm of 02 was maintained 

over both the SrTi03 and the Pt electrodes. For this cell, no net free energy change occurs 

in the electrolyte, and no threshold was observed in the current vs illumination intensity 

relationship. b) A linear plot, at higher light intensities, of the current density vs light 

intensity, showing the proportionality between the current density and illumination 

intensity. 
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Figure 8. Current-voltage behavior for the n-SrTi03l'5.0 M NaOH/Pt system under 

various illumination intensities. The scan rate was 50 m V /sec, and the cell was purged 

with 1 atm of Ar. a) I-V behavior at high light intensities. b) I-V behavor at low light 

intensities. Note that at sufficiently low light intensity, the net current is not anodic until 

potentials more positive than the hydrogen evolution potential at this pH. 
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Figure 9. Plot of Voc as a function of the light intensity. The Voc was equated to the 

difference between the potential for Ch evolution and the potential at which zero net current 

was observed in a three-electrode potentiostatic experiment. 
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Figure 10. Position of electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels for different illumination 

conditions. a) For a regenerative cell at equilibrium in the dark, only one Fermi level ~s 

required to depict the occupancy of electrons and holes, and to equilibrate with the 

electrochemical potential of the liquid phase. b) Under illumination, at open-circuit, non

equilibrium concentrations of carriers exist, and separate quasi-Fermi levels are required to 

describe the electron and hole concentrations. For rapid charge transfer between the redox 

couple and minority carriers, the hole quasi-Fermi level at the surface will coincide in 

energy with the redox potential of the electrolyte. In general, the open circuit voltage, Voc, 

is the potential difference between the redox couple and the position of the majority carrier 

quasi-Fermi level at the back of the electrode. For the rapid minority carrier charge transfer 

kinetics depicted in this figure, Voc is simply given by the potential difference between the 

values of the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels at the semiconductorlliquid interface. 
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Studies of silicon photoelectrochemical cells under high injection 
conditions 

Amit Kumar and Nathan S. Lewis·) 
DivIsion of ChemIstry and Chemical Engineering. Calt/ornia Institute of Technology. Pasadena. 
Calt/ornta 91125 

(Received 2 July 1990; accepted for publication 21 September 1990) 

The behavior of Si / CH jOH-dimethylferrocene ~ 10 junctions has been investigated under high 
injection conditions. Open circuit voltages of (626 ± 5) mY were obtained at short circuit 
photocurrent densities of 20 mA/ cm' for samples with an n - -diffused back region. 
point contacts on the back surface. and with a base of thickness 390 /-1m and a I ms hole 
lifetime. The diode quality factor and recombination current density were 1.8 ±O.I and 
(2.6 ± 1.5) X 10 - 8 A / cm Z

• respectively. These data are consistent with recombination 
dominated by .the base and back contact regions. and not at the SilCHjOH interface. 

We have previously shown that n-SilCHJOH inter
faces are of remarkable electronic quality. and exhibit open 
circuit voltages that are superior to those obtained from 
Si / metal junctions and from conventional Si p-n 
homojunctions. I

-
J Over a range of Si dopant densities and 

diffusion lengths. the open circuit voltage (V oc) for n-Sil 
CHJOH-dimethylferrocene (MezFc) ~ / 0 junctions follows 
the Shockley diode equation. Z.J as expected for a junction 
in which interfacial recombination losses are negligible 
compared to the minority-carrier bulk diffusionl 
recombination process.4 Since these previous systems were 
operated under low-level injection conditions. the trade~ff 
between high donor densities (Nd ) and maximum 
minority<arrier diffusion lengths (Lp) resulted in maxi
mum n-SilCH.pH Voc values of 635 mY (light-limited 
photocurrent density. J ph = 20 mA/cmz• 298 K) for 
Nd = 3.2 X 1016 cm - j n-Si with Lp = 195 /-1m. while higher 
Voc values of 670 mY (Jph = 20 mA/cm!. 298 K) for 
Nd = 1.8 X 1017 cm - J n-Si were only achieved with a con
current degradation of base lifetime (Lp = 20 /-1m). J An 
alternative design exploited recently in solid-state Si photo
voltaics to preserve high base lifetimes is to operate the 
base region under field-free, high injection conditions.' 
This approach has allowed fabrication of high efficiency 
( > 22%) photovoltaic cells displaying air mass 1.0 Voc 
values as high as 705 mV.6 We now report studies of n-Sil 
liquid junctions operated under high injection conditions. 
These cells take advantage of the electronic quality of the 
SilCHJOH interface, and have resulted in 630 mV Voc 
values (on unoptimized baselback contact combinations) 
with no processing steps performed on the liquid side of the 
Si base region. In addition to advancing our basic knowl
edge of the electronic properties of semiconductor/liquid 
junctions. these Silliquid systems might be useful for sim
ple, nondestructive. spatially resolved diagnostics ofSi base 
quality. 

Figure 1 depicts the liquid junction cell. The semicon
ductor photoelectrode (typically squares of edge dimen
sion 6-8 mm) consisted of an intrinsic Si layer (390 /-1m 
thick, Nd = 1.3 X lOll cm - J; low-level hole lifetime = I 
ms). with an n + -type diffused layer (sheet resistivity = 40 

. ) Address corres~ce to this author. 

010) on the back side of the wafer. Contact to the n 
layer was achieved by an array of metal points (5 /-1m X 5 
/-1m squares) covering 2% of the active device area. The 
remaining back surface area of the wafer was covered by a 
high quality thermally grown SiOl layer. This structure is 
similar to the processing used in high efficiency p-i-n solid
state concentrator cells. I

.
6 and reduces parasitic recombi

nation losses in the diffused region and at the back surface. 
For use in the liquid junction arrangement. no processing 
or diffusion steps were performed on the front surface; the 
Si samples were merely etched in 49% HF(aq) and were 
rinsed with H20 and CH JOH before use in a conventional 
photoelectrochemical cell arrangement. J.7 For comparison 
purposes. a complete p-i-n cell was evaluated in parallel 
with the Si/liquid junctions. This p-i-n cell was not fabri
cated in the identical batch process as the structures exam
ined in the liquid junction. but it nominally had the same 
back contact and base characteristics. with a front emitter 
consisting of an 80 OlD p '" region with point contacts. 
oxide passivation. and a textured front surface for light 
trapping purposes. The p-i-n test cell behavior was typical 
of such devices. although optimized cells with higher hole 
lifetimes and thinner bases have been reported to display 
slightly larger V"" values.6 

Figure 2 displays the current-voltage (I-V) behavior at 

n··pnospnorut Clrtutlon 
40 11/ 5(11',1", 

"Intrinsic 51 
Aluminum ...... N," 1111 l o I J ... m - l 

f----J90,.m -

SIlicon DIOxide 

CH , OH-Clm.tny lhrroc.n • . ' J 

FIG. \. Schematic diagram of photoelectrode used in this study. Contact 
to the electrode was made through the AI back. and the electrode edges 
and back surface were encapsulated in epoxy to expose O.4-<l.6 em ' of 
active area to the electrolyte. 

2730 Appl. Phys. lett. 57 (25).17 December 1990 0003-6951/90/512730-03$02.00 :§) 1990 American Institute of Physics 2730 
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.. noptimized semicondUClOr/liquid cell conft ... ralion. 

298 K of the Si photoelectrode in contact with the 
CH lOH-1.0 M LiCIO.-0.20 M dimethylferrocene 
(Me1Fc)-O.010 M Me2Fc + electrolyte. The Me2Fc + 10 re
dox system established the Fermi level of the liquid phase, 
and insured a high degree of equilibrium band bending in 
the Si base while maintaining electrode stability to photo
corrosion.7

•
1 The Si surface in the liquid junction was not 

optimized for light trapping or for minimization of optical 
reftection losses; thus. to facilitate comparison of electrical 
properties with the solid-state p-i-II test cell. the light in
tensity was adjusted to provide short circuit photocurrent 
densities (/pII) of 20.0 mA/em2. Under these conditions, 
the Voc of 626 ± 5 m V obtained from the liquid junctions 
compares closely to the Voc of 625 m V measured for the 
p-i-II device at Ipil = 20 mA/em1. This indicates tbat the 
ratio of minority-carrier collection to majority-carrier re
combination is similar in the two systema, and underscores 
the high electronic quality of the HF-etched SilCHlOH 
junction. The Voc values reported for the liquid junctions 
are statistically averaged results from 3 dift'erent Si samples 
used in a total of 11 separate SilCHlOH ceUs. The Sil 
CHlOHjunction in Fig. 2 is clearly operating in high-level 
injection. because the low-level injection bulk 
recombination! dill'usion Voc value for N I = 1. 3 X 1013 

em - l Si with an declive minority-carrier di6usion length 
of 400 ~m is only 473 mV at IplJ == 20 mA/em2 .• Under 
these conditions, a Vo< higher than this 473 mV value can 
only be achieved if the injected majority-carrier density 
exceeds the equilibrium majority-carrier density, implying 
that the high injection condition has indeed been obtained. 
The poor fill factor in Fig. 2 resulta from the uncompen
sated resistance losses and concentration overpotentials 
tbat are inherent to an unoptimized liquid junction cell 
design. The Voc values for such systems are still useful. 
because use of a thin layer cell configuration has been 
shown to min~ these cell-based losses while still pre-

2731 AppI. Phys. LMl. Vol. 57. No. 25. 17 December 1980 
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j .. nction ceU becomes JreSler lhan thaI for lbe ".i." cell al hip current 
denJitia. 

~rving the Voc determined in the unoptimized cell arrange· 
ment used in Fig. 2.9 

Plots of the dependence of V 0< on the light-limited pho
tocurrent density ror IplJ = O. IO-SO mA/em2 are presented 
in Fig. 3 for both the II-SilCHlOH junction and the p-i-II 
test ceU. Analysis of the data using the standard diode 
relationship· 

V 0<= (AkTlq)ln(/pW'/o). ( 1) 

(when: A is the diode quality factor. kTlq is the thermal 
voltage, Ipil is the light-limited photocurrent density, and 
10 is the magnitude of the recombination current density ) 
yielded values of 10 = 7.9 X 10 - \I A/em2 and A = 1.2 for 
the p-i-II cell. and 10 = (2.8 ± 1.6) X 10 - I A/cm2 and 
A = 1.8 ± 0.1 for the liquid junction. The dominant recom
bination mechanism for the p-i-II test ceU has been assigned 
previously to recombination in the diftUsed regions of the 
device, leading to the observed A and 10 values for the 
solid-state system.' In contrast, the liquid junction has no 
front diII'used region. but consists of a high quality Sil 
liquid interface. The higher A value in the Silliquid cell 
reflects this lack of front emitter recombination loss. For 
the relatively thick Si base (390 ~m) with alms minority
carrier lifetime, recombination in the base region is ex· 
pected to determine the device properties provided that the 
front emitter recombination can be suppressed. This is in 
accord with the observed A and 10 values ofthe SilCHlOH 
junction. At high light intensities, I&Se of the liquid contact 
to eliminate front emitter recombination results in higher 
V 0< values for the II-SilCHlOH junction than for the test 
p-i-II cell. Variation in processing to achieve further reduc
tions in base recombination. such as using longer lifetime 
Si samples with thinner base regions, might allow air mass 
1.0 V 0< values of SilCHlOH junctions to be competitive 
with the 705 m V values obtained from optimized p-i-II 
structures. 

Considerinl the high concentration of both electron 
donon (Me2Fc) and accepton (MezFc +) in the liquid 
phase. it is remarlr.ab1e that the II-Si/CHlOH cell displays 
such large V 0< values under high injection conditions. The 
spectral response bebavior. displayed in Fig. 4, underscores 

A. Kumer and N. S. L .... 2731 
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FlO. 4. Internal sbon cireuit quantum yield ~ ... ave1cnJlh for the p-i·~ 
cell (dashed line, last pan of Ref 3) , the intrinsic Si liquid junction ( lilllt 
circles) , and for a N. = 3.2 X 10" em -1, noat zone aro ... n, II·Si sample 
(L, = 193 I'm ). The concentrations of raIo. ions for the liquid junc:tionJ 
were 0.001 M MelFe and 0.0001 M MelFe - . 

the excellent hole collection properties of this junction. 
Figure 4 compares the internal quantum yield of the n-Si/ 
CH)OH interface using Nd = 1.3 X 10 1) cm - ) and 
Nd = 3.2 X 1016 cm -) Si samples to that for a typical 
Nd = 1.3 X 101) cm - ) base p-i-n cell. In the long
wavelength r~fon. ~h)e int~rnal quant.um ~fficiency of the 
Nd = 1.3 X 10 cm n-Si/CH)OH Junction IS substan
tially higher than that of the Nd = 3.2 X 1016 cm - ) sample) 
and is comparable to the response of the p-i-n Si test cell. 
This behavior correlates with the larger efl'ective minority
carrier difl'usion length in the low-doped Si samples. For 
the mirror-finished Si surfaces used in contact with liquids, 
the maximum absolute external quantum yield of the n-Si/ 
CH)OH interface was 0.7~.8O; however. it has been 
shown that surface texturizing etches can yield improve
ments in maximum external ~uantum yield to greater than 
0.9S for Nd = 3.2 x 1016 cm - n-Si/CH)OHjunctions. I •7•10 

Thus. despite the potential for interfacial recombination at 
the Silliquid interface, the achievable quantum yields are 
comparable to maximum external quantum yields achiev
able in optimized p-i-n devices. 5.6 

We have also investipted the dependence of Yoc on the 
concentration of donon and accepton in the liquid phase. 
The concentration of MelFc was varied from O.OOS to 0.20 
M. the concentration of MelFc + was varied from 0.0001 
to 0.10 M. and the [MelFc + ]/[MezFc] ratio was varied 
from 20 to S.O X 10 - 4. For all combinations studied, and 
over a range of 'ph from 2.0 to 20 mA/cml, Yoc did not 
change (± 10 mY) when the redox concentrations were 
varied. This is somewhat surprisin" because under high 
injection conditions, carrier transport in the intrinsic layer 
should be purely difl'usional. With no electric field to repel 
majority carrien, conventional electron transfer theo
ries 11 . 11 predict that the highly exoergic electron capture by 
MelFc + should be more kinetically facile than the less 
exoergic hole capture by MelFc. The independence of Yoc 
with changes in redox concentrations, and the excellent 
majority-carrier rejection i~dicated by the spectral 
response data, both indicate that the rate-limiting recom
bination step for majority carrien does not involve bimo
lecular interfacial tecombination with the dissolved redox 
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ions. The present data cannot address whether the under. 
lying cause of the high (minority I majority ) carrier collec. 
tion ratio is due to a failure of the conventional Marcus
Gerischer electron transfer theory" ·12 in this system or is 
due to strong surface inversion induced by the CH)OH. 
Me2Fc + / 0 contact. The latter situation would result in in 
situ formation of a p + -doped layer at the SilCH)OH in
terface •. making the p-i·n cell and the Silliquid cell very 
5~mllar In deVIce properties. Experiments designed to dis. 
tIngulsh between these alternatives are currently in 
progress; however. the present data clearly show that the 
collection properties of the n-SilCH)OH interface can ap
proach those of the best known solid-state Si photovoltaic 
systems. 

Although the n-Si/CH)OH interface yielded V values 
that were higher than those in the p-i-n test cell used in this 
work, this requires operation under high light concentra. 
tion, where the efficiency performance of a liquid junction 
suft"en relative to solid-state systems. Even in thin ( 10 Ilm ) 
electrolyte layen. mass transport limitations on the supply 
of redox couple to the Si interface lead to declines in power 
convenion efficiency at current densities higher than SO 
mA/cml,l.9 which is the range in which the high injection 
p-i-n devices exhibit superior efficiency performance.6 The 
liquid junction behavior under high injection conditions is 
valuable, however, in advancing our undentanding of car
rier transport and recombination at solidlliquid bound
aries. It is encouraging to note that the performance of 
such single-crystal SilCH)OH interfaces can approach that 
of the most technologically advanced photovoltaic systems. 
and that these semiconductorlliquid systems can afford 
relatively stable junction performance from simple, avail
able chemicals and liquids. 
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